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The West Indies, the earliest and one of the most important prizes of Europe's New World and the first to experience the full impact of the black diaspora from Africa,
were also the most enduringly colonized territories in the
history of the Western Hemisphere. Here more than anywhere else masters and slaves constituted the basic ingredients of the social order; here more than anywhere
else class and status were based on distinctions of color
and race. Yet out of that past, here more than anywhere
else societies with black majorities have emerged as selfgoverning, multiracial states.
This collection of four volumes-Slaves, Free Men,
Citizens; Work and Family Life; Consequences of Class
and Color; and The Aftermath of Sovereignty-chronicles
the remarkable story, played out on the doorstep of the
North American continent, of transitions from slavery to
freedom, from colonialism to self-government, and from
self-rejection to prideful identity.
The West Indies face a host of continuing problemsforeign economic domination and population pressure,
ethnic stress and black-power revolts, the petty tyranny of
local rulers, and an agonizing dependence on expatriate
culture. For these very reasons, the West Indies constitute
an exceptional setting for the study of complex social relations. The archipelago is a set of mirrors in which the lives
of black, brown, and white, of American Indian and East
Indian, and of a score of other minorities continually interact. Constrained by local circumstance, these interac-
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tions also contain a wealth of possibilities for a kind of
creative harmony of which North Americans and Europeans are scarcely yet aware. Consequently, while these
volumes deal specifically with the Caribbean in all its aspec~, many dimensions of life and many problems West
IndIans confront have analogues in other regions of the
world: mos~ clearly in race relations, economic development, colomal and post-colonial politics and government,
and the need to find and express group identity.
It can be argued that the West Indies is a distinctive
and unique culture area in that the societies within it display profound similarities: their inhabitants notwithstanding linguistic barriers and local or parochi~l loyalties, see
themselves as closely linked. These resemblances and recognitions, originally the product of similar economic and
~ial fo~ces based on North European settlement, plantation a~Iculture, and African slavery, have subsequently
been reInforced by a widespread community of interest
along with interregional migration for commerce, employ~
ment, marriage, and education. These volumes focus
mainly on these underlying uniformities. Within the Caribbean itself, however, one is more conscious of differences than of resemblances. While each Caribbean land is
~ part a. microcosm of the entire archipelago, local conditions-sIZe, resources, social structure, political statusalso make it in some significant fashion unique.
. The range of these essays is the entire non-Hispanic Canbbe,an, but most of the material that is not general in
character deals with the Commonwealth Caribbean, a preponderant share of this specifically with Jamaica and
Trinidad. This reflects neither a bias in favor of these territories nor a belief that they are typical, but rather the
fact that most recent scholarly attention has concentrated
on, and literary expression has emanated from, the Common~eal!h Caribbean. Close understanding of, and expressIOn In, the smaller French and Netherlands Caribbean
and larger but less well-known Haiti lie in the future.
In. the Caribbean, a real understanding of any problem
reqUIres a broad familiarity with all aspects of culture and
society. Thus the study of economic development relates
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intimately to that of family organization, and both of these
interlink with aspects of political thought, systems of
education, and patterns of speech. Consequently, the subject matter of this collection lies in the domains of history,
geography, anthropology, sociology, economics, politics,
polemics, and the arts. For example, essays on work and
family life by economists and anthropologists are complemented by other studies tracing the historical background and sociological interplay of these with other
themes. Throughout these volumes economists and geographers indicate how social structure bears on and is influenced by economy and land use, and linguists, litterateurs, lawyers, and local journalists provide insights on the
impact of these patterns in everyday life.
The reader will find here not a complete delineation of
the Caribbean realm but rather a sketch in breadth, with
fuller discussion of significant themes, given depth and
personality by picaresque flavor. He may gain a sense of
what West Indians were and are like, how they live, and
what problems they confront; he can see how their own
view of themselves differs from that of outsiders; he will
know where to look for general studies and for more detailed information. And if there is such a thing as a regional personality, this collection may enable him to acquire a sense of it.
What is currently available to most students of Caribbean affairs is woefully inadequate by comparison with
most other regions of the world. A few general histories,
technical analyses on particular aspects of Caribbean society or culture, and detailed studies of one or two individual territories comprise the holdings of all but the bestequipped libraries. Moreover, no book has yet been
published that includes a broad variety of material for the
area as a whole, and few studies transcend national or
linguistic boundaries. We therefore aim to make available
a wide range of literature on the Caribbean that is not
readily accessible anywhere else.
Most of this collection is the work of West Indians
themselves, for they contribute forty-five of the seventytwo selections. Seventeen of these are by Trinidadians,
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fifteen by Jamaicans, four by Guyanese, three each by
Vincentians and St. Lucians, two by Martiniquans, and
one by a Barbadian. Non-West Indian writers contribute
twenty-seven selections: fourteen by Americans, ten by
British, two by Canadians, and one by a French author.
Many of the North American and European contributors
either have been permanent residents in the West Indies
or have worked there for long periods of time.
Editorial comment has been held to a minimum, but
readers will find three levels of guidance. An introduction
to each of the four volumes summarizes the general implications of the issues therein surveyed. A paragraph of
topical commentary together with a few lines identifying
the author introduces each selection. Finally, a selected
West Indian reading list appears at the end of each volume, and a general comprehensive bibliography is appended to The Aftermath of Sovereignty.
The papers and documents included here have been altered only for minimal editorial consistency and ease of
reference. All original titles of articles have been retained,
but where none appear or where book chapter headings
do not identify the contents of excerpted material, we have
added descriptive titles, identified by single asterisks in the
text. Series of asterisks also indicate the few instances
where material is omitted. When required in such cases,
we have completed some footnote references. Otherwise,
only obvious typographical and other errors have been
corrected. Our own two translations from French sources
adhere to the originals as closely as possible, within the
limits of comprehensibility.
The editors are grateful to those who have assisted
them in this enterprise, both in and out of the Caribbean.
We owe special thanks to Marquita Riel and Claire Angela Hendricks, who helped with the original selections
and styled the references. Miss Riel also made the original
translations from the French. We are indebted to the Research Institute for the Study of Man, and its Director, Dr.
Vera Rubin, to the American Geographical Society, and
to Teachers College of Columbia University, and notably
to their library staffs, for many facilities.
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Our main gratitude goes to the contributors represented
in these pages and to their original publishers, who have
in most cases freely and uncomplainingly made available
their work and have helped to correct errors. We are particularly obliged for cooperation from the Institute of Social and Economic Studies and its Director, Alister McIntyre, and to the Department of Extra-Mural Studies,
both at the University of the West Indies, under whose
auspices a large number of these studies were originally
done. We are also obligated to M. G. Smith for encouragement throughout the course of selection and composition.
Lambros Comitas
David Lowenthal
March 1972
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This volume focuses both on West Indian economic life
and on domestic organization among the black laboring \
classes. The first of these themes falls generally within the
purview of economics, the second of anthropology and
sociology; as subjects of study each has its own distinctive
perspectives. Nevertheless, these two aspects of behavior,
which together exert more influence in daily life than any
other social institutions, are closely and systematically
linked. And in the context of slavery and forced labor, of
continuing economic exploitation, and of chronic overpopulation, the two related themes take on critical importance for understanding the West Indies.
The first section deals with problems of making a living
in an impoverished environment with a sharply disjunctive
economic system. One side of this system geared to the
mass production of such export commodities as bauxite,
oil, and sugar, is dominated by metropolitan markets and
by heavily capitalized, technologically advanced multinational corporations. The other side, producing for subsistence and for local markets, depends on small farmers
and artisans working with rudimentary tools and limited
capital, with expectably low yields and small profits. This
dualism exacerbates the chronic instability of a region
which has a surplus of available manpower but is woefully
short of arable land, energy supplies, and other natural
resources.
Macroeconomic analysis of the Caribbean has made
rapid headway since the onset of self-government in much
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of the region. West Indian economists, often combining
academic inquiry with governmental assignments, have assessed the socioeconomic effects of out-migration, weighed
the benefits and costs of industrialization and tourism
debated the consequences of regional and hemispheri~
economic cooperation, and drafted national development
plans. A growing literature details the influence of multinational corporations exploiting bauxite in Guyana and
Jamaica, oil in Trinidad and the Netherlands Antilles, and
sugar throughout the Caribbean. All these powerful
foreign-owned enterprises contribute substantially to local
government revenues, but the bulk of their profits is siphoned off to Europe and North America.
The internal economy of the West Indian folk, the other
face of the dual production system, is less well understood.
Plantations, oil refineries, alumina processing plants, and
tourist hotels provide jobs for only a small fraction of the
local working force. Most West Indians still have to wrest
Ii their living from the land or from occupations closely tied
'to "peasant" agriculture. Unpaid family help, work partners, and other cooperative arrangements must satisfy the
labor needs of most small farmers growing essential food
staples on scattered, economically marginal lands. Small
surpluses are sold in local markets by women vendors.
Limited farm earnings are frequently supplemented by
fishing, masonry, carpentry, and wage labor. The folk
economy operates on deep-rooted understandings of reciprocal obligations more than on classic market economy
principles and remains poorly integrated with the more
conspicuous export sector. And for most rural people, life
remains hard. The majority of those who move to towns
and cities swell the ranks of the unemployed; relatively
few manage to migrate abroad.
The "peasant" sector of West Indian life has largely
been studied by anthropologists, geographers, sociologists,
. , and a few agricultural economists. "Making a Living," the
i first section of this volume, is primarily concerned with
the social and cultural parameters of rural economic life.
A vivid account of a higgler's weekly round is followed
by an assessment of the relationship of small farming to
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Jamaican agriculture as a whole. Next comes an exploration in depth of the factors impinging on small farming
in a hill community; then an inquiry into allegations of
labor shortage in rural Jamaica, in the context of the differences between the cooperative labor patterns of the
peasant and the "rational" labor requirements of commercial farmers.
The next two selections deal with labor organization and
conditions on sugar estates: one is a description of work
arrangements on small estates in Barbados, the other an
account of cane reaping, labor recruitment, and social
factors affecting labor supply and productivity on large
Jamaican plantations. Then comes an article on multiple
occupation patterns found among the rural poor; a description of how the urban poor eke out a livelihood in
Kingston, Jamaica's capital; and a detailed critique of the
local impact of massive emigration to the United Kingdom. The final selection presents a comprehensive overview of Caribbean economies, with special emphasis on
those distinctive characteristics that differentiate the West
Indies from other countries in the developing world.
The second section of the volume, "Interpretations of! \
Domestic Organization," focuses on mating, marriage, I \
household, and family among African descendants in the·
West Indies. References to slave domestic patterns date
back to the earliest plantation settlements, and European
chroniclers and travelers characteristically dwelt on the
bizarre and exotic in the life of the transplanted African
slave. The systematic study of family and household organization in the Caribbean and elsewhere has generated
valuable insights bearing on mating and on domestic
grouping. Among other matters, these are of major conse- \ '\
quence for policy and legislation in the United States and I
Great Britain, where black patterns of mating and cohabitation are subjects of public concern and controversy.
Much of the debate has been singularly uninformed and
ethnocentric. Some observers, for example, view the high
illegitimacy rates of Afro-Americans, the brittle and serial
nature of their conjugal unions, and the reported matrifocal emphasis of many of their households as aberrant
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deviations from normative standards and "pathological"
in their community and personality impacts. Most scholars,
on the other hand, now consider these traits-which are
by no means confined to ethnic minorities-functional
adaptations to a hostile social environment.
Modern inquiry into West Indian family forms, the
primary concern of the selections presented here, stems
from a preoccupation with the origins of black folkways.
Afro-American studies by Melville Herskovits, in particular,
sought to link ancestral West African culture traits with
patterns found among a majority of present-day West
Indians. But while this approach launched the systematic
study of domestic life in the region, its methodology and
hypotheses were called into serious question, and alternative historical explanations were propounded and explored.
Some scholars argued that slavery had had an overwhelming impact on domestic organization; others held that the
plantation system qua system was the primary determinant;
and still others maintained that the roots of present-day
Caribbean domestic forms lay in medieval European society.
Interest in origins and historical roots gave way to
synchronic and comparative research after World War II,
owing to emergent local concern with welfare and development and to increased sophistication in the social
sciences. The functional links between domestic patterns
and other aspects of culture and society became a major
focus of attention. This perspective generated typologies
of mating and family organization, analyses of variations
in domestic forms, and studies relating household and
family types to socioeconomic status and to the nature of
the social order. The dominant thrust in these efforts was
generated by British social anthropology, with its stress on
structure, function, and institutional relationships.
The past forty years have given rise to a diversified corpus of data on Caribbean domestic organization. But this
body of research suffers at least one serious deficiency:
the concentration on the black, rural majority entails almost complete neglect of the domestic patterns of the influential urban middle and upper classes. A better balance
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of future research should reveal a fuller picture of West
Indian domestic organization in its complex totality.
The second section opens with an influential essay by \
Melville Herskovits, who sets forth a program of proposed
Afro-American research. Herskovits' scientific approach is
critically examined and evaluated in the next selection. The
following five articles provide specific case material on
domestic organization and disclose the major perspectives on the origins and context of West Indian family
forms. The first, by the Herskovitses, describes marriage
and family among rural Trinidadian blacks and posits the
continuity of these patterns from a West African source.
A Trinidadian clergyman and social scientist then emphasizes the impact of slavery on contemporary domestic
patterns. This hypothesis is reinforced in the next selection, by a Jamaican sociologist who finds precedents in
the slave system for contemporary domestic groupings; in
addition, he offers a typology of family forms, based on
variations in cohabitation. The following essay, by a Jamaican civil servant turned anthropologist, argues that the
diversity of cohabitation and household patterns in rural
Jamaican communities primarily reflects socioeconomic
factors. The penultimate selection deals with variations in
household structure as they develop over the course of a
lifetime; the author, an English anthropologist, postulates
a developmental cycle for Guyanese Negro households
and shows how this cycle fits into the larger social system.
Finally, an essay by a leading West Indian scholar summarizes the various positions social scientists have taken
on West Indian domestic forms and provides the reader
with a thorough critical review of the topic.

I MAKING A LIVING

1

1.

The Jamaican Country Higgler
Margaret Fisher Katzin

Problems of making a living are paramount in the lives of
most black West Indians. Adverse environmental and social
circumstances-high population densities, preponderance of
monocultivation for export, insufficient land for subsistence,
and a dearth of industrial opportunity-severely limit the
economic prospects of many West Indians, men and women
alike, who find making a living a harsh daily struggle. Necessity requires most country women to work, some in the
cane fields, others in their kitchen gardens or on small subsistence plots, and still others in domestic and other employment in towns and urban centers. Many thousands are involved in petty trading, typically for small returns. The
daily routine of one type of petty trader, a Jamaican higgler
on her weekly round from countryside to city and back,
is detailed here by an American. This description would
fit almost any territory in the Caribbean with only minor
modifications.

Jamaica is primarily an agricultural country in which
a large part of the population lives by the cultivation
of small, relatively inaccessible farms. Because the
economy is not self-sufficient, each household must have
cash to buy necessities that are imported, such as food,
clothing, tools and household articles. Most farms grow
crops that enter into all three levels of the distribution
system-subsistence, internal exchange and export. The
larger cash payments for the rural household come from
the sale of crops for export, but for small recu"ent
necessities each household depends on cash income derived from the local sale of produce. To ensure subsistence and some surplus for sale against the hazards
of weather, plant disease and a glut of one crop, most
farmers diversify their planting by putting in small plots
of several short-term crops in addition to those for export.
It is customary for a woman of the household to take
the goods produced for local sale to market and sell it.
However, this practice is followed regularly only by

MARGARET FISHER KATZIN received a doctorate in anthropology from Northwestern University, where she later
served as lecturer. She has also been associated with the
Research Center for Economic Development and Cultural
Change at the University of Chicago.
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From Social and Economic Studies, Vol. 8, No.4, December
1959, pp. 421-40. Reprinted with permission of the author and
the Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of
the West Indies.
1 This paper is a part of the writer's doctoral dissertation,
entitled "Higglers of Jamaica," for which data were collected
during a nine-month field study in the fall of 1956 and the
spring of 1957. Many persons in Jamaica, in addition to a
number of higglers, gave valuable assistance to the writer, particularly Dr. H. D. Huggins, Dr. M. G. Smith, Mr. Russell
LeWars, and Mr. W. D. Burrowes. Dr. Sidney Mintz. of Yale
University, also made helpful suggestions•
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women of the comparatively few households that have
sufficient land under cultivation to produce enough
goods each week to justify the cost of the market
trip.2 Most rural women go to urban centres only on
rare occasions to sell farm produce and make household purchases. The majority of small farms have
goods for sale in the internal market only in very small
quantities such as a few bunches of carrots, escallion,
beets or a few hundred grapefruit or oranges. It would
not be economic to undertake a trip to market to sell
the small quantities of produce that can be harvested
at anyone time, yet the goods must be sold when they
are ready and the households are always in need of
cash to buy imported necessities.
The link between the isolated, small farmer and the
market is the country higgler,8 usually a woman of the
neighbourhood or a nearby area, who walks and buys
produce to take to the market. Some country higglers
spread their goods in the markets and sell directly to
house buyers, and others sell to town higglers, town
residents who rent stalls in the markets where they
buy at wholesale and sell at retail. The following is an
account of the weekly routine of a typical country higgler of Jamaica.
The eastern sky showed only faint traces of light when
Miss A rose from her bed in her tiny, three-room cottage
in an upland valley in Eastern St. Andrew. Wi~out disturbing her sleeping husband, she put on a denun dress
2 These women are not middlemen, since they sell only produce that is grown by their own household perso~el. Th~y
are distinguished from higglers in this paper by bemg deSIgnated as "country people".
8 According to Webster, to "higgle" means "to hawk or ~d
dIe provisions" and a higgler is "one who higgles". Yet, whIle
logically the trade should be called "higgling", the term "higglering" is preferable for both ethnographic and contextual
reasons. As concerns the first, there is the fact that it is used by
point of view, most EnglishJamaicans·, and from the second
.
speaking readers interpret "higgle"
as a synonym f or "haggI"
e ,
which means something other than the carrying on of a particular trade.
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and heavy men's work shoes. She pulled on an old blue
sweater against the morning chill and crossed the yard to
the mud and wattle shed that was her kitchen. She piled
a few twigs under the crossed iron pieces on the fireplace
and struck a match to light a fire. As it began to burn,
she added a few lengths of small branches. With a battered enamel cup, she dipped some water from a kerosene
tin into the yabba4 teapot and set the pot over the fire.
As her sixteen-year-old daughter came into the kitchen,
Miss A said: "Lillie, feed the chickens I Oem is off the
roost." But Lillie was already filling a tin can with feed
to put in the chicken trough. Another daughter, thirteenyear-old Mamie, was sweeping the hard, dirt surface of
the yard.
By the time "tea"/I of boiled green bananas and coffee
was ready, Miss A's husband appeared and went to the
crude bench in the yard where an enamel wash bowl
stood beside a large water pitcher. He washed his face in
the cold water and returned to the house to sit beside a
small table. Lillie took a plate of green bananas, a slice
of bread and a cup of coffee to her father, who ate alone
at the table. Miss A took her tea standing in the kitchen
while the girls ate sitting in the yard.
When they were finished, Mr. X, who was too old and
ill to work hard, took his hoe from the shed next to the
kitchen and went out of the yard to work in the field behind the house. Mamie washed the dishes in cold water at
the bench in the yard while Miss A and Lillie filled two
washtubs with soiled clothes. They went down the path
toward the river in single file, Miss A in the lead, each
with a filled washtub on her head. Since this was the usual
weekly washing, they would be finished and back at the
yard soon after twelve o'clock. 6
4 Yabba is a crude type of earthenware made locally in
Jamaica.
/I Breakfast is called "tea". Preparing breakfast is termed
"boiling tea".
6 Laundry of a few small pieces is done in the yard. The
weekly household washing is done in the nearest running
stream, and the big laundry of all the large household articles
-bedspreads, blankets, curtains-is done communally in a river
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first Jamaica Local Examination, but she had failed the
second examination the previous June and was then "taking lessons" after school hours with one of the elementary
teachers to prepare for the third examination. Four days
each week, from Monday to Thursday, she and three
other girls went to the school for the special instruction,
for which each girl's family paid tuition because free education ends in Jamaica at fifteen years of age. If Lillie
passed the third examination, she could teach in a
primary school or get a job in Kingston as a salesgirl or a
clerk in an office. Without it she could only stay and help
her mother or work as a domestic servant or a higgler.
After Lillie had gone, Miss A added some carrots and
Irish potatoes to the simmering soup and then busied herself nearby where she could stir it often. She parched
some coffee beans that had been drying in the sun since
they had been picked a few days before. Soon Mamie
returned from school, changed from her school clothes
and went for drinking water.
Mr. X came in from the field soon after four o'clock
and Miss A served everyone a plate of the gungo soup,
leaving some in the pot for Lillie. After the dishes were
washed, Miss A washed her face and hands and sat down
beside Mamie in the "halr'g to mend one of her work
dresses while Mamie did her homework. Lillie came
home just before dark, took her dinner and then brought
a lighted kerosene lamp into the hall where she, too, sat
down to study. Mr. X had walked down the road to the
shop9 after dinner, but soon after dark he returned and
everyone went to bed.
Tuesday's routine was very like Monday's, except that
Miss A and Lillie went to the field near the house in the

While banana and yam peelings boiled in a pot on
the fire, Mamie put an empty, sixteen-quart kerosene tin
on her head and went down the narrow, tortuous path a
quarter of a mile to the spring. She filled the can with
drinking water at the spot where a stream flowed from
between the rocks and carried the full can back to the
kitchen on her head. Mter the boiled peelings had cooled,
she poured the mixture in the trough behind the shed for
the pig and goat. The dog and cat were fed the remains
of the breakfast.
Mamie made the beds and then changed from her
rough work clothes to fresh, clean school clothes. She put
on a while cotton blouse, a dark skirt and polished oxfords,
took her school books and called to her father that she
was leaving the yard. She went down to the road to walk
the three miles to the district elementary school.
Miss A and Lillie washed the clothes, towels, and sheets
in tubs filled from the running river and spread them
to dry. By the time they were finished, nearly all of the
pieces that they had spread in the sun earlier had dried.
They rested for a short time, sitting in the shade of a tree,
before they gathered everything in the tubs and returned
to the yard. Lillie put the laundry down in a basket for
ironing while Miss A fried some fritters of salt-fish and
flour in coconut oil for their lunch. Mr. X came in from
the field to eat his lunch and then returned to his work.
Before she left the kitchen, Miss A started the soup for
dinner by putting some dried "gungo peas"7 in a pot with
escallion and some slices of yam. Lillie washed the dishes
and helped her mother clean the house. Soon after two
o'clock Lillie changed from her work clothes into a clean,
white blouse, skirt and neat oxfords. She took her school
books from a shelf and started down the path to the
school.
Lillie had finished primary school and had passed the

g In Jamaican farmers' houses that are larger than one room,
the room on which the front door opens is usually furnished
with a table, chairs, a china cabinet with glass doors and, often,
a bed. Guests are received in this room which is called the

as a social occasion as a prelude to the two most important
holidays, Easter and Christmas.
7 "Gungo peas" are a lima-bean-like vegetable that grows
on bushes in the St. Andrew hills. The proper name is Congo
beans.

"hall".
9 A shop is a small store selling household necessities, pri-

marily foods, that is owned and operated by a resident of the
district, almost always a person of African descent.
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morning to weed "red peas"10 and in the afternoon they
ironed the clothes that had been washed on the previous
day. The clothes were ironed on a board by the alternate
use of four tiny irons that were heated over red hot charcoal.
On Wednesday, Miss A left her yard at dawn to buy
"load".l1 She wore a heavy denim "bib"12 over her dress,
a sweater, a headtie and heavy men's work shoes. On her
head she carried her two-bushel market basket with a
water bottle and some biscuits. She was easy in her mind
about the home, for she had assigned each of her daughters her tasks for the day and had given instructions about
the meals. Mr. X always worked near the yard when
she was away.
That Wednesday, as on every other Wednesday, Miss
A took the rough, precipitous path that led upwards from
her yard. She climbed for two hours before she came to
the gate of her first supplier. is She called out; and an immediate response revealed that she was expected. Her supplier came to the gate to say that some carrots, beets and
escaIlion were ready to be taken from the field and that
Miss A might accompany her while she did the reaping. 14
They chatted while the supplier selected and reaped the
vegetables. Miss A always kept her suppliers informed
about the latest news in her own neighbourhood and in
Kingston. Their discussion of the price of the vegetables
was short because all were selling at the usual prices,
since there had been no abnormal conditions to alter demand or supply for some time. After examining each of
the three bunches of carrots, two of beets and three of
10 Jamaica's "red peas" are known as red kidney beans in
the United States.
11 The goods a higgler takes to market are termed her "load".
12 A bib is a coverall apron worn by higglers. Its most conspicuous feature is two deep pockets that extend from the waist
almost to the hem, designed to foil pickpockets.
is A higgler refers to her suppliers as her "customers".
H To guard against spoilage, faffilers do not take the vegetables from the ground until the higgler is at the gate. On 0ccasion higglers help with the reaping to save time, but some
farmers do Dot allow anyone else to take their crops from the
ground.
~
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escallion to see that they were all in good condition, Miss
A paid 1/- for each bundle of carrots and beets and 2/for each bundle of escallion. The other said that she expected to have about the same quantity to sell the following week and Miss A packed the vegetables in her basket,
said good-bye and went on up the trail.
Although each of her suppliers expected her, it was
noon before Miss A had bought from four of them because the yards were far apart on the rough path and
reaping consumed time. Her progress was slow because
she stopped at the yard of everyone who had ever sold to
her, even though she knew that some of them had nothing to offer at the moment, for she wanted to remind them
that she would buy from them whenever they did have
anything. Along the way she stopped to greet and chat
with everyone she met. 1G
By noon her basket was getting heavy for she had
bought 19 bundles of carrots, 2 of beets and 11 of escalIion and, as was her custom, she stopped for a rest and
to eat at the yard of a distant relative where she was always
welcome. Miss A took out her water bottle and biscuits,
but her hostess offered her a cup of soup as she always
did. They sat, eating and talking for nearly an hour, the
two exchanging gossip. Miss A gave the news from Kingston and Mavis Bank and the other contributed an account
of neighbourhood happenings. After a time, Miss A filled
her water bottle, took her leave and went off down the
path to continue buying.
By four o'clock she had made several more stops and
had gone on to a nearby community where she had four
more suppliers: her basket was heavy as she began the
long trip home. Until a month before, it had been easier
for her because she had had a mule to carry the load, but
the beast had died. Long years of climbing the steep trails
with heavy loads had made Miss A's muscles as firm and
bUlging as those of an athlete, but she had foreseen that
iii Jamaican canons of politeness dictate that a person greet
everyone he meets. But, in the case of a higgler, this is not
merely etiquette or idle chatter, for the size of her load is likely
to be directly correlated with her reputation for friendliness,
helpfulness and reliability.
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her load would be too heavy for her to carry alone and
had arranged with Lillie and Mamie to meet her. From
her farthest point to the automobile roadlO was a two-hour
walk and her yard was three miles farther down the road.
Not long after she left there she met the girls, each of
whom took part of her load.
They reached their yard as night was falling and stored
the load in the shed for the night. From six different suppliers Miss A had bought 19 bundles of carrots 12 of
escallion, 5 of beets and 5 of turnips, for a totai outlay
of£2.11.9.
On Thursday morning, Miss A again left her yard at
daybreak to buy load, but this time she went in another
direction where the rest of her regular suppliers lived. The
road was so difficult and the customers' yards so far apart
that she did not return until six o'clock, though only three
customers had anything to sell to her. They did not argue
about price, but all initially asked for threepence more for
each bundle. However, Miss A assured them of what they
already knew, that she could pay only the usual price
because the prices she could expect to get at the market
would yield only her recognized margin, and all agreed
to the regular price.
The Thursday buying trip would not have been justified
by the small load that she was able to buy, except that
these suppliers, being at a higher altitude than those from
whom she bought on Wednesday, grew thyme, a commodity that was nearly always in short supply in the market. On that trip she bought 10 bundles of escallion at
2/- per bundle and 30 of thyme at 1/- per bundle, for a
total outlay of £2.10.0.
Along the automobile road, Miss A saw many country
people and country higglers waiting at the truck stops to
take the truck into town. At every stop, women were
taking their loads from mules and packing them into market baskets and baiIings. 17 Each woman, who had
10 Rural Jamaicans refer to precipitous paths hacked out of
steep hillsides as roads. They distinguish paths from roads
passable for vehicles by terming the latter "drivin' roads".
17 Squares of gunny of varying sizes, called "bailin's" or
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brought her load down packed in panniers slung from the
back of a mule, had been accompanied by at least one
member of her household, who helped her prepare her
load for the truck and then took the beast back.
At one stop near a shop, country people were seIling
vegetables to higglers of the neighbourhood. They were
regular suppliers of the local country higglers who brought
their loads down to the road to save the higgler the trip
to the hills. Only a few country higglers were among those
who had come down from the hills, the remainder being
country people. Among the scores of women was an occasional man, more than likely substituting for a woman
who had no other woman in her household to replace her.
Since it was Miss A's custom not to go to market until
Friday, she continued on to her yard, where she found
that Mamie and Lillie had prepared for market the vegetables that she had bought the day before. They had
taken them down to the river, untied the bundles, washed
them clean and retied them in bundles of almost exactly
equal weight.
On Friday Miss A worked about the house and prepared for the market trip by washing and ironing the
clothes which she intended to wear and carefully packing
the entire load for the truck. Neighbours came with messages and packages for her to deliver to relatives and
friends in town. Some asked her to make purchases for
them.
Miss A regularly goes to the market on the truck that
leaves her gate at about eight o'clock on Friday evenings.
A few country people go to Kingston on the daily trip
from Monday through Wednesday, but most of them seU
at retail and do not like the crowding and confusion on
the truck and in the market on the big market days of
Friday and Saturday. The truck makes three trips on
Thursdays and Fridays and two on Saturdays. Most higglers and country people go on Thursdays, but the truck
is almost as crowded on Friday. Few people take the truck
to town on Saturdays, but the return trips are crowded
"load sheets", are used by higglers to hold vegetables on the
market trip.

r
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with passengers who went down on Thursday and Friday.
The particular day chosen by a higgler depends on her
home situation, her personal preferences and the kind of
town higgler and retail customer contacts that she has in
town.
The containers used by higglers are a large round basket
with a small opening at the top, usually called a market
basket; bailings and crocus bags made of gunny. Produce,
easily crushed, such as mangoes, grapefruit or oranges, is
packed in the basket; yams and cabbage in crocus bags
and root vegetables in bailings. Carrots and escallion are
laid in the bailing with the bunches alternating, so that
the tops of one bunch are next to the roots of the next to
prevent them from rubbing against each other. ("Me lay
dem bead to tail") Then the bailing is drawn together by
the corners and tied very tightly to prevent movement
and crushing in transit.
Every woman carries her own water bottle and a small
stool to sit on while she sells. All take precautions about
money because of the constant fear of being robbed. They
tie a small cloth bag to the shoulder strap of an undergarment and keep the bag always hidden at the breast.
Cloves of garlic, small limes, small dry onions and grains
of guinea pepper or corn are put in the bag and in the
pockets of the bib as a charm against thieves or people
who can "draw" money.18 Women who can afford to do
so take an older child with them to help guard the load,
run e"ands and help with the selling. Those who cannot
afford the extra passenger fare stay near friends during the
18 Higglers believe that some persons have the power to
draw money from their pockets magically; the power may be
<:ODferred by obeah or by a lodestone. The thief contrives to
get a coin of his own, which he has previously treated with a
magical potion, into the pocket of his victim. He does so by
asking the victim to give him change for a 2/- piece or by buying something for a few pennies and giving the victim a 2/piece in payment. Once his treated coin is among the victim's
money, the magical power works to draw all of the victim's
money into the pocket of the thief. The belief is so widespread
that most higglers look askance at any 21- piece and nearly
all refuse to give change to a stranger. This last is also a defence against counterfeit money.
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trip and all co-operate with each other in guarding the
loads.
Even though the truck driver is required to keep a precise schedule, he rarely is exactly on time at any stop.
The drivers admit that they always tell their passengers
that they expect to leave at least an hour before they
actually intend to do so because Jamaicans are notoriously
lax about time. To be certain of catching the truck, those
at a distance from the rood leave their homes well ahead
of time and always arrive early. Those near the road pack
their Wads, take them down to the road and then go about
their preparations in the yard until they hear the truck.
In the hills there is so little motor traffic and it is so quiet
that everyone hears and can identify all the vehicles that
regularly use the road. Since the mountain road is full
of curves, the- direct distance is much less than the road
distance.
Thus Miss A, standing in ber own yard, bad plenty
of time to get down to the road after she beard the truck
leave the last stop before ber gate, because the road runs
next to ber yard. The rest of the family was there to see
Miss A and Mamie off wben the driver climbed down
to set the cbarge for ber load. He lifted the bailing slightly
with one band to gauge the weight, then asked Miss A
about the contents. The passenger fare is fixed by a government agency, the Transport Board, but the driver sets
the charge for the Wad. Weight and bulk are important
factors in the charge, but not the determining ones because
drivers charge more for goods of small bulk and greater
value, such as red peas. As a result, country higglers and
country people try to hide these items from the driver, but
they are seldom able to do so because the drivers are adept
at finding them. There is a customary charge for each
market basket, hand basket, crocus bag and bailing of a
certain size.
When the driver told Miss A the cbarge for ber load,
she protested mildly, but soon agreed to it because it was
very near bis usual charge for a load of tbat size. After
the driver bad written the amount of the cbarge beside
ber name in a small book, the sidemen lifted the load to

>'j
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the truck while Miss A and Mamie climbed over the
wheel and the stakes to find a seat on the boards placed
across the body of the back of the truck. The boards were
less than four inches wide and little more than six inches
apart, so that each row of passengers sat almost in the
laps of the row behind. Miss A always tried to find a seat
at the side where she could hold onto the side and minimize the effect of the jolting and bouncing. She was usually successful because she boarded the truck near the
beginning of its run.
There was a long stop at Church Corner where many
country people from the farm communities atop the foothills waited with their loads. At Mavis Bank, the largest
community in the area, so many country higglers came
aboard that almost an hour had elapsed before the driver
had set the charges for all of their loads and the sidemen
had put them in the truck. Miss A was not idle during
the long waits, but inquired for news of the state of the
market in town and of the prices of vegetables. As was
usually the case, the prices in the market for the crops of
the area were the principal subject of conversation among
the crowds. Since farmers and higgiers, in addition to
drivers and sidemen, had been coming and going on every
trip since the previous day, the prices being brought by
local produce were known in the home district within a
few hours.
The truck finally left Mavis Bank at ten o'clock and
made no further stops to take on passengers. As the night
was dry and clear with little wind, the passengers sat in
the open all the way. In case of rain or high winds, a tarpaulin is stretched over the back of the truck. It gives some
protection, but not enough to keep the passengers from
getting wet and cold. Each truck is assigned a maximum
load limit of freight and passengers, but few, if any drivers
adhere to it all the time. At peak seasons they remove the
boards and force the passengers to stand during the whole
trip. Passengers could report the driver to the transport
authorities, but they prefer to avoid antagonizing him,
since he sets the charge for their loads. When the truck
is very crowded, arguments are likely to develop because
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one passenger may be thrown hard against another, or
one person might crush the basket of another. At times
the arguments develop into fights that put the entire truck
into such an uproar that the driver is compelled to stop
and calm the passengers. Often he can restore peace only
by taking one of the disputants to ride in the cab with
him for the remainder 0/ the trip.
When good weather and little crowding prevailed, as
on this trip, the sidemen, riding at the tailgate, led the
passengers in singing familiar songs. Often, as the truck
rounded curves in the mountain road, the rear of the
body hung in space, giving the passengers a breathtaking
view of the drops along-side in the bright moonlight. Most
of the passengers rode with complete confidence; some
slept all the way to the market because there had been
no fatal accidents on that hazardous road in the twentyfive years since it had been built. The truck drivers knew
the road well and the drivers of all other vehicles knew
the schedules of the trucks and avoided meeting them at
curves.
Near the bottom of the mountain road the truck went
through Gordon Town without stopping, for other trucks
and taxis provided transportation from that point to town.
A few miles farther on, the driver pulled up for a short
stop at Papine Corner. No passengers boarded or left the
truck, but it was immediately surrounded by friends or
relatives of the passengers who had come to receive or
deliver messages or packages. Miss A's eldest daughter,
who was attending secondary school in Kingston and
boarding at Papine, met her mother, chatted with her
and received a basket of produce. Miss A regularly paid
a part of her daughter's boarding charge with food.
The first unloading stop was made at Cross Roads
Market, which is in the middle of the largest outlying
centre of business and popUlation. Most of those who left
the truck at Cross Roads were country people, but some
were country higgiers who had been selling at that market
for many years and had a clientele on whom they could
rely to take most of their loads. They preferred to sell
there rather than at Coronation, the largest market in
,
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of her lines, but she was relieved to find that she would
get her usual margin.
As soon as her load was put down, Miss A was surrounded by town higglers, all talking at once and all trying
to grab at her load. She calmly and deliberately opened
the bailing and took out two bunches of carrots, while
she told Mamie to go and tell two other higglers that she
had arrived. The higglers surrounded her, pressing in upon
her, calling out requests for goods, calling her by name,
all the while trying to snatch a bundle of vegetables.
Miss A kept her load behind her with one hand holding
the top tightly closed as she began to deal with the higglers. She gave her full attention to the one nearest her.
She handed the town higgler the bundles that she had
asked for, telling her the price. The town higgler protested,
saying that she could not pay it because the retail price
was too low, but Miss A stood firm, keeping her attention riveted on the one higgler with whom she was dealing until she either agreed to the price or returned the
carrots. She dealt with each one individually, while she
guarded her load against the constant attacks on it by the
other assembled higglers. Ignoring their constant shouts
and jostling, she spoke only to the one with whom she
was treating. 21
Miss A handled the difficult situation masterfully, but,
though her regular customers knew that she was not an
easy mark, they still tried their usual technique. A higgler in a red dress bought one bundle of thyme for 1/6
and wanted to buy another, but argued about the price of
the second bundle. "No, it's not worth 1/6! It too smalIl"
and she handed Miss A one shilling. Miss A said: "Nol
Not one shilling-one and six!" Miss A held the two shil-

Jamaica located in downtown Kingston, because Cross
Roads is a peaceful, quiet market where violence need
not be so much feared. The market is much smaller than
Coronation and well supervised; most of the customers
are middle-class housewives or their maids.
A short while later, the truck drove through the business section of Kingston and into the front compound of
Coronation Market, where all of the passengers disembarked and waited beside the truck for the sidemen to toss
down the loads. Miss A was met by her regular cart man
and two of her weekend town higgler customers, who
gave her news of prices.
The cart man put Miss A's load on his cart and, with
her walking beside him, pushed it to the first assessing
clerk, who wrote the amount of the fee on a slip of paper
which he gave to her. She handed the slip, together with
the amount of money written on it, through a window
to a cashier sitting at a cash register, and received a cash
register receipt in exchange. The boy then pushed the
load through the gate where another assessing clerk asked
about the contents, checked the amount on the receipt
and waved them through. 19
As she walked toward her stall, Miss A looked for indications of scarcity or glut in her lines, such as the quantities on display and the number of potential buyers waiting for her.20 Ten higglers, an average number, greeted
her with requests for carrots, escallion and thyme, and
she knew that the usual prices that had prevailed for some
weeks were still in effect. She decided to ask 1/6 per
bundle of carrots, beets and thyme and 2/6 per bundle
of escallion, which would yield her a gross profit of sixpence per bundle, to meet her expenses and pay for her
time. She had hoped for a sixpence rise in at least one
19 The double check of the market fee is designed to prevent
collusion between a higgler and any particular clerk.
20 Wholesale country higglers, who are accompanied by a
helper, often leave the load with the helper to see it through
the entrance gate and themselves go at once into the market to
walk through the sections where their type of goods is being
sold to check on the prices before they begin to sell.
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21 Unless a country higgler has mastered the technique of
selling her load while guarding it, she will be robbed by the
town higglers. Their technique is to descend on her in a pushing, shouting group. All of them grab bundles from her load
at the same time and either go away without paying or insist
that they have already paid her in the confusion. One may have
paid her, but five more will insist that each of them was the
one who paid, or one may pay for a single bundle when she
has actually taken several.
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A's load was sold except for a few bundles that she had
kept for regular customers who would come in later. As
soon as the town higglers were all gone, she sent Mamie
for a broom to sweep the floor around the stall and carefully packed her bailing, the crocus bag and her remaining goods in the big market basket. Another higgler
approached and asked for thyme. "It's finished." The higgler complained: "You sold me last week, why not today?"
Miss A replied: "Why you not come before? It finished."
As the town higgler waIked away a country higgler from
8t. Thomas approached and asked Miss A to sell her load
for her because she could not manage the town higglers,
but Miss A declined. She explained: "I don't want the
higglers vex with me. They will tief her, but 1 can't help

lings and the sixpence in her hand while the argument
was going on. Another higgler, seeing that Miss A's attention was diverted, reached into the load and took a
bunch of thyme. When Miss A asked her for the money,
she insisted that she had already paid. Miss A showed
her the money in her hand, saying that the girl in the
red dress had given it to her and she had not put any
in her pocket. The other insisted loudly that she had
already paid her and either she had put the money in
her pocket or it was still in her hand. Miss A was certain that she had not put any money in her pocket, so
she turned to the girl in the red dress to ask the amount
that she had paid. The girl in the red dress took offense
and screamed her story of paying Miss A in detail four
times over to all the higglers within reach. Miss A became
agitated and tried to pin them both down but each only
repeated her original story.
Miss A resigned herself and, after getting the additional
sixpence from the first higgler, she let them both go with
the thyme, knowing that she had been cheated. She reasoned aloud: "I don't know that girl (the one in the red
dress) for a tief. That's the second time that woman from
Chiggerfoot22 do that to me. When you lose your character for a shilling, that bad!" She resolved to avoid such
losses in the future by concluding each transaction before
she looked at anyone else and taking out only enough of
her goods to complete that one transaction. As she sold
to each of the higglers in turn, they agreed upon the
price, but she only took the money from those whom she
did not know well, did not trust or who sold in other
markets. All the rest took the goods on credit with the
understanding that payment would be made by ten o'clock
Saturday morning. As each higgler waIked away with
goods taken on credit, Miss A checked the quantity and
then called out to Mamie: "Remember, Miss Addie take
three bundles carrot and five bundles thyme!" No written
record was kept.
Within an hour after she had arrived at her place, Miss

Although it was then only one o'clock, Miss A had nothing more to do until time to collect her money, so she
and Mamie looked around for a bench or chair. Miss A
sat down on a bench on which a heavy, barefooted woman
was stretched asleep. The sleeping woman, who was a
friend of hers, roused herself and seeing that it was Miss
A made no objection. A woman approached asking Miss
A to change a two-shilling piece, but she replied: "I don't
get any money as yet."28
Wholesale trading continued all through the night, but
soon after five o'clock the pace of activity quickened and
the noise became a continuous loud roar. Miss A and
Mamie awakened and sat up when the woman arrived who
occupied the stall that Miss A used as a selling place.
To make room for the pots and pans filled with coffee and
cooked food that the stall holder had brought, Miss A
removed her basket to the storage space under the stall
of another town higgler.
It became apparent that the higglers for whom she had
saved two bundles of carrots were not coming, so Miss
A asked Mamie to break up the bundles and retie them
into three-penny bunches and take them to the main centre
aisle to sell to retail buyers. Mamie obeyed her mother,

22 "Chiggerfoot" is the nickname for a nearby market whose
official name is Queen's Market.

28 As stated above, this is a defence against counterfeit money
or magical practices.

her."
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but did so reluctantly because the town higglers in "King
Street"24 resented such competition and might complain
to the market police. She could be arrested because walking about and selling is a breach of the market regulations, but at her mother's urgent insistence, she kept at it
until all the carrots were sold. In open violation of the
regulations men and women in a steady stream walked
through the aisles selling all kinds of novelties, rope, brassieres, undershirts, home-cooked foods and soft drinks.
During the morning while Miss A and Mamie waited,
higglers and friends living in town stopped to visit and
exchange news about mutual acquaintances. A daughter
of one of Miss A's neighbours came to collect vegetables
that her mother had sent by Miss A. A granddaughter of
another gave Miss A a message to take to her relatives in
the country. Miss A's half sister, who lived in town and
sold citrus on the street, came to visit. During all this time,
Miss A kept a sharp lookout for market boors, keeping
her right hand deep in the long pocket where she kept
her money. She almost never took her eyes from her
basket and its contents; when she was forced to leave to
speak to someone, to buy something or to go to the toilet,
she called to Mamie and told her to keep watch until her
return.
Around eight o'clock she left Mamie watching the basket
while she went to buy yams to take back to the country
and to buy coconuts from the higgier who allowed her to
store her basket under the stall. At ten o'clock she sent
Mamie to collect from the town higglers to whom she had
given credit and, upon Mamie's return, Miss A counted
the money. Mamie reported that one of the higglers was a
sixpence short and had said that she could not pay the
entire amount. Immediately, Miss A went to that higgler's place and told her, in a friendly manner, that she
had to have her money. The higgler showed her the vegetables still at her stall and said that she did not believe that
she could get her price for them. Miss A assured her that
she would because it was still early and asked again for
24 The main centre aisle of the market is caIled "King
Street" after the principal thoroughfare of downtown Kingston.
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the sixpence. The town higgler still demurred, so after a
few minutes of bargaining, Miss A accepted a three-pence
and they parted with a smile. 25
Miss A returned to her place to find awaiting her the
cart man, who had changed his dirty khaki clothes for a
clean white sport shirt and dark slacks. When he trucked
Miss A's load he had agreed to wait for his fee until she
had sold her load. He asked for two shillings, but Miss A
insisted that the fee was only 1/6,26 and took her market
entry ticket from her pocket to show him. When he saw
that the amount was indeed 1/6, he accepted payment
and walked away. Then Miss A and Mamie took leave of
their friends and left the market for the first time since
their arrival the evening before. They carried their baskets
to a Chinese-owned grocery store on Heywood Street near
the truck stop, where they put them down. Mamie was left
to guard them while Miss A went to the counter to buy
her groceries for the week. The store, sidewalks and lanes
were thronged with country people buying and waiting
for trucks. Miss A bought sugar, flour, rice, cornmeal, salt
mackerel, salt codfish, condensed milk, Ovaltine, coconut oil, bread, butter and cheese. She also purchased
groceries for neighbours. Since school was in session she
bought supplies for the school kitchen as a favour to the
head teacher.
Returning to Mamie, Miss A sent her around the corner
to a bakery on Orange Street where she had heard bread
was selling for a penny under the usual price, but Mamie
soon returned, saying: "The bread is finished." Mamie
again guarded the baskets while Miss A went to the dry
goods stores along the lane to look for dress material for
one of her suppliers. She compared the material from several stores with the sample that she had brought before
25 In such cases, Miss A does not believe that it is in her
interest to insist upon the agreed price, if she is convinced that
the town biggler genuinely believes that she wilI not be able
to get a price that will yield the usual margin. Miss A is willing
to cut her own margin a little to keep the town higgler as a
customer.
26 Many cart men have adopted the practice of charging
bigglers the same price that is assessed by the market clerks.
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she found just the right thing at the right price. She rejected a print with large, red flowers, saying: "Him a big,
ripe woman. It wouldn't suit him."
Miss A and Mamie did not go to the section of Kingston
where one finds the government buildings, better stores,
banks and hotels, but remained in the crowded slum area
surrounding the markets. There all the lanes and streets
are lined with shops, stores and pushcarts catering to poor
city dwellers and country people. On rare occasions a
country woman went to King Street to buy a needed book
or to clear a package from overseas at the custom office.
Most country women feel very uncomfortable in the main
business area because they know that they are recognizable as country people by their clothes and manners.
Miss A's eldest daughter, who was much more sophisticated than the rest of the family, always did any family
errands in that part of the city.
While Mamie guarded the baskets, country higglers
passed on their way into a small side room of the grocery
store, which the proprietor reserved for storage of market
clothes and groceries for his customers. All the women
who went in were higglers who knew their way about
the city or had friends living in town. After their market
and buying transactions were completed, they changed
into dress clothes and went off to enjoy the sights and
entertainments. Some country women spent the night with
friends or relatives living in town, if their loads were sold
early or if they had a safe place to leave them. However,
the vast majority of country women, like Miss A, were
afraid to leave the comparative safety of the market where
they were surrounded by friends and acquaintances. No
country women or country higglers were encountered who
would be willing to pay for a night's lodging; they preferred to sleep in the market to save the money. Hardly
any of them would venture on the streets at night unless
accompanied by trusted friends. They express their fear
of thieves: "Oem would lick you down."
While they waited for the truck Miss A and Mamie, like
the rest of the crowd about them, visited with friends and
relatives who were also in town from other country dis-
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tricts. Everyone knew where to find everyone else. If one
came to the truck stop to find that the particular person
she wanted was absent, she could always find someone
else who knew where the one she sought had gone and
when she would return. Messages were taken and delivered with remarkable efficiency.
In order to be certain of the seat she preferred, Miss
A, together with other regular passengers, tried to meet
the truck when it arrived at the loading station, even
though that was usually more than an hour before departure time. Boarding it as soon as it arrived, they sat patiently in the hot sun for more than an hour until all the
passengers were aboard and the truck finally left for the
country at three o'clock. Miss A had more freedom in this
respect than most of the women because she could put
her baskets on with Mamie to guard them and hold her
place.
At a particular spot just outside the city, the driver
stopped the truck to collect fares 27 for both the trip down
and the return. His regular riders made the trip to market
on credit because they left their homes with only enough
cash to pay the market gate fee. Collection time, as always, was a tense moment because some passengers always argued about the charges, while others did not have
enough money to pay. One woman had spent all of her
money; another had had bad luck in selling; still another
disputed the charges because her load had been damaged
and she insisted that the driver should pay for it. Another
pleaded that her money had been stolen.
The driver was unsympathetic, looking upon all arguments as invented excuses to deprive him of his just due.
To the higgler who disputed the amount of the charge, he
showed the entry in his notebook to which she bad agreed
when she boarded the truck, and insisted upon payment
of the full amount. To the one who cried: "Me load mashl"
he listened not at all, and she finally paid him. The one
who had said that her money had been stolen took out
the proper amount and paid him when she saw that he
27 If the driver does not trust a passenger or is not certain
that she will ride back on his truck, he goes or sends a sideman
to her place in the market to collect his fee.
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would not relent. He refused to reduce the price for the
one who pleaded "bad market" because he knew that
goods were selling at the usual prices. He told the woman
who had spent all of her money that he would keep her
basket with her town purchases at his yard until she came
with the money, and refused to modify his stand even
when she told him that her family would have nothing to
eat if he kept her basket. 28
After a short stop at Papine Corner where, again, a
small knot of people spoke to passengers, the truck began
to climb. At each of the stops, friends and family members were waiting to greet the returning higglers and help
them carry their purchases home. Each stop was a happy
scene of conviviality. Most stops were near rum shops
where those who waited could have a drink with friends
and possibly a game of dominoes. Farmers from the neighbourhood swelled the groups, even though they were not
meeting anyone, to hear all the gossip and news about
conditions and prices in city markets.
When Miss A climbed down from the truck at her own
gate she was greeted by her family and some of the neighbours who had given her errands to do in town. All of
them went up the steep path to Miss A's yard, where she
unpacked her basket and gave each one her package. She
delivered all of the messages together with news of former
neighbours now living in town and the general news of
local interest.
After the neighbours had gone, she unpacked her own
purchases and gave each member of her family a little
present. When her children were small she had never failed
to bring them some tidbit from town and, now that they
28 Arguments are settled in different ways depending upon
the driver, the passenger and the relationship between them.
Some drivers are far more sympathetic and liberal than others,
but all of them are aware of the wiles used by some higglers
to avoid payment. The record book is kept to minimize disputes
about the original charge, but some drivers will make reductions
if they believe the higgler has a case. Every driver knows the
state of the market and can evaluate the "bad market" excuse.
Passengers must continue to ride with unreasonable drivers
because there is seldom another truck going into town at a
time that is convenient for them.
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were almost grown, she continued the practice. If she did
not buy each of them a needed article of clothing, a tool or
a book, she bought tobacco for her husband and a bit
of ribbon for Lillie and Mamie. At intervals she also
bought a yard or two of rope tobacco to cut into smaller
lengths and give, as gifts, to her farmer suppliers. As she
went wearily to bed, she was satisfied with the results of
the week's hard work, because she had made enough net
profit to pay for her household purchases for the next
week.
Though Miss A and her family were members of the
Wesleyan Church in the nearby village, she was usually too
tired to attend services on Sunday morning. This Sunday
was spent, as were most Sundays, doing the chores that
her husband and children had been unable to do in her
absence. She also took the opportunity to rest more than
was possible during the week. Both daughters dressed in
their best clothes after the morning chores were done and
went off to attend church. Just before one o'clock they
returned to a typical Sunday dinner of pork cooked in
coconut oil and a dish of rice and red peas.
If there had been any activity at either the Wesleyan or
Anglican churches in the afternoon, Miss A and the girls
would have attended, but as none was planned, they stayed
in their own yard. Local community organizations, the
Jamaica Agricultural Society and the People's National
Party local branch, hold their meetings on Sunday evenings, but Miss A seldom attended because she was usually
occupied at home. Moving pictures were shown on Sunday
evenings in the basement of the Chinese-owned grocery
store in the village, but Miss A never attended and would
not permit her daughters to do so. She never allowed her
daughters to leave the yard except for necessary purposes,
and then they were allowed to stay away only long enough
to perform the specified errand. Her two younger daughters were not permitted to go to any social or recreational
gatherings unless they were accompanied by Miss A or her
eldest daughter, whom she trusts to keep them away from
contacts with men.
The family spent Sunday evening quietly in the yard.

2.
Small farming is a Jamaican way of life that is rooted in
the provision grounds kept by slaves. After emancipation,
many newly freed slaves abandoned the estates to farm for
themselves on land in the mountainous interiors. Since plantations traditionally have produced little for local consumption, foodstu1fs are either imported at considerable cost or
grown by local farmers on minuscule plots. Thousands
of small peasant producers supply the root crops, vegetables, and fruits basic to the Jamaican diet. This article by
an agricultural economist places small farming in the perspective of Jamaican agriculture in general. The author
argues that the small farmer's cultivation techniques, often
stereotyped as wasteful and inefficient, may in fact reflect
the best available adjustment to the limitations of local environmental and economic opportunity.
DAVID T. EDWARDS, a Welshman long resident in the West
Indies, received his doctorate from the University of London. Author of Report on an Economic Study of Small
Farming in Jamaica, he is currently Professor and Head
of the Department of Agricultural Economics and Farm
Management at the University of the West Indies, Trinidad.

Small Fanning in Jamaica: A Social
Scientist's View
D. T. Edwards
Before discussing small farming,l as it exists in Jamaica
today, and what it might become, it will be useful to consider briefly how it emerged and developed.
It is commonly said that small farming in Jamaica was
born when the slaves working on the large estates and
plantations were freed, about 120 years ago. Despite considerable efforts on the part of most of the estate managers
to retain the services of the freed man-by combining high
charges for the rental of living accommodation and provision grounds, with low rates of wages, and by declining
to sell them land-the former slaves left the estates in large
numbers. They squatted on abandoned land and managed,
often with the help of the Non-Conformist Missionaries
who negotiated on their behalf, to buy land in the hillsaway from the flat land under sugar cane and other plantation crops.
The large scale purchase of land by the former slaves
is at first sight surprising. How could slaves have acquired
sufficient funds to buy land? Mainly by selling the surplus of crops produced on their provision grounds,· and
by the sale of hapdicrafts. The slaves were encouraged
to produce much of their own food because this was a
more certain source than importation, and a cheaper
means than buying imported food or producing food as
From Proceedings of the American Society for Horticultural
Science: Caribbean Region, Vol. 9, 1965, pp. 192-205. Courtesy of the author and the American Society for Horticultural
Science: Tropical Region.
1 For the purpose of this paper a small farm is regarded as
one under 25 acres in area.
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part of the estate system. Substantial sums were saved out
of the income from selling produce, and these were devoted to buying land after emancipation.
The existence of these provision grounds cultivated by
the slaves raises the question of whether it may not be
more accurate to think of the establishment of small farming as having preceded emancipation. Were not these provision grounds small farms cultivated by tenants at will
whose main employment was enforced work on the sugar
cane?
In addition to providing the means of financing the purchase of land the provision grounds also allowed the slaves
to keep alive their knowledge and skills of cultivation, and
sustained their inclination for independent action. These
qualities were invaluable to the freed men who had to
farm under difficult conditions with little encouragement,
and even in the face of opposition from the plantocracy.
At first, attention was given almost exclusively to producing crops for local consumption and rearing small
stock, but later export crops were also introduced.
The area of land under small farms has risen, up to the
present time, as a result of the small farmers' initiative
and, particularly in the last 35 years, through Government Land Settlement Schemes which have made available approximately 200,000 acres of land to small farmers.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SMALL FARMING

There can be no question of the present importance of
small farming in Jamaica. Farms of less than 25 acres
occupied, in 1961, about one-third of the land in farms,
and one-half of the cultivated area in the island. They
produce a considerable proportion of total agricultural
output. Root crops and vegetables for local consumption
largely come from these farms, as do the lesser export
crops such as coffee, cocoa and ginger. Their production
of many other crops and livestock is also far from being
negligible.
Politically too, the small farms are important. They
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contain a significant part of the total vote in many rural
constituencies. Recognition of this political fact of life is
reinforced by faith in the contribution that the small farm
sector can make to the country's economic development
and by a sympathy for small farming rather than for the
large estates, some of them owned and operated by foreign companies.
Finally, in referring to the importance of small farming, it is to be realized that the small farms are a source
of a substantial number of Jamaicans whether they have
migrated to urban areas or remained on the farms. (At
a conservative estimate, of only four persons per small
farm family, the resident small farm population in 1961
would have numbered over 600,000, or more than one
third of the total population.)

EFFICIENCY OF SMALL FARMING

There is no lack of opinions about the standard of small
farming in Jamaica. Many observers would not hesitate to
describe it as 'poor' or 'bad'. As evidence they would point
to low yields, backward practices, soil erosion, poor incomes, and fragmented holdings. There can be no question that there is tremendous scope for improvement,
whether a comparison is made between small farming and
the better large farms in Jamaica, or between poorer and
better small farms in the island.
It is equally true that the growth of the small farming
sector in Jamaica has been very impressive for an 'inefficient' system operating under difficult conditions. It may
even be thought inappropriate to describe as 'inefficient'
a system which has survived and grown in the face of
considerable hardships and without, until the last few years,
any appreciable help.
Rather than to debate this issue at any length it will be
more constructive to consider the response of the small
farmer, as revealed in his farming.
The total amount of resources used by individual small
farmers in their farming is very limited. However the
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combinations of individual resources are juggled, the total
output and income which could be produced would still
be small. The basic limitation, then, lies with the small
amount of resources employed. Why is the amount small?
One answer is that in as far as the small farmer's resources
are his own, it should be a matter of no surprise that coming as he does from a poor family which had to support
several children, and himself pursuing a profession which
provides a low income with which to sustain his own family, he owns few resources. His opportunity of inheriting
and acquiring land and capital in various forms is obviously strictly limited. At first sight the supply of family
labour may seem considerable, but this is somewhat reduced by the need to earn income outside the farm, and
the domestic demand of the family on the wife's time,
while the use of hand tools (which is widespread) allows only a small area to be cultivated per man. Two to
three acres of bananas and tree crops is a commonly
quoted figure for a strong man to cultivate alone, using
hand tools in the hills.
A further question has to be asked. Why should the
farmer restrict himself to his own resources? Why not
borrow?
There are in the world people who are apparently indifferent to their economic welfare, who are without ambition for material improvement or the possibilities which
follow from it. The mass of Jamaican small farmers cannot
be grouped with such people. They have a real desire to
improve the lot of themselves and their families. The rea80n for not using loans, to an extent sufficient to escape
from their smallness, lies elsewhere. Either the persons
with capital will not or cannot lend it, or the small farmers
themselves cannot or will not borrow.
It is, of course, very difficult for lending institutions to
lend to small farmers. Frequently the farmers are without
adequate and suitable capital assets to serve as security for
a loan, while the man's personal security is difficult to assess under small farming conditions.
Even when loans are offered, the conditions are sometimes regarded as unacceptable: there may be a reluctance
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to hand over as security the title to a piece of landespecially when a farmer's home stands on it; the terms of
repayment may be considered too onerous; or, again, the
interest may be considered too high. But much more
widespread than these particular considerations is the
thought that the uncertainty of farming may make it impossible to repay the loan on time-with disastrous consequences. Thus, borrowing to finance substantial productive
projects is unpopular, in contrast to a willingness to borrow
to meet family needs (such as purchase of food or burial
of a relative), or to purchase land-where the worst that
can happen is that the much prized land is not obtained.
Aversion to borrowing is, then, a reaction to the high
uncertainty under which a family with pressing needs and
limited reserves operates. Further, the farmers do have
something to lose: they have a modest status which is
envied by those below them.
The causes of the high uncertainty are several: the
natural conditions (including droughts, floods, and the occasional hurricane); illness and accidents to family and
animals; theft from fields; and great ignorance of the effects of improved practices.
It is not surprising that, in addition to avoiding the use
of borrowed money, another reaction of the farmer is to
reject a whole range of unfamiliar, improved practices
(except on a small, trial scale) in favour of familiar practices which cannot be practised on as large a scale as the
farmer would wish, because his resources are too limited.
Reserves are built up (in the form of cash and kind,
land and animals) so that misfortune may be guarded
against. Opportunities for more productive investment are
sacrificed so as to be protected against the consequences
of heavy and unforeseen losses.
Small farms grow many crops and most of them actually grow many of them mixed up together in the same
fields, for diversification of products (and particularly of
crops) produced is employed very widely as an informal
means of insurance; avoiding 'putting all your eggs in one
basket'.
Taken together these reactions add up to 'bad farming'
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duce in Jamaica itself, as shown by the 20,000,000 pounds
sterling value of food imported during 1964. This is equivalent to an appreciable proportion of the total value of
agricultural output produced in Jamaica. Markets for
Jamaican products are also available abroad if Jamaican
products are produced in sufficient quantities and at competitive prices.
One of the crucial problems in improving small farming
is to reduce uncertainty in farming. Several measures could
be used to reduce the uncertainty. These include: giving
a formal undertaking that the period allowed for loan repayment would be extended when farm income is reduced by natural hazards; replacing landed security by
other forms of security more acceptable to the farmers;
granting subsidies for the introduction of unfamiliar practices; establishing guaranteed minimum prices for agricultural products whose prices are most unstable; and introducing greater security of land tenure and compensation
for permanent improvements. Some of these measures
are, indeed, already practised in Jamaica, and their adoption on a far greater scale-if understood and accepted
by the farmers-together with the provision of an increased
{low of knowledge to the farmers, would encourage them
to invest more than token amounts of resources in unfamiliar practices, and would promote borrowing to secure
funds for both familiar and unfamiliar forms of investment. The farmers' informal experiments would be extended and successful trials would, by increasing the
farmers' knowledge, accelerate the adoption of improved
farm practices.
Until farmers are much better informed, acceptance of
much of the advice given will involve too great a strain
on their faith. One drastic way of increasing knowledge and
skill is to train farmers (as is being done for the establishment of new dairy farms) just as persons are prepared for
other professions. The mass of existing farmers will have
to depend on 'in-service' training, which should be more
effectively undertaken following the recent separation of
'development' and 'extension' functions in the Ministry of
Agriculture, so that the extension staff can devote all their

but looked at from the farmers' point of view they make
sense even if they are not entirely justified. One writer
summed up his assessment in these words: Jamaican small
farming was "technically bad, but economically it appears
to represent a reasonable response to the conditions under
which farming is practised."
It is not feasible to adduce in detail the evidence on
which such a judgment is based. It is necessary to observe, however, that there is inadequate information to
prove to the small farmer that he would in his circumstances undoubtedly be better off if he used the array of
improved practices recommended to him. (This problem
must be reserved for discussion in connection with agricultural research.)

THE PROSPBcrS FOR SMALL FARMING

It may seem that not too much can be hoped for from
the small farm sector. Real efforts have been made over
the last ten years to improve small farming without achieving conspicuous success. An examination of statistics shows
that the production of crops produced on small farms has
not been increased in most cases and has even fallen in
some.
In addition there are forces at work which could prejudice small farm development. (a) The rapid increase in
population pressure threatens further the viability of
small farms. (b) The gloomy prospects for many products
of tropical agriculture are particularly alarming for highcost producers, who may also lose some of the protection
hitherto enjoyed. (c) And thirdly the growing power
of the demonstration effect whereby rural dwellers are becoming increasingly aware of being 'left behind' by their
urban compatriots is hardly likely to encourage the enterprising farmers to continue their laborious and poorly paid
labour.
But against these discouraging features there are real
opportunities which can be exploited.
There is a huge untapped market for agricultural pro-
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efforts to extension work. The problem of 'what to extend'
is still, however, a very real one.
When the farmers are prepared to invest seriously in new
practices their requirement of grants and loans is likely to
be insatiable and beyond the capacity of the Government.
But in such circumstances the commercial banks may well
find themselves able to lend substantial funds, possibly
through intermediaries, to the farmers.
It would seem that there are grounds for cautious optimism about the possibilities of improving small farming in
Jamaica. Clearly, however, a sustained and co-ordinated
effort will be necessary. All the links in the chain of production must be made sufficiently strong.

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND THE SMALL FARMER

Even if Jamaica grew only a small number of crops under its strikingly varied and extremely variable natural conditions, and employed the same methods of cultivation for
all of a particular crop, the task of conducting adequate
agricultural research, with the volume of resources that
could be expected from such a small not too rich country,
would be an extremely formidable one. But Jamaica produces many crops. And when the problem is further complicated by the presence of marked differences between
farming systems producing the same crops, so that large
scale monoculture on good, flat land using numerous improved methods exists alongside very small (one might almost say microscopic scale) production of the crop mixed
with other crops, on hilly eroded land, using few modem
techniques, a Director of Research might be pardoned if
he thought the situation impossible.
It is not surprising that for these and other reasons the
state of knowledge for many of the problems connected
with small farming is highly deficient. It may be of interest
to give examples of subjects for which little work has been
done under Jamaican conditions. Possibly the most obvious
is food crops, especially staple ground provisions like yam
and sweet potatoes, and tree crops such as the ackee, star
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apple and naseberry. The list is almost endless. (An authority on tropical agriculture, writing at the end of the last
century, observed: "Jamaica possesses possibly the most
varied and valuable collections of economic or industrial
plants of any tropical country. These have nearly all been
introduced from other countries by the Botanic Gardens,
and their distribution throughout every part of the island,
begun in 1777, has been continued uninterruptedly to the
present day.")
It should, however, be said that in recent years the Jamaican Ministry of Agriculture and the University of the
West Indies have turned their attention to such crops, and
particularly to the staples. The School of Agriculture of the
University of the West Indies, which has its headquarters
in Trinidad but has responsibility for work throughout the
area, is concentrating a considerable part of its resources
on these staples. Thus there is a Food Crops Breeding Unit
(engaged mainly in work on sweet potatoes, gungo peas,
tomatoes, yams and tannias) while the Department of Crop
Production and the Department of Agricultural Economics
and Farm Management are co-operating in assessing the
returns from food crops grown under commercial conditions. Other related work, in fertilizer application and entomology for instance, is envisaged. The Department of
Botany at this branch of the University has also undertaken
work in this field.
Another example is provided by intercropping. Most
crops on small farms are grown mixed together. Only a
small part of this mixed cultivation is considered desirable
(to provide necessary shade for example) by technical officers of the Ministry of Agriculture. It is certainly obvious
on general grounds that mixed cropping imposes limitations
on the introduction of improvements, such as sprays which,
while benefiting one crop, may damage others. But it is
equally clear that small farmers think that mixed cropping
suits their circumstances better than growing most crops by
themselves. Some of them have pointed out how although
they may get a lower yield per crop grown mixed than pure,
the combined yield is higher (under their conditions, of
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course). It would certainly be of interest to determine under
what conditions it would be worth growing crops pure
rather than mixed.
A third example relates to soil erosion and conservation.
Much of the hill land of Jamaica occupied by small farmers
is badly eroded and there can be no question that the erosion is allowed by the methods of cultivation practised, but
there is little precise information about the process of erosion under Jamaican conditions and how it may be satisfactorily and economically reduced to an acceptable rate.
Turning now to the experimental work that has been
conducted, it is observed that much of it has been carried
out under conditions which approximate much more closely
to the conditions which obtain on the well-managed estate
than to small farm conditions. The implication for small
farmers who wished to apply this work would seem to be:
change your system drastically until it becomes close to
those of experimental conditions and then the findings of
research will be more relevant to you. In the absence of
such a change the result may be at least largely irrelevant,
and at most, if applied, economically harmful. The difficulty, of course, is that the small farmer cannot be expected
to change his system so radically in a short time.
It would seem that the only feasible alternative is to study
much more thoroughly, than has been done in the past, the
small farm systems in an attempt to see what changes can
usefully be introduced. In short an operations research approach is needed. It would involve the method of a survey
rather than of a classic field experiment, although simple
trials would need to be included and evaluated. The agricultural economist and rural sociologist would have their contribution to make in co-operation with the agronomist.
An essential question is, of course: How can changes be
effected which will make the farmer better off, rather than:
What improved practices should the farmer be persuaded
to use? Obviously more attention needs to be devoted than
hitherto to the system (and the man) which it is hoped
to change: preoccupation with the changes themselves is
not adequate. This may not be what the agricultural scien-
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tist calls 'research' but it does seem to be a necessary stage
in bringing about the development of small farming in Jamaica, and has already been widely proved in some of the
economically advanced countries.
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This detailed study of a farming community in the foothills
of the Blue Mountains of Jamaica supplements the preceding overview of small farming. A team of geographers and
anthropologists here explores factors bearing on soil erosion, a major West Indian problem. The history of landuse, local farming practices, patterns of cooperative labor,
household organization, marketing arrangements and their
interrelation with production, community institutions, and
political attitudes are shown to affect local beliefs about and
behavior toward soils, soil erosion, and conservation.
JAMES M. BLAUT, the principal author, was on the staff
of the Department of Geography at Yale University at the
time of the study. Subsequently with the College of the
Virgin Islands, St. Thomas, and at Clark University, he is
currently Professor of Geography at the University of TIlinois, Chicago Circle. Nan Harman was a graduate of the
Yale Conservation Program, and Ruth P. Blaut and Michael Moerman were trained in anthropology.

A Study of Cultural Determinants of
Soil Erosion and Conservation in the
Blue Mountains of Jamaica
lames M. Blaut; Ruth P. Blaut;
Nan Harman; Michael Moerman l
BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH

Soil erosion and depletion are generally recognized as being
among the most formidable obstacles to socio-economic development among groups practising slopeland agriculture in
the humid tropics. This holds true equally for systems of
shifting agriculture in which population pressure has forced
a shortening of the rotation, and for most sedentary dryfield (non-irrigated) systems in areas of moderately dense
population. In the absence of measures designed to slow
erosion and maintain soil nutrient levels, most cultivated
slopeland soils are highly erosive and subject to rapid depletion, in consequence of the high and intense rainfall, high
rate of decay of organic matter, and often steeper slopes
which characterize cultivated areas in the tropics.
In spite of the ease with which tropical slopeland soils
erode and the rapidity with which their nutrients tend to
From Social and Economic Studies, Vol. 8, No.4, December
1959, pp. 403-20. Reprinted with permission of the authors
and the Institute of Social and Economic Research, University
of the West Indies.
1 The present paper was written principally by James M.
Blaut, who directed the research. The assistance of the Conservation Foundation, Inc., and the Program of Research and
Training for the Study of Man in the Tropics (Columbia University) in providing financial support for the research is gratefully acknowledged.
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be depleted after clearing has taken place, it is by no means
inevitable that these processes will occur at such a rate as
either to preclude the maintenance of sedentary dry-field
systems or depress their yields to an extremely low level.
Erosion and depletion are, of course, serious problems in
most of the tropical areas where peasant farmers practise
sedentary dry-field agriculture. Yields have generally failed
to keep up with population growth, and in some instances
have actually declined. However, in some few tropical areas
sedentary dry-field agriculture effectively maintains soil fertility, While sustaining dense farming populations. These
areas occur on poor as well as good soils.
It seems clear that a combination of cultural factors is
responsible, in most cases at least, for failure to maintain
tropical farming systems in ecological equilibrium at high
output levels. These cultural factors are related to social,
economic, and political patterns in the farming communities, to indigenous technology, and to the apperception of
soil resources and soil loss. Soil conservation efforts which
merely evaluate the resource potentjal in a given area and
attempt to persuade farmers to apply advanced technology
to the problem, and which fail to take into account these
underlying cultural factors, can have little hope of success.
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munity, with a view toward discovering the causes for
erosion-inducing soil management behaviour, the reasons
for lack of acceptance of extension efforts in soil conservation, and possibilities for removing these obstacles. An investigation of this sort should assist in interpreting some
of the economic problems of peasant farmers in Jamaica
and other portions of the West Indies possessing similar cultural attributes, and should assist also in soil conservation
efforts.
The methodological aim was to work out a set of techniques for interdisciplinary study of this type of problem,
which, by its nature, requires the efforts of a variety of specialists in social and agricultural sciences. The research thus
aimed in part at serving as a pilot study in the analysis of
erosion-inducing soil management behaviour and its cultural determinants.
The theoretical aim of the study was to attempt to work
toward cross-cultural regularities in the economic and ecological patterns of sedentary peasant farming systems in
tropical slopelands. In particular, the research sought data
tying together cultural and physical phenomena in a nonenvironmentalistic manner, and thus sought to add to our
meagre store of knowledge on man-environment relations
in the tropics.

PURPOSES
PROCEDURES

The research described here took place between June and
September of 1957 and during September of 1958. The
work dealt with a community in the Blue Mountains of Jamaica, an area known to include some of the most erosive,
and highly eroded, farming land in the world. The general
purpose of the investigation was to explore the cultural
mechanisms which determine erosion-inducing soil management behaviour and which inhibit the acceptance of conservation measures in this community. The research had
three principal aims, one substantive, one methodological,
and one theoretical.
The substantive aim of the study was to undertake a thorough ecological, economic, and social analysis of the com-

j

Selection of a field site. The first choice for a field site
was the Yallahs Valley, a portion of the Blue Mountains
which has received a certain amount of notoriety for the
extremely advanced soil loss on its farms. On arriving in
Jamaica, however, we discovered that complicating factors
ruled the area out: the Yallahs Valley Land Authority had
succeeded in persuading most farmers in the valley to take
up soil conservation measures, in part through a system of
subsidies whose effects might or might not be permanent.
Our second choice was an area adjoining the valley, where
some of the anti-erosion practices used in the valley had
been taken up by some farmers, without benefit of subsidy.
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Unfortunately, no community could be found of a size or
degree of agglomeration suited to the practical requirements of our field study. (These included a settlement pattern and community size such that, by living in the community, we could become thoroughly acquainted with, and
fully observe, all fann families.) Having rejected both localities, we explored other portions of the mountains.
The area finally chosen possessed a number of highly desirable features for our purposes. Slopes averaging over 30°
were being worked, with erosion so serious as virtually to
have eliminated topsoil from all cultivated areas. The community had recently been selected as a development area,
and a few of the fanns had begun to respond to extension
in matters of soil conservation, thus allowing comparisons
to be made between "progressive" fanners and others. It
showed a broad spectrum in tenure relations, including various tenancy arrangements and significantly high ownership. While possessing certain community integrative mechanisms, thus allowing us in some respects to deal with it
as a social "community," it showed significant cleavages,
based on religion, status, politics, etc., and attendant multiple leadership patterns, providing possibilities for internal
correlations between land use and certain cultural elements.
Fanning systems included elements from both the northern,
wetter, slopes of the mountains and the southern, drier,
slopes. And finally, it proved possible to rent a dwelling
from one of the fann families. This community, which for
purposes of pUblication we have given the fictitious name
of Mt. Chester, proved to be an excellent site.
Field procedures. An initial period of perhaps two weeks
in the community was spent largely in getting to know, and
be known by, Mt. Chester fann families, and in studying
on an exploratory basis a single farm, that of the family
which cooked our meals and owned the house we occupied.
Toward the end of this period a map was made of the locations of farm dwellings (52 in all), entering and numbering
the dwellings on air photos after a ground survey. A simple
random sample of 17 farms to be investigated was then
drawn. (Stratification proved unworkable, because it would
have required prior mapping and interviewing of all farms,
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to derive a basis for stratifying the population, and this procedure would have been unwise since careful groundwork
had to be laid with each family before full-scale interviewing, mapping, and soil analysis took place on each fann.
We felt it best to accept the limitations of a one-in-three
simple random sample rather than begin intensive work
with farm families before we achieved rapport.) A subsampIe of eight farms was drawn, also at random, for intensive
analysis. Sampling as a whole provided at least a fairly representative segment of the farms; in particular, it countered
a tendency we noted toward bias in favour of those families
who were friends of our landlord, and therefore belonged
to one fairly distinct, wealthier-than-average, segment of the
community.
A continuing series of interviews with both male and female adults on the eight farms was carried out. We sought
here to learn as fully as possible the economic and social
characteristics of each family, the fanning patterns, and the
attitudes toward soil management and erosion. Simultaneously, land-use, soil, and slope maps were prepared for most
of their fields. Towards the end of the field period, our work
with the eight farms made it possible for us to draw up
a minimal questionnaire covering essential items of information, which we administered to the remaining fanners
in our sample.
In addition to the preceding, general community-wide
data, dealing particularly with social relationships, political
attitudes, leadership patterns, impact of extension efforts
etc., were obtained. Historical research was also carried
out in the West Indian Reference Library in Kingston
and in the island archives at Spanish Town.

RESULTS

The following discussion of data obtained in the study
is strictly preliminary. It consists of a brief description,
largely non-quantitative, of salient facts about Mt. Chester.
We shall deal in order with the following topics: (i) location and environment; (ii) history of land use; (iii) the
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farms; (iv) the community; and (v) soil erosion and conservation.
Location and environment. Mt. Chester, Jamaica, lies in
foothill country to the west of the western ridges of the
Blue Mountains. The elevation of the community ranges
between 1,200 feet and 1,700 feet above sea level, including the land worked by its farms. Mt. Chester is 12 miles
by highway and unimproved road from Kingston, its market and supply focus. It lies off the main Kingston-Annotto
Bay road, two miles and roughly 500 feet above it. The
community is perhaps as accessible to Kingston as is any
farming area in the island.
The terrain in this region is distinctly rugged, more so
than in most farming areas of the Blue Mountains, or of
Jamaica as a whole. There is virtually no flat land, except
for occasional broadenings of the usually narrow (knifeedge) ridge-crests and a few small hollows along the slopes
of hills. Valleys are universally gorge-like, with narrow bottoms, sometimes occupied by permanent or intermittent
streams. Slopes appear to average between 30° and 40°, and
rarely are less steep than 20°. Occasionally they may attain
63 0. (One such slope, cultivated with bananas and cleanweeded, occurred in our sample.) Differences in elevation
between the gorges and knife-edge ridges may be as much
as 300 feet.
The climate of this area must, in the present stage of
analysis, be inferred from records for stations located some
distance away, and values to be given are therefore not accurate. It is clear, however, that Mt. Chester receives in
the neighbourhood of 100 inches of rainfall annually; and
that its rainfall regime, resembling that of the north-eastem
portion of Jamaica, involves no dry season (i.e., has no
month with less than 2.5 inches of rain in a normal year).
Rain tends to be concentrated in the period from October
to December, with a secondary maximum in May. February, March, and July are the driest months, each receiving
perhaps 4-5 inches.
Mean annual temperature for Mt. Chester may average
about 76°F., with little seasonal change: the warmest-month
average is about 78°, the coolest about 74°. The mean daily
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maximum temperature for the warmest month (August) is
about 89°; the mean daily minimum for the coldest months
(January and February) may be about 64°.
The rainfall regime is thus distinctly equatorial. While
the temperature regime cannot be described as equatorial,
it is within the range of climates which are distinctly
lowland-tropical; neither elevation nor altitude have markedly altered its climate from an inter-tropical norm.
Two sorts of rock underlie Mt. Chester, and help to form
its soil types. One is a purplish conglomerate, rather soft,
and generally deeply weathered. The second is a variable,
usually yellowish-brown, shale formation, also soft and
deeply weathered. Neither sort yields plant nutrients in
abundance, and both are subject to serious erosion. However, the softness and degree of weathering of the rocks
is such as to permit rapid rejuvenation after erosion; the
removal of top layers reveals well-weathered C-horizon material which, in most cases, does not resist root penetration
seriously and releases its nutrient content readily.
The overall picture of the environment of Mt. Chester
may be summed up briefly. The area is distinctly tropical,
sub-equatorial in temperature and equatorial in rainfall.
The quantity of rainfall, the frequency of heavy, brief
showers, the steep slopes, the easily-eroded parent material,
all combine to provide a soil-slope-drainage complex in
which soil erosion is extremely active when vegetative cover
is removed. Since, as we shall see, the soil is not adequately
protected on most fields, either with ground cover or surface irregularities, there can be no question but that the
Mt. Chester area is subject to some of the most intensive
man-induced soil erosion to be found anywhere in the tropics. One result of this is the almost total absence of topsoil
(A-horizon) throughout the entire region, and thus the
prevalence of "sub-soil farming" on nutrient-poor soils.
History of land use. During the latter half of the eighteenth century the Mt. Chester area included portions of several coffee estates. A few of the old estate maps have
been recovered, and show the land to have been divided,
roughly equally, between coffee fields and "slaves' provision
grounds," i.e., ground-crop fields. Unfortunately it has not
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yet proven possible to tie these old maps to the presentday landscape so that we can judge which portions of
present-day Mt. Chester were under coffee in 1800 and
which were not. Doing so, we should be able to determine
the approximate length of time various parts of the farms
have been under ground-crop cultivation. All we can say
on this point at the moment is that, in all probability, the
bulk of the land now under cultivation has been growing
ground crops continuously (except for grass fallow and
short-term "ruinate") for at least 100 years. There is no
evidence that true shifting agriculture occurred here during
this period.
About the middle of the nineteenth century a process of
break-up of estates began. There is some evidence that the
estates stopped growing coffee in the area shortly after
emancipation, and that the use of land during the fourth
decade of the nineteenth century was largely (though not
entirely) limited to smallholders' fields, probably of ground
crops, under tenancy arrangements with the landlords. One
estate listed, in its crop returns for 1845, rent received from
farm tenants in the form of labour on coffee fields, the
fields probably lying in an area adjoining Mt. Chester
which continued to grow coffee until late in the century
and was owned by the same party.
During the latter half of the nineteenth century, and continuing to the present, estates were subdivided into successively smaller ownership plots; few, if any, large properties
remain in the area today. This process of break-up may
or may not have reflected change in land use, probably not:
most likely the lands had been worked as small-holder
farms, growing ground crops (with some derelict coffee in
a few spots), long before actual transfer took place.
We might observe at this point that all the evidence
points away from the conclusion that soil erosion forced
the abandonment of coffee culture in the area-a conclusion
apparently held by most authorities with regard to the coffee industry of the Blue Mountains. 2 It seems, rather, that,

so far as Mt. Chester is concerned, changing economic conditions in the industry, and particularly the economic and
social effects of emancipation, resulted in a change from
coffee production to smallholder ground-crop production.
The Farms. The principal food crop of the area is yams,
of which numerous varieties are grown. (The preferred,
and probably most widespread variety is yellow yam. Others include Lucea yam, St. Vincent yam, and Negro yam.)
Other root-and-tuber crops include dasheen, tannia, sweet
potatoes, and cassava, with many varieties of the first two
being grown. These underground crops constitute the important food staples, as well as an important source of cash,
for the area.
Bananas, primarily a cash crop, are also used for food.
The Lacatan and Gros Michel varieties are grown for sale,
but small or imperfect bunches are consumed. Other varieties, such as the Chinese banana and frog banana, as well
as the varieties of plantain, are largely consumed on farms;
these, however, form only a small part of total production.
Many other varieties of ground crops are grown. Several
beans and peas, tomatoes, calaloo (a spinach), and cucumber may be mentioned. In addition, the mixed gardens
found on most houseplots include innumerable varieties of
spice and herb plants. For all of these crops, the bulk of
production is sold; calaloo, spices (other than ginger,
an important cash crop), and herbs may possibly be
exceptions.
Tree crops, with the partial exception of fruit trees, are
grown primarily for sale. The principal varieties of cash
tree crops are cacao and coffee; a relatively small amount
of citrus of various types is also grown. The most widely
grown fruits, in addition to citrus, are breadfruit, mango
(of which 24 varieties are grown), star apple, and guava.
Coconut, ackee, pimento, and many other fruits are present
.
though not abundant.
In terms of both acreage and value, yams and bananas
are the chief crops of the area. Their combined value (both

See, for example, Great Britain, Colonial Office, Agriculture in the West Indies (London: H.M.S.O., 1942), p. 31: "The

decrease in acreage is entirely attributable to the devastating
effects of soil erosion."
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for sale and farm consumption), and probably acreage as
well, exceeds that of all other crops combined. Tree crops
are quite secondary on most farms.
Animal production in the area is not great, although the
larger farms usually have one or more cows and pigs.
(Some of the smaller farmers raise a cow or pig purchased
by a wealthier member of the community; the income from
the animal is split evenly between owner and fattener.) Beef
cattle are usually found only on the larger farms, whereas
pigs are also found on medium-sized farms. Most farms
have a few chickens, and goats are present on a few farms.
The relative lack of importance of beef cattle, and the lack
of use of pig manure by most farmers, indicate that the
area as a whole does not practise true mixed farming.
The medium number of acres owned or rented by farmers is perhaps two. Some farmers operate as many as 15
acres; some, on the other hand, operate only one acre.
(Most of these latter, however, are part-time farmers.) Few
of the farmers own all the land operated. This holds true
both for small and medium-sized farms. Rental of farming
land is primarily from two sources, either from a wealthier
resident of Mt. Chester (or a neighbouring community),
or from a larger estate nearby. The typical rental basis involves cash rent. Family land (a system of tenure whereby
siblings inherit land which may not be sold outside the family without permission of all) was present but not as widespread as individually-owned land. By agreement, fields
within a plot of family land are operated individually.
Nearly all farms operate between two and five separate
plots.
The typical farming system, applicable to all ground
crops except bananas, involves a rotation with a periodicity
varying with soil quality, between one-half and two-thirds
of the period being devoted to cropping and the remainder
to a grass fallow. Bananas are rotated also, but on a longterm basis, with several years of cropping followed by a
relatively short fallow. Tree crops such as coffee and cacao
are of course relatively permanent. Each plot is divided up
into a number of separate fields, growing different crops
and combinations of crops. Intercropping, with as many as
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five or six varieties grown in combination in the same field,
prevails on all fields except those devoted to tree crops and
bananas. (Young bananas, however, are intercropped with
food crops.)
The seasonal rhythm of farming activities centres on the
yam crop. Digging of yams takes place between October
and May, the period of greatest harvest lying between November and perhaps March. During these months there is
a severe shortage of labour; during the "summer" months,
by contrast, there is under-employment in the region (and
also a shortage of subsistence crops). Short-term crops,
such as tomatoes and peas, take up part of the slack during
the "summer." Bananas are harvested and planted
throughout most of the year.
Operations associated with the yam crop include the following: digging out, with a crowbar, the previous year's
crop, followed by further working of the soil in preparation
for the new crop; building the soil into convex terraces
(rows of connected "hills," roughly contoured); planting;
and weeding. More commonly, the yam heads are either
removed from a worked-out plot to another, in which grass
has been billed down (cut with the machete) and the soil
worked with a hoe or spade; or a minimum of re-working
is given the old yam plot, a ratoon crop being taken off
the field without replanting.
Bananas are either planted between the yam hills or
planted out in newly billed and cultivated, i.e., relatively
virgin, land. In the former instance the yam vines (supported on stakes) provide early shade. After harvest of a
bunch of bananas the old stem is cut back, and one of the
suckers allowed to grow. Sometimes the suckers are moved
to a new location (either to a new plot or to replace a dead
stem). During the growing period of the banana (from 12
to 18 months, depending in part on soil quality) the only
important operation carried out on most farms is weeding,
although some few farmers apply fertilizer (urine or amficials) during this period.
In the case of coffee and cacao, a complex of operations
surrounds harvesting and preparation for sale, although the
period between harvest sees only minor tasks carried out
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in the field. Both coffee and cacao have to be worked over
before sale. In the former case the extraction of beans from
pods is sometimes done by others after the crop is sold.
In the case of cacao, however, all farmers themselves remove the beans from the pods, dry the beans, and usually
ferment them.
One of the key farming operations is, of course, marketing. The technique of marketing varies as among three
groups of crops, although all methods involve trucking the
produce to Kingston. Food crops are sold in Kingston markets by the farm women. Bananas are sold at a collecting
point in Constant Spring by the men, and coffee and cacao
are taken, also by the men, to wholesalers in Kingston and
elsewhere. Citrus is purchased in the area and carried away
by truck.
Field labour is largely carried out by the men, although
women assist, and some crops (the catch crops for marketpeas, tomatoes, etc.) are largely grown by the women. In
the case of yams, men carry out the heavy labour of digging (harvesting) and soil preparation, while women assist
in planting and weeding. Most operations associated with
banana-growing, except perhaps weeding, are undertaken
by the men. Marketing is a woman's task, with the exception of banana, cacao, coffee, and citrus marketing. Sometimes bananas are sold in Kingston markets by the women,
usually when the quality (size of the bunch) is below export standards; small amounts of cacao and citrus are
likewise sold in the markets. Field labour begins for men
at the age of about 15.
Hiring labour and participating in co-operative labour
groups ("partnerships") are the two methods of supplementing farm-family labour during periods of high labour
need, as during the yam-digging season. Hired labour is
used principally on the larger farms and farms in which
adult males are employed elsewhere, either as specialists
(e.g., carpenters) or unskilled labourers. Wages for unskilled labour, e.g., on the local roads, are somewhat greater
than for farm labour, and are thought by some farmers to
justify hiring labour while they themselves work elsewhere.
In general, however, only the wealthier farmers and part-
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time carpenters or masons consistently employ hired farm
labour, and the total quantity of hired labour employed at
anyone time is slight.
Co-operative field labour groups, or "partnerships," are
present in the area but are not, it appears, as important
as elsewhere in Jamaica. They consist of groupings of farmers, sometimes stable over long periods of time and sometimes transitory, which work as units on the farm of each
member in turn, the recipient furnishing food to his helpers. Their economic function is to obtain for each member
the required amount of field labour at times of maximum
need without obligating the member to layout cash for this
labour. Three types of farmers generally do not participate:
part-time farmers whose outside work provides adequate
capital for hiring labour, and whose trade does not permit
advance commitment as to days when the farmer will be
available for work on his own or partners' farms; the more
well-to-do, who appear to prefer to hire labour; and the
older farmers who find themselves unable to keep the pace.
Among the wealthier group, some do participate, but frequently they contribute a sum of money to the recipient
of a given day's labour in place of working on his farm
themselves. The partnership system is strongest among the
poor and middle group of farmers and here serves an important function. It should be stressed, however, that the
convening of "partner days" is not frequent, and tends to
occur mostly during the yam-digging season. Larger c0operative-labour groupings, in which large numbers of
farmers are invited to a single man's farm for a special occasion (house-building, yam-digging), occur very infrequently. Two additional types of partnerships were encountered, neither as important as the above. Marketing
partnerships consist of informal groupings of farm women
who take one another's produce to market. The groups are
small, usually comprising two, three or four women, and
have a relatively stable membership based, it appears, on
friendship-considerable mutual trust is involved. However,
the occasions on which women market for their partners
are not very frequent; usually, all farm women go to market
when they have a load to sell. Further, the partnerships are
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not directly reciprocal (as is the case with field partnerships): some take other women's loads more frequently
than theirs are taken by the others.
A third type of partnership, only one instance of which
was encountered, involved group sessions for ginger-peeling
by women from farms raising ginger. These peeling "bees"
take place in the evening, the recipient providing food and
drink. Women with larger ginger harvests benefit at the expense of those with smaller harvests, since the "bee" continues until each member's ginger is finished.
In contrast to the women's marketing partnership, the
men have no such partnership in their major marketing effort, the sale of bananas. In some instances farmers with
few bananas give them to others to market for them, but
in such cases the one who does the marketing (a bigger
banana producer in all cases) receives credit for the bananas marketed, thus receiving a small remuneration in the
form of AIl-Island Banana Growers Association benefits
which in part depend on the long-term amount sold, while
the smaller grower receives only the cash payment for sale.
An analysis of the pattern of farm income and expenses
on Mt. Chester farms cannot be given as yet. At this point
we can merely indicate the major categories of costs and
returns. To begin with, it is clear that non-cash expenses
far outweigh cash expenses. Most of the former consist of
unpaid family labour; the latter, livestock and planting materials. From the standpoint of expenses, these farms are
far closer to subsistence than commercial farming. On the
other hand, cash returns, except on the smallest farms, appear to outweigh non-cash returns; most production, in
other words, is sold. There is no clear-cut distinction between farm products used for home consumption as against
sale, except in the case of coffee, cacao, ginger, and citrus
fruits, which are sold. Generally, yams are sold and consumed in about equal proportions; bananas, sugar cane,
beans, peas, tomatoes, and cucumbers are mostly sold; and
secondary root and tuber crops (tannia, eddoe, cassava,
etc.) are mostly consumed.
Farms in Mt. Chester seem to be somewhat more prosperous than the average for Jamaica. This can be attributed
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in part to the accessibility of Kingston markets-close
enough, incidentally, to virtually eliminate one link in the
normal Jamaican marketing chain, the "higgler," who buys
from farmers and sells in urban markets. In part, also, it
reflects the fact that rainfall is adequate for the production
of Jamaica's principal export crops, and soils, while poor,
are relatively deep, and are capable of growing three important export tree crops (cacao, coffee, citrus). Other factors undoubtedly enter in, also.
The modal farm-dwelling unit consists of perhaps four
household members. Generally, Mt. Chester farm households include a single cohabiting couple, their unmarried
children, and outside children where such exist. Frequently,
especially on more wealthy farms, dependent godchildren
and aged parents are also in the household. Stable cohabiting unions and formal marriages seem to be somewhat more
frequent in Mt. Chester than is typical for rural Jamaica,
partly due to the relatively strong influence of the Roman
Catholic church and partly to the relative prosperity of
farms here. The former encourages formal marriage directly; the latter permits it-in Jamaica formal marriage
tends to replace informal cohabitation when a couple has
achieved some measure of economic security. Wealthier
community members are usually Roman Catholic and formally married.
Patterns of descent, inheritance, kin terminology, and
residence in Mt. Chester are much the same as those found
in England and the United States. s The ideal pattern of
residence is neolocal, i.e., young couples prefer to establish
their own households away from those of their parents.
Two frequently encountered alternatives are: ambilocality
(residence with either set of parents) on inherited land; and
a pattern which involves the man visiting the woman at her
parents' home. Children tend to remain with the mother
if parents separate.
Income distribution tends to be rather clearly differentiated within the household, some income going to the male
3 Descent and inheritance are bilateral; kin terms are lineal
avuncular in parents' generation and Eskimo in ego's generation.
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farm operator, some going to the adult female. This, we
think, relates to the instability of the household unit, and,
since it leads to different emphases in crop production by
men and women, relates to problems in soil conservation.
"Man's load," generally the crops over which males have
full control in production, includes bananas and citrus varieties (when sold to the export collecting centre), cacao,
and coffee. "Woman's load" includes crops sold in the local
retail markets-where women do the marketing-except for
yams, the income from which, ideally, is divided. The foregoing actually describes control, rather than distribution, of
income: in practice, women contribute market money to
the farm's upkeep, although they prefer to use it for their
retail purchases, while men contribute the cash obtained
from the sale of export crops to the household budget, although preferring to use it for production expenses. We
might note that livestock tend not only to be selectively
owned as between sexes, but also to be owned individually
by household members.
The community. A number of economic and social forces
tend to divide the community into parts, although not into
strictly separate subcommunities or classes. The most important stratifying mechanism is income, which reflects size
of farm (both value and area) for full-time farmers. A
number of other important characteristics tend to vary with
income and size of farm: (1) size of the farm as a whole
increases with the amount of land owned (as against the
amount rented); (2) emphasis on tree crops reflects the
amount of land owned, since tree crops are rarely grown
on rented land; (3) emphasis on livestock, especially beef
cattle, increases with size of farm; (4) partnerships decline
with increasing income level, as does part-time non-farm
work except for specialist craftsmen; (5) consumption
level, quality of the farm house, and education increase
with size of farm; (6) larger farms are owned by Roman
Catholics, on the whole; (7) status in the community generally reflects income; (8) participation in agricultural societies and government-sponsored projects and organizations, including those relating to soil conservation, is greater
for the larger and wealthier farms; and (9) the few sup-
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porters of the Administration Party, as against the Opposition Party, are owners of the larger farms. It was also observed that informal organization (visiting groups,
friendships, etc.) tended more often to reflect income-level
than any other differentiating factor.
Among the formal community organizations present in
Mt. Chester, the most significant are religious. Three religious organizations claim Mt. Chester families as members. The most influential is the Roman Catholic church,
which is also the only church actually within the community, and the oldest of the three. The other two include a
Church of England and a Baptist group. As indicated
above, wealthier community members are, on the whole,
members of the Roman Catholic church. Baptismal and
marital godparents are required by both the Anglican and
Roman Catholic churches. Generally prosperous, respected
and-certainly among Catholics-legally married individuals
are chosen. Godparenthood relations appear to have an effect on leadership, but this question is still under study.
Education, although church-related, does not entirely
mirror the religious breakdown of the community, because the only school within the community-the others
are three miles away-is connected with the Roman
Catholic church, and a number of community children
of non-Catholic families attend the local school.
Politics would be an important divisive force in Mt.
Chester were it not for the fact that few community members support the Administration Party. An undercurrent
of ill-feeling toward these few individuals was detected;
some of the latter, in fact, are hidden rather than acknowledged supporters of this party. Part of the resistance to
government-sponsored soil conservation and agricultural
improvement measures reflects an identification of "government" with "Administration party," and a transferred
dislike for the former. Political beliefs are in a sense an
integrator of most of the community. Strong feelings
against the Administration Party are one of the avowed
common values and seemed to constitute the main permitted expression for feelings of hostility toward authority.
The remaining group of formal community organiza-
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tions includes the several agricultural societies and
government-sponsored organizations. Foremost among
these is the Jamaica Agricultural Society, an independent,
though government-connected, organization. Membership
in this group is almost universal in Mt. Chester, but degree
of activity in it-holding of office, acceptance of its recommendations for agricultural improvement, etc.-tends
to be limited to the wealthier farmers (and Catholics).
This, of course, has implications for soil conservation.
A second agricultural group, the All-Island Banana
Growers Association, claims as members nearly all
community farmers who grow significant amounts of
bananas, its ubiquity reflecting the tangible benefits of
membership (crop insurance, etc.). Here, also, the larger
farms are the most active. Government-sponsored coffee-,
citrus-, and cacao-producing organizations are important
among the few who grow these crops in significant
amounts; these farmers, also, are among the more prosperous, possessing enough land to permit some of it to be
devoted to crops of this sort, and having the resources to
wait several years for a return on investment. The Savings
Union, as might be expected, draws its membership, and
particularly its officers, from the wealthier (and, again,
Catholic) segment of the community. A branch of the
Jamaica Women's Federation (newly begun) draws its
membership principally from those active in other organizations, such as the Savings Union.
Informal groupings within the community include, in
addition to partnerships (field, marketing, and gingerpeeling), informal visiting groups, games groups, drinking groups, and dances. Several factors seem to prevail
in determining the membership of visiting groups. Among
these are: friendship, length of residence in the community, kinship, economic status, generation, and proximity, with the last-named far less important than might be
expected. The games groups centre on the game of
dominoes, which claims the attention of nearly all adult
males in the community. Mt. Chester boasts a winning
domino team, and is quite proud of the community's showing in intercommunity matches. Indeed, the matches draw
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large numbers of spectators who, with the team, hire a
truck and proceed to the place where the match is to take
place with great spirit and much singing. More frequent
are the evening domino sessions in front of farm houses
or in local shops. Checkers is a less important game for
the community, also played by the males in evening sessions. Dominoes, or at least the occasional tournament,
appears to be the one entirely community-wide integrative
mechanism. The evening domino sessions, however, mirror visiting group patterns. The Saturday-night dances
generally attract only the youth of the community.
Soil erosion and conservation. The principal function
of the research reported here was to determine the physical and cultural causes of soil erosion in Mt. Chester, the
mechanisms introduced by the community or government
to combat it, and the degree of acceptance of these
mechanisms. Since these facts can only be established
after thorough analysis of the data obtained-they are
in every sense the "conclusions" to be reached-only preliminary findings can be presented in this progress report.
A summary of these findings follows.
We may begin with a description of the extent and
seriousness of erosion in farm lands cultivated by Mt.
Chester families. It was stated previously that erosion
here is extremely serious: little if any topsoil remains,
and active erosion exists on all fields surveyed except
those under full-grown tree crops or grass. This conclusion may be amplified here. Sample borings were taken
on 16 cultivated and grass-fallowed fields, and in the
great majority of cases it was found that (below the
litter layer) soil pH did not significantly change with depth,
and that nutrient status actually improved with depth.
This indicates that no nutrient-rich topsoil exists. Further, it suggests that the nutrient level of the soil corresponds at best to that of the rotten rock itself; at worst,
plants are subsisting on an even lower supply in the upper
few inches of soil. This suggests that, where the soil is
deep enough, further erosion can actually improve yields,
since it bares lower, less depleted, levels of subsoil. The
hypothesis that the increase in nutrient status with depth
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implies that the surface soil has only been eroded down
to the A2 horizon, i.e., horizon of eluviation, and that
successive layers are B horizon (horizon of accumulation), was rejected, in part because of the evidence provided by particles of rotting rock in the soil: Mt. Chester
"soil" is largely C horizon (parent material) to the surface.
A further indicator of the seriousness of erosion is
stoniness. The more heavily eroded soils have a wash of
gravel on the surface, rotting rock subsequently hardened
by exposure.
One locally important variety of erosion deserves special
mention. A combination of climate, slope, and depth of
weathering-cultivation practices mayor may not contribute-has led to the frequent occurrence of "breakaways," landslips covering a surface area of perhaps 200
to 3,000 square feet or more.
That soils which have been eroded to this degree are
still in cultivation seems due to one important characteristic of Mt. Chester soils (both conglomerate- and shalederived). These soils, as indicated previously, are
weathered to unusual depths, even for the humid tropics.
Thus the removal of the upper horizons exposes subsoil
which is neither too hard for roots to penetrate nor too
coarse-grained to release its nutrients. By providing frequent grass fallows and some rudimentary soil conservation measures, Mt. Chester farmers have achieved a rather
unstable equilibrium, with a low but reasonably sustained
yield obtained from the soil.
To what extent do Mt. Chester farmers perceive soil
erosion and its effects? The answer to this question, to
which a great deal of attention was paid in farm interviews, can only be sketched in the most general terms
here; clearly, it is a key element in the larger question of
erosion causes and cures.
The typical belief-systems appear to be roughly as follows. Soil is either "strong" (sometimes called "fat") or
"weak." It is "strongest" after a period under grass fallow, during which the grass has been periodically cut back
with a cutlass. The "strength" of the soil lies in the
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"juices" which are the remains of decayed grass. These
"juices" are lost either by rain washing down the slope
or by crops making use of them. There are no "juices"
released from the mineral content of the soil itself, nor
does this mineral content wash away in any appreciable
degree. (Most farmers dismissed the evidence of muddy
water coming off a field as unimportant, or else attributed
the muddy colour to the "juices" being washed away.)
Some farmers believed that the terrace-like rows of yam
hills slowed the wash of "juices," -and a few agreed that
"contours"-grass lines planted on the contour-and
ditches dug on the contour also slowed the removal of
juices, and thus let the soil remain "fat" longer. Others,
however, felt that nothing could slow the loss of the
"juices." ("Why we plant grass contour? Government
pay us to put in contour. It a grass government!") All
agreed, however, that the rather dramatic "breakaways"
(landslips) were a serious problem, and that tree crops
held the soil in place through their deep rooting systems.
Opinion was divided as to whether tree crops slow the
washing away of "juices." Some farmers recognized the
fact that grass or weeds in a banana field slowed the loss
of "juices"; others did not accept this; and the majority
felt that a banana field (no matter what the slope) should
be clean weeded, since both bananas and grass are
surface-rooting, and grass competes with the bananas for
the soil's "juices." And finally, the prevailing practice of
multiple cropping (growing several crops together in the
same field) was not believed by most to have the function of providing better ground cover. Rather, it was
justified on the basis of providing harvests, and thus income, at different times of the year from the same piece
of land, providing shade, simplifying planting (several
varieties are sometimes planted in the same hole, and
minor crops are planted in the already-tilled soil of the
yam fields), and allowing different crops with different
rooting depths ("friends") to utilize the soil "juices" more
fully.
The foregoing represents what we feel to be the typical
beliefs regarding soil erosion and its effects. It should be
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pointed out that some farmers were well aware of what
might be termed the scientific attitude toward soil erosion,
and others were prepared to recite this attitude (having
heard about it from agricultural agents or others) while
still, we feel, holding to the traditional beliefs. In view of
the brief time during which agricultural extension work
has been underway in Mt. Chester, it is no criticism of the
extension agents (whose work impressed us highly) to
say that most farmers have yet to give up their traditional
beliefs regarding soil erosion or the lack thereof, particularly in view of the elements of resistance to "government men" which will be discussed below.
Space does not permit us to review in detail the many
cultivation practices which tend to encourage erosion. The
most important, however, should be mentioned. Among
them are the following: (1) clean-weeding of banana and
certain other fields; (2) exposure of the soil in yam fields
(and fallow fields preparatory to planting yams) during
the wettest time of the year; (3) consistent downslope
movement of soil as a result of hoeing; (4) lack of tree
crops; and (5) absence of most conservation measures.
A number of traditional conservation measures are
practised. These may be placed in two groups: the unconscious measures, felt to achieve a purpose other than
soil conservation; and the conscious measures. The former
include the following: (1) planting of tree crops; (2)
planting of mixed tree- and ground-crop gardens adjoining the house plot; (3) achieving the effects of broadbased terracing by building yam hills along the contour;
(4) inter-cropping several varieties in the same plot; (5)
in some cases leaving a cultivated field (e.g., one taken
out of grass) in the half-tilled stage of large clods, only
broken down into finer tilth immediately before planting; and ( 6) throwing clods back uphill after digging
yarns-i.e., refilling the holes from below. The conscious
measures which, it should be emphasized, are by no means
common, include the following: ( 1) using tree crops to
prevent "breakaways;" and (2) digging ditches roughly
on the contour. Formerly logs were laid along the con-
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tour, but this is no longer done, perhaps because wood
is quite scarce.
The government and the Jamaica Agricultural Society
recommend certain specific practices to prevent erosion.
The more important may be listed here. One is the planting of grass lines along the contour. A second (recommended only for certain soil-slope conditions) is ditching. A third is greater emphasis on tree crops. A fourth is
greater emphasis on animal husbandry. A fifth is the
preparation of a farm plan for each farm, one which will
keep the steeper land in tree crops, maximize grass fallow
or grazing land, and generally suit the crop to soil-slope
conditions. Obviously, there are other reasons as well as
those pertaining to soil conservation for recommending
the third, fourth, and fifth. The degree of adoption of
these measures is, as we have seen, limited.
There is no single answer to the question why conservation measures are not more widely adopted. There appear, in fact, to be a large number of perceptual, social,
economic, and even political factors involved, and-pending further analysis of the data-we can only touch on
the more important of these factors in the present report.
We shall present them in the order mentioned above-first
social, then economic, then political factors-without attempting to weigh anyone factor.
Mt. Chester is not what might be termed a wellintegrated community. Physical separation of houses (the
pattern is one of semi-dispersed settlement) contributes
to this, but more important are religious and economic
cleavages. While there are recognized community leaders
-e.g., the Catholic priest and a Catholic lay teacher who,
though he works elsewhere, resides in the communitytheir influence is limited as regards farming. The fact that
the two leaders mentioned are not farmers contributes to
the absence of one universally-important element in acceptance of development programmes: active farm leaders
whose farming practices are imitated by others. The local
extension agents, although they attempt mightily to influence farmers, have not been in the area long enough
to have acquired the prestige or "reputation for success"
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necessary for widespread adoption of their recommendations. The natural breakdown of the community into informal and formal groupings, e.g., visiting groups, is in a
sense a cause for resistance to recommended conservation measures, since the groupings (with the exception of
the Catholic church-related and JAS-related ones) do not
centre around individuals who may be expected to lead
in the direction of improved methods; indeed, the opposite
is often the case. There are, however, instances of progressive farmers influencing others to adopt improved methods. These progressive farmers are generally also leaders
in such organizations as the Jamaica Agricultural Society,
and tend to be wealthier than average. Discussions among
friends concerning the recommended practices seem to be
the chief means by which the recommended measures
are spread from the progressive farmers to others.
A rather subtle but nevertheless important social factor
relates to the family structure of the community, and
particularly to the sex division of labour. It was noticed
that women, whose principal economic function is marketing, tend to exert some measure of influence in favour
of planting those crops which they can take to market, as
against crops which are marketed by men. The former
are ground crops; the latter, tree crops and bananas.
There appear to be two elements involved. One is the
pleasure which marketing gives the farm women; this
usually weekly event gives the women a measure of excitement, a chance to get together with their friends (in
the trucks, and at the market stalls), and the satisfaction
of contributing to the always-precarious income of the
family. The second factor relates to the instability of
common-law family unions in Mt. Chester. In commonlaw unions, particularly the sort found in Jamaica, where
the children stay with the mother, it is to be expected that
the farm women will want to maximize their economic
role, specifically, their control of family income. The
greater the emphasis on crops which women, rather than
men, market, the larger portion of family income is under
the control of women. We do not insist that this factor of
insecure unions necessarily results in strong pressure by
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the women of such families to plant ground crops, but
we suspect greater pressure in this direction in commonlaw, as against formally married, families. Our results
here must, however, be treated as inconclusive. In any
event, women did exert some measure of pressure in the
direction of planting ground crops, although both the degree of effort and the results were highly variable.
Among the economic factors, an important one is related to land tenure. Mt. Chester farmers simply will not
plant trees on rented land, even if the same plot of land
has been rented from the same landlord (local or noncommunity) for 30 years or more. The universal feeling
is that the man who plants trees on another man's land will
not reap the benefit of his labour, which appears in any
case only after several years. Since much of the land in
Mt. Chester is rented, this factor obviously holds back
what appears to be the most valuable anti-erosion measure
of all, tree-crop planting.
A second economic factor relates to capital scarcity,
and to lack of time on the part of Mt. Chester farmers
to overcome with labour what they cannot purchase with
capital. Direct anti-erosion measures-ditches, grass lines,
etc.-require considerable input of labour, which must be
contributed by the farmer or paid for in the form of hired
labour. Among those farmers who would be willing to put
in such measures, most point out that they cannot spare
the labour and do not have the capital to hire labour for
it. Even where, as under the Farm Development Scheme,
the government pays a portion of the cost, farmers claim
that the time they must put in, i.e., the portion of the cost
which they must bear, is prohibitive. (This mayor may
not be a rationalization, since, as we shall see, farmers
have other reservations about the "scheme.") There
proved to be a strong relationship between capital availability and acceptance of capital-requiring soil conservation measures: generally, only those with more than the
average amount of capital responded. (Several of the
farmers who accepted such measures were among those
who had worked on contract labour in the United States.
The capital this gave them may well have been an im-
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portant factor in their response, although one can infer
also that some selection factor operates so as to put both
the progressive farmers and contract labourers in the
same "innovating" group. The contract labourers, in addition, may have seen conservation practices at work in the
U.S.)
The Farm Development Scheme, under which generous
subsidies are paid farmers for various practices having to
do directly or indirectly with soil conservation, had only
just been instituted in Mt. Chester at the time of our
study, and it is probable that the farmers' reservations
about joining the "scheme" will diminish with time.
(Note: this has not been the case in a nearby community
where the F.D.S. has been operative since 1955, but there
is a strong possibility that other factors are at work in
the latter area.) These reservations are both economic
and political. Farmers possessing valid title to at least a
portion of their land ( others are not admitted to the
scheme) are unwilling to surrender their title as security
on loans provided under the scheme, and there is a general lack of awareness of the fact that a farmer can join
the scheme, and obtain some of its benefits, without taking out a loan. In a situation of acute land hunger, such
as prevails in Jamaica, it is understandable that farmers
are quite anxious about jeopardizing the title to their land.
An even more serious problem is the lack of valid titles to
owned land, preventing many of the farmers who might
wish to join the scheme from doing so. Unregistered
titles are, of course, an island-wide problem, and Mt.
Chester is no exception to the rule that land ownership is
based more commonly on unregistered documents (will,
"paper," etc.) or no documents at all than on valid,
registered titles. Finally, and perhaps most important, is
the problem of distrust of government. Most farmers in
Mt. Chester are strong supporters of the Opposition Party,
rather than the majority Administration Party. Most do
not fully separate in their minds the activities of the government from those of the Administration Party: this applies specifically to the Agriculture Department, and even,
for a few farmers, to the Jamaica Agricultural Society.
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Thus, distrust of the Administration Party is transferred
to the government and, occasionally, the JAS. Some few
farmers, for example, believe that the Administration
Party wishes to socialize the land, which to them means
taking title away from them, and suspect that the
agricultural people may have this in mind in the surrender of titles under the FDS. Added to this is the almost
universlll latent distrust of peasant farmers for a government with which, in the past, they have had little contact.
The most fundamental factor of all appeared to us to
be the lack of perception of erosion, its causes, consequences, and control. This point has been discussed in a
preceding section, where an attempt was made to portray
the typical set of beliefs regarding soil erosion. It is clear
that the chief hindrance to soil conservation is lack of
awareness on the part of farmers that serious erosion
exists, or alternatively, that anything can be done about it.

4.

Patterns of Rural Labour
M. G. Smith

Allegations of labor shortages in parts of rural Jamaica,
notwithstanding acute unemployment and underemployment, led the Jamaican government in 1955 to commission
an inquiry by a local social scientist, from whose report
the following extract is taken. In many areas with alleged
labor shortages, the author found that owners of small and
medium-sized farms had no difficulty in getting as many
temporary workers as they needed and often had to discourage job seekers. The "labor shortage" issue was not
one of labor scarcity but of how estates recruited and
treated workers and how well the traditional expectations
of the rural laborer were fulfilled. Such traditional cooperative arrangements as "partners," "lend-day," "day-forday," "morning sport," and "digging" are shown here to
conflict with the "rational" labor requirements of the large
estates.

Jamaican farms can be divided for present purposes into
three categories; (1) Large estates which operate as industrial or quasi-industrial concerns under an impersonal
employed management, are controlled mainly by syndicates, and on which the labour is unionized directly; (2)
Middle or large sized properties lacking this overtly industrial character, lacking direct union representation for
their labour, administered under individual or family
ownership, and personal, often paternalistic, control; (3)
Small farms proper which are purely· individual in their
administration, focussed on production for household subsistence as well as exchange in local and overseas markets,
and on which no element of trade unionism has yet appeared. The historical foundations and development of
these three different categories of Jamaican farming are
too well known to need elaboration here. What is important for our purpose is the difference in labour recruitment and relations characteristic of the two extreme types,
the small farm and the large estate.
EsTATE LABOUR. The large estate employs a trained
agricultural and administrative staff, themselves subject
to dismissal or transfer, promotion and the like, and these
people operate the estate within the framework of ultimate responsibility to their directors, and under conditions
acceptable to the trade unions. The worker on such estates
knows the efficacy of his complaint in the union room,
and feels a degree of assured protection or support from
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external organizations when conflicts arise with managedred persons of this or that sex will be required on Monday
ment. The impersonal nature of management itself on
morning. The "casual" who has worked regularly on this
such estates to some extent facilitates the type of labour
estate and turns up on Tuesday may very well find
recruitment and administration most suited to the agrihimself out of luck. The jobs once allocated are the responsibility of the worker. The task-rates are known to all
cultural needs of these concerns.
The problems of labour administration on estates themconcerned, as they have been the subject of union activity
selves consist ultimately in the simultaneous deployment
and discussion and are well publicized. Measurement on
of labour at a variety of tasks in a manner reducing the
Thursdays is followed by payment on Fridays. Even if
load of supervision to the minimum on the less technical
the entire, area allocated to a worker has not been comoperations, and also permitting rapid switches of the
pleted by the weekly measuring-time, he can receive payestate labour-force from one set of completed tasks to anment for the work done that week; and clearly, the
other as the estate requires. Such conditions are fulfilled
presence of other people in the field pushing ahead with
by a combination of task, day, and weekly or monthly
their tasks presents a stimulus to increased output.
WAGE-LABOUR ON SMALLER UNITS. Employment on a
employment, the monthly employees being predominantly
administrative in function, the weekly and some monthly
small and medium-sized farm differs in many ways from
employees being mainly technicians or personnel necesthe pattern of task work by casual labour which has been
sary for the performance of routine tasks such as cattleadapted so successfully by the estates in Jamaica. The
care, while the task workers are primarily employed in the
small farmer is frequently a native of the community in
field as agricultural operations make necessary. These
which his home is situated, and his labour relations are
task workers are recruited by the estate headmen who
very much mixed up with his social relations as a member
are charged with supervision and allocation of work unof that community. Bad social relations, a reputation for
der the control of the estate overseer or manager himvindictiveness, hostility, meanness or the like can go a
self, who directs the strategy of field operations, makes
long way towards depriving a person of local labour suppayment after inspecting the completed task, and deals
ply. A good reputation, even if undeserved, may do the
with the estate owners. Simultaneous performance of a
opposite. Some illustrations of this point may be given:
variety of operations by a relatively large number of work(1) In one "shortage" area, a man who found himself
ers in the field in the most rapid and efficient manner with
unable to recruit labour to weed his com crop last yearthe minimum of supervision during the period of work
which he consequently lost-asked another to recruit on
is achieved by reliance on task, job or piece work as the
his behalf. This the man asked failed to do, although he
standard pattern, and the use of task, job or piece work on
himself received many applications from people looking
this scale enjoins a mode of recruitment for such units
for work with him. When he suggested to such workers
which in tum treats all field workers of this category as
that he could find them employment on his friend's place
casual employees.
they went elsewhere. Interestingly enough, the farmer who
When new canes are six weeks old or thereabouts, the
in 1955 faced such a shortage of labour as involved the
weeding is performed by women. When the canes are a
I
loss of his corn crop, two years ago used to find six or
little older, women tend to avoid the weeding and men
seven people in his yard at 6 or 7 o'clock in the morning
have to be called in. The headmen on such estates recrui~begging him for work.
for the task to be discharged by visiting or sending mes(2) In an area of "good supply" which happens also to
be one of the intense under-employment and unemploysages to areas from which labour has commonly been
drawn for the estate, to the effect that one or two hunment, the man with the heaviest demand for farm labour
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found it difficult to get workers. I asked his headman about
this, and got the following answer:-"If you handle me
to any dimension, you cuss me, you rush me, you abuse
me, I not going to work for you, I not going to work for
you. If this man wanted one man and there were a hundred, he couldn't get the one because he cuss them all
broadside". The people in this district occupy themselves
as best they can breaking stones for Government.
(3) In another area of reported shortage the greatest
demand for local farm-labour comes from a property adjoining the district. The political allegiance of the small
man of this area is to one political party and that of the
property owner to another. The estate overseer complained extensively about the local supply and quality of
labour and asked me to recommend that Government
make labour on properties compulsory for 5 days a week,
that is to say, something like the apprenticeship system.
Over the past 12 years various workers have left this
property and taken up land on a new Government settlement or elsewhere in the area, partly out of dissatisfaction
with the owner's political activity. Apparently these issues
between property owner and local labour came to a head
after the last general election, and resulted in the withdrawal of most of the local labour from this estate. The
property now recruits its labour from villages in the hill
country five or six miles distant, and finds the local labour
supply extremely difficult. But it appears that local people
are under the impression that the property owner personally ordered his rangers to tum them off the estate.
The net result has been to provide small farmers in this
area with a temporary windfall as regards labour supply,
and though it is possible that these small men experienced "labour shortages" previously, on the whole they
did not in 1955.
Labour recruited for small farms is known as "local
labour", and is distinguished from labour on properties or
sugar estates by rural folk. Local labour is wage-labour
nonnally recruited from the associates or children of the
associates of the employer, or from his partners or kinsfolk. The rates are prevailingly low, in areas of abundant
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supply averaging 3/- to 3/6d. per man-day plus lunch,
and possibly as in South St. Elizabeth, a snack or two.
A small farmer, 40 years old, will normally recruit local
labour from young men of 20 or thereabouts, who are
his juniors in the community age status system, or from
his age-peers of similar economic and social standing who
are well disposed towards him. Typically the equals whom
he recruits will be kinsfolk or partners. The juniors may be
affinal kin, migrant labourers from other areas, or relatively destitute young men of the district.
The employer whose kinsfolk in the area also use wagelabour to help them may sometimes share workers with
them. In this way all parties enjoy a more stable relationship. .When the worker completes his assignment for
employer A, the latter's cousin or brother has work ready
for him; and when employer C who is also linked in with
this group wants a worker, he "borrows" the man known
to A, and adds him to the man with whom he deals. Employers in such positions do not complain of "shortage".
That is to say, they have solved their labour recruitment
problem. Such people generally work "partners" among
themselves, and this further consolidates the group structure.
Other employers may not have sufficient work or contacts which can provide sufficient work for their people,
and consequently are not in a position to keep labourers
attached to them for any length of time, since they cannot provide sufficiently frequent employment. Such men
tend to meet their labour requirements by the institution
of "partners" or "lend-day", "day-match" or "day-forday"; and to discharge emergency tasks of a large nature
by calling free work, which is of two types, "morning
sport" and "digging". These institutions are historically
the basic foundations and forms of labour-exchange
among small-settlers, and the viability of innovations in
labour relations, that is to say, the successful adaptation
of new patterns of employment, depends on the consistency which these developments have with the traditional
forms of distributing labour within such communities. It
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is therefore necessary to discuss these patterns in more
detail.
MORNING SPORT: DIGGING. Free work by a large group
on another's farm is known as "morning sport" or "digging". In some areas. as near Morant Bay, St. Thomas,
morning work ceases at noon and takes place only on
Saturdays. In areas of good labour supply it normally
continues till 5 p.m. and may happen on week days also.
In Portland, diggings sometimes attract 60 people; and
groups of 15 to 20 were commonly observed doing morning work. The idea of some urban folk that these workingbees are now a thing of the past in rural Jamaica, is therefore simply a measure of their ignorance. Both sexes
attend a "digging", the women being responsible for planting the yam or potato hills, and for preparation of the
food. One digging attended by about 60 persons involved
an outlay of 10 quarts of rum and £7 food-stuffs, which
works out at something like the local cost of the total assistance derived. But the social value of a "digging" to
all concerned is greater than the immediate return of work
measured solely in economic terms. The farmer finds his
reputation for generosity and community spirit greatly enhanced, and has no difficulty in securing such supplies of
local labour as he thereafter needs. The community
through this institution expresses the values of farm labour
and co-operation. I have observed in Portland persons
telling others whom they expect to hold a digging soon not
to fail of inviting them. The same sort of thing holds true
for moming sport when called by a popular farmer.
There is of course an implied reciprocity in these two
institutions. When A does moming sport on B's place he
reckons that B will reciprocate if called on his own. But
this is a very indirect and hypothetical balance or exchange of work.
PARTNERS, LEND-DAY. Direct reciprocity obtains in the
institutions of partners and lend-day. Lend-day may be
exchange of work between two men limited to one day
each; or it may be a local term used to denote "partner"
or "day-for-day" work. Partner work is a continuous reciprocal exchange of work between two or more io-
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dividuals who take it in turn to cultivate one another's
holdings. There is no definite rule that B should pay back
A's day before A does another for B, but this is largely
understood although handled elastically. Partners may
work with one another throughout the year, or, as in
Upper Clarendon, mainly at certain seasons, such as
March to June. Since farming is predominantly a male
pursuit, partners are normally male, but in certain areas
women too may exchange labour on a time-limited and
strictly reciprocal' basis for certain farming operations such
as harvesting, planting and the like. The partners' women
folk may also assist in the co-work, both by preparing the
food and by farming themselves.
Sometimes a man has only one partner, but normally
three or four and sometimes more individuals work partnership together. In this way the group feels able to handle
relatively large areas of work in a single day and also to
spread their social contacts more widely. The assistance
which partners give one another is not of course limited
to the farm. It may extend to the. rearing of children, may
be based on kinship, or may develop into something rather
like substitute kinship if the partnership is maintained
harmoniously for several years. Men whose distant holdings lie close to one another tend to work these holdings
together by partnership, and in this way to halve the opportunities for praedial larceny therefrom. The long walk
to faraway plots is passed pleasantly. and the partnership
ensures that assistance is at hand on the distant holding
should any accident or illness suddenly develop.
PARTNERSHIP AND WAGE-WORK. Partnership is free and
voluntary co-work. When A works on B's place, B feeds
A and the two start and stop work together. B expects
similar treatment in his turn. The partners are not fully
on the local labour-market to the extent that their partnership obligations remain to be discharged. That is to
say, if A owes B, C and D one day's work each, he is not
really available for wage-empl~yment by local small
farmers should B, C or D wish for his services. Often
enough he will accept the offered employment and fail to
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turn up when consultation with his partners makes it clear
that they expect his attendance first.
A common arrangement is to perform wageemployment on farms by means of the partnership system.
This complex is so important that it deserves direct discussion and illustration. Where the circulation of money
is low, wage-rates are low, 3/- to 4/- per man-day plus
lunch; the only hope of small farmers to realize 15/- or
20/- as a lump sum during off-crop seasons in such areas,
is by local farm employment together with their partners.
This is how it works. Five men, A to E, work partners. A
wants one pound for some purpose. He does a day's work
for each of the other four and then approaches a small
farmer whom he feels has work to be done. He offers to
do five days work at the standard rate, and after ascertaining that payment will be immediate, tells his employer
that he will bring his partners to clear it off in one day.
The employer is normally pleased, as this ensures rapid
performance of the task. Moreover, it is often cheaper to
provide food for five men at one time than for one man
on five days. A then brings his partners and they work
for him on his employer's farm. They expect to be treated
and fed in the ·manner typical of their partnership; that
is to say, the agreement about hours of work and food
are identical when partners work freely together or in a
wage context. So too, the rule about cessation of work if
rain falls, an important source of contention in day-work
for wages, remains in the wage as in the partnership
situation. The employer deals directly with A and pays
him the pound when the day is over. All the partners
are aware that they may be called on to do this type of
work by one another.
It is impossible to illustrate the significance of this
partnership relation for wage-work more clearly than
from a case which occurred in the field. Two small farmers whose holdings are in bound, one with 60 acres, and
the other with 17, both under fair cultivation, declared
themselves to be employers of labour, and were interviewed as such, the larger man first. He purchases bananas
on commission and has a relatively steady and sizeable
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wee!?y c.ash income. He said that he took up his family
holdmg In 1954 from his ageing parent and started to
cultivate it intensively himself. He now has several acres of
bananas and is seeking to expand. To secure regular and
sufficient labour in the area for a holding of this size in
1954 he offered to pay 4/- a day plus food, for a da; of
~ a.m: to 4 p.m., working on the average 7 to 9 people
mclud~g. 2 w~men for 4 days a week. This day-wage was
one shilling higher than the prevailing local rate, so that
he. was able to attract labour and held it quite easily. His
,neIghbour, the 17-acre man, like everybody else in the
immediate vicinity, also pushed up his rate to 4/- to keep
his work-team.
Asked whether he had experienced any labour shortage, the 60-acre man hesitated, denied such experience,
and then gave an instance of irrationality on the part of
one of his workers who had been with him for 18 months.
This worker had refused to continue working for the interviewee two weeks before our interview. The ground
for refusal given is revealing in itself. The worker complained that he did not want the lunch, as his employer's
mother was not cooking it. The employer said that none
the less he himself was eating it. The worker said that this
didn't matter, and so broke off the relationship. The employer instanced this as an example of the over-weening
demands and "ignorance" of the local labourer. This employer is himself very kindly disposed towards the local
people: and a native of the district. The worker having
left thIS employer has been doing day work for other people in the area quite frequently, at 3/6 per day plus
lunch.
As the interview continued the employer revealed that
he had switched from day work to task work in June
1955, and was "training" his people to get the task-habit
so that he could reduce his load of supervision. During
this transitional period he has been giving out work by
day and task alternately to his team of regulars. The day,,:orker .is provided with lunch, but the task worker proVIdes hIS own. Normally this employer bought bananas
on the Monday and had been present with his workers
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in the field for the rest of the week, but now he wants to
cultivate two patches at some distance from each other
and would be unable to give this close personal supervision himself.
The 17-acre man stated that people in this area do not
want task work "since they want to bring lots of men,
their partners, and get lunch same time, and this can't
happen on task". He also said that until June 1955 he had
to pay 4/- a day plus food, following the bigger man's
rates, but since then had been paying 3/6 a day, getting
all the people he wants, besides having a steady gang of
five who come and tell him in advance when they will be
able to come and how many persons they can bring.
Really then, the worker who protested about food was
simply trying to draw his employer's attention to the
implications of task-work for partnership. Far from being "ignorant" or "overweening", he was too polite and
indirect. In other words, the task system breaks down in
that area because it does not permit the partners to discharge their obligation of feeding one another at the work.
In consequence people prefer day work at 3/6 to task
giving an equivalent of 4/- to 4/6 a day.
PARTNER, DAY, AND TASK WORK. This conflict of partnership and the task system obtains wherever they concur,
and is an important background factor giving the effect
of shortage. In some areas, some employers object to taskworkers who bring their partners to assist them on other
grounds also. Firstly, they say that partners, being responsible only for the allocation of time and only to the
hired task worker, do not do satisfactory wage work. Secondly, they say that the partners should bring their own
tools for the job. By convention the task worker normally
provides his own tools for the job. But often enough when
partners do task work together there is a shortage of tools
and a run on the employer's stock. Finally the provision
of food is not reckoned part of the obligation of the employer in the situation of task work. Some men may give
food to one or two task-workers who are cultivating the
home-patch; sometimes also employers grant permission to
task-workers to dig up coco, or pick breadfruits and the
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like which are in the area of their work. But since the
task-worker's partners are not responsible to his employer,
the latter has no control directly over the amount which
they use on the premises, and often suspects that some
provisions are taken away. Meanwhile, the man short of
ready cash and seeking it by farm-work, whether by day
or task, can only hope to secure a fair sum quickly by
using his partners to assist him.
Due to this discordance of partnership and the strict
task system: small farmers who practice employment principally by the task system often find themselves facing
problems of labour supply. Sometimes such employers attempt to solve their problems by leaping out of the frying
pan into the fire. They do this by abandoning the attempt
to cultivate a ''regular'' set of workers, "my customers" as
one man puts it, and by recruiting casuals whenever they
need. This adjustment sometimes leads to the self-defeating
situation, as near Linstead, in which certain employers refuse to employ people who come looking for work on the
ground that these casual employees are so short of money,
and the wage-rate is so low, that praedial larceny is almost
certain and on a scale greater than normal. Again, casuals who approach the man and fail to secure work will
tend to look elsewhere and also to tell their fellows.
Day work and partnership fit easily together. Partners
discharging their obligations by wage work on the day
basis for a particular farmer receive the same ''treatment''
as that to which they are accustomed, come at the same
times, leave at the same time, get the same meals, have the
same understandings about the provision of tools and
about the cessation of work when rain falls. Moreover,
the "smallest" men, who only need to hire occasionally
either due to a seasonal rush of work, or to loss of time
through sickness, ceremonial, family engagements and the
like, can ask their partners to "favour" them with a day's
work for wages, that is to say, to give them a day which
will not be repaid in time, but at nominal rate of 2/- to
3/- plus lunch. Men of this sort normally have two or
more partners; hence they are usually able to obtain assistance from one partner or another. In fact such asso-
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ciations produce interesting situations in which one man
will work for another at 2/- or 3/- a day rather than for a
third at 4/- or 5/- or more. The economic assumption
of higher rates attracting workers fails here because of
the social obligations and securities of the partnership relation. But the partnership relation, because of these very
securities, helps to keep the local wage-rate at a lower
level than it may well need to be.
Partners tend to be approximate age-mates. When a
man of 26 or so has for partner another of 45 or more
there is always some specific factor which compensates
for this age-distance and makes them roughly of equal
status within the district or neighbourhood.
Young men in areas which offer no significant alternatives to own-account farming strive to develop their holdings and group relationships by working in partnership,
but as they grow older and have families and holdings of
their own their ability to participate in these multiple partnerships declines, and by the time they are 45 to 50, they
tend to do so marginally. Their sons have been taken into
the institution, and the partners of these sons work on the
old men's farms occasionally. This, in point of fact, means
that the young men are drawn by the partnership bond to
work more for their own account, whether on holdings
of their own or on plots of their family land, or for wage,
than to work for their parents. The net result is that the
older men are more prone to experience difficulties of
labour supply than the younger ones, especially since the
majority of the cultivation is in the hands of these middleaged and senior males. This means that the older men rely
for assistance on hired hands more than do their juniors,
but the juniors are obliged by the partnership bonds to
assist one another, and this obligation often takes precedence over individual wage arrangements by partners.
In Africa, as among the Hausa or Mende, this type of
situation does not normally arise because the father is
responsible for the maintenance of the entire family, including his sons, for providing their marriage-payments,
and ultimately, for building a separate compound for them.
To discharge these obligations the father controls the total
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family labour force, and while allotting individual plots
to his sons, uses their labour on the family farm for a
specific time each week. l
In Jamaica, family instability is probably lower among
rural small farmers than is generally supposed, but so too
is access to land and to alternative employment. Provision of necessary cash is an individual obligation, and
young men are forced to seek this for themselves as best
they can. From the age at which they "get sense," 6 to 7
years, they are made to feel inferior to their parents purely
on grounds of age. It is common to hear a man of 38
or so addressed by his adolescent son as "Mass Papa";
and the youth who called his father from a distance of
thirty-five yards was given a severe lecture for this misdemeanour. That is to say, generation differences between
father and son are emphasized heavily and become status
differences to which no obvious social or economic function attaches; but this emphasis, which prevents closer
association of parents and their juniors, pushes the young
men into a group of their own away from home and the
group of their fathers. The net result is to reduce the
ease with which these older men can recruit labour from
the junior generation. Complaints about youth which have
this basis are common in all districts.
COMPOUND FORMATIONS. So far we have been looking
at the fit between partner and day work on the one hand,
and partner and task work on the other. Often enough
the nexus of employment relations set up by small farmers
is far more complex than this. Kinship or affinity of the
parties is frequently involved, but these can be ignored
as largely stabilizing factors.
In South St. Elizabeth the notion of "day-task" obtains.
The employer shows the worker a task which is reckoned
by both to form a fair day's work, and leaves him to work
unsupervised, but provides the expected meals. The worker
leaves when he is finished with the task, which may be
later than the normal hour at which day work ceases, or
1 M. G. Smith, The Economy of Hausa Communities of
Zaria (London: H.M.S.O., 1955); see also K. Little, The Mende
of Sierra Leone (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1952).
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sometimes earlier. If the work is to be performed by partners as a team, then the "day-task" is multiplied by the
number of men involved. Here the day pattern, the task
pattern, and the partnership pattern produce a compound
formation.
Often also, as in Upper Clarendon and other areas
of good supply, A works for B one day for hire, and
gives a day free, solo, or in a morning sport. Sometimes
a man combines morning sport with hired workers. Sometimes the same team gathers for a morning sport, completing the day's work on the farm of a second man. Often,
where share-cropping is prevalent, a small farmer gives
out land on share and pays the croppers to work for him
on his own holding also when they are not available
to give free work. In some share-cropping arrangements
too, the land-owner provides such food, tools, fertiliser,
and seed as are necessary to the cultivation, and is responsible for certain operations, such as planting, taking
a larger proportion of the share than in other conditions.
Under such circumstances the share-cropper will often
bring his partners at wages to work on the share-land for
the land-owner, when the latter is obliged to discharge certain tasks and is responsible for certain parts of the cultivation. Here share-cropping, partnership and wage-work
by the day or task system run together in a single relation.
All these compound relations can only flourish to the
extent that they harmonise the varying elements of which
they are composed, particularly partner and wage work.
Cases of breakdown occur in the system of day-work particularly where the employer does not belong to the same
social class as his worker, and consequently emphasizes
the economic aspect of the work relation more exclusively than do the folk. This type of friction develops
sometimes about the hours of work, the amount of rest
("cotching") during the day's work, or the rate of pay,
but principally about the payment due when work is interrupted by rain. Clearly, if day workers use partners to
assist them, and under partnership norms, the day's work
is defined in one way with regard to work interruptions by
weather, but differently in regard to day work for wage,
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conflicts may be expected to develop which can set employer and workers at logger-heads.
Partnership norms about this matter are relatively simple.
If rain falls before 12 o'clock the work can be reckoned
at half a day. If rain falls after lunch it is reckoned as a
full day. This often does not suit employers with large
cultivations and little capital, and many instances have
been met in which interruptions of work by rain led to
calculations of three-quarters or seven-eighths of a day,
with pay proportionate. This means that the worker whose
partners have assisted him loses by the deal, as he has received a day's work from each of the partners and is only
paid by his employer for the work done until the time rain
fell. Consequently, employers who practise this particular
form of economy, sometimes find themselves facing a certain amount of labour difficulty. This follows inevitably,
since only those persons who are not dependent on partnership are free to accept such employment without loss
to themselves. In wage-work by the day as by the task system, a man with partners can only participate freely if
the two sets of norms and expectations are consistent.
Lack of cash among small-settlers leads sometimes to
direct barter of labour. The carpenter may do a day's work
for X to be paid for by two days' work on his farm. X
may bring in his partners to assist him. Sometimes an
elderly bachelor does day-work for the woman who washes
his clothes as payment. Solitary labourers work off their
rent for one family and the cost of cooking for another.
Weekly attached workers are relatively scarce; in one
case a man was retained at a pound a week, allowed to
farm on some 8lh acres, provided with food and a small
two-room house for himself, and worked not merely
for his employer, but for the employer's kinsmen on different holdings as required. Often a man hires his daughter's lover if the latter is living at home with him, and 6n
occasion a man may hire his own wife. The "caretaker"
relationship, one in which a "foster" child performs menial household or farm labour for the "foster" parent, and
sometimes for the latter's kin as well, is also significant.
These and certain other patterns are devices by which the
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small farmer secures fairly constant labour supply at extremely low cost to himself, and unwittingly creates a
condition in which he is unable to sell his labour at any
higher cost to others. Share-cropping is matched by shareshopping, an arrangement in which one man keeps shop
for another for a share in the profits. Disputes develop
here mainly over the taking of stock. "Apprenticeship"
may be somewhat similar. The apprentice is normally
unpaid for a long period, and thereafter receives about
2/6d. a week. But when his skill is just beginning to mature, he may find that his master has secured other apprentices, and no longer needs his services. Somehow there
are large numbers of "assistant" masons, "assistant" carpenters and the like, thrown back on to the farm-labour
market for everyone skilled craftsman in rural areas.
Doubling-up is another device. The classic instance met
with in the field is of a domestic servant who was also
shop-keeper, working roughly 70 hours a week for 6/- a
month. Clearly such combinations defeat the aims of
minimum wage laws. Another case observed involved a
woman hired at 7/- a week, as domestic for a family who
lived by themselves in one house only to find herself working for two households for the same wage, because the
family of her employer ate and spent the day in the second
household some distance away. Caretaking arrangements
on holdings, "yard-work" which includes farm labour and
cattle-care, in one case studied for a wage of 71- a weekthese are some other devices for keeping wage-rates low.
As a rule such patterns multiply bonds between employer
and employee which are extraneous to the strict tasksituation, and are linked with relatively low payments made
once only for several quite distinct tasks.
Middle-sized properties, that is, units of 50 to 500 or
600 acres, vary to some extent in the success with which
they handle the task-system according to their capital resources. The property with large available capital tends to
be run along estate lines, relying on task work by casual
labour as far as its actual farming practice permits. Its
management is typically the function of an employed overseer, and, though personal in character, may be unex-
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pectedly amenable to workers simply because of the class
distinction involved between labour and management. The
trouble with insufficiently capitalized holdings of medium
size develops when attempts to expand or maintain their
cultivation are made which involve substituting kind for
cash payments. These kind-payments consist mainly in
permission to local folk to use and cultivate small plots
free for one year or more, and thereafter at a gradually
increasing rental; or in various share-cropping arrangements, for instance, the cultivator keeping ground provisious but being obliged to put in bananas or some other
cash crop. Here the landowner hopes to tie workers by
share-cropping arrangements, and tenancies, free or otherwise. In point of fact this device often boomerangs, and
the sudden demand for rental may prompt a withdrawal of
workers who feel that their efforts in clearing and tilling
the bush have been taken advantage of by the landowner. Sometimes too, the landowner wishes to terminate
these relationships because of the relatively unrestricted
access to the property which they permit, and his fears or
experiences of praedial larceny.
TASK-WORK. The historical foundations of task-work in
the British West Indies are well known. On Emancipation, systems of task work were developed by those responsible for administering estates, which were then faced
with problems of relative labour shortage. Newspapers of
the period contain complete lists and specifications of these
tasks and rates of pay. Prior to this, farm-labour in the
West Indies had not relied heavily on task patterns, although "jobbing" or contract-work was of some importance.
Continuation of task-work on estates up to the present
has depended on its utility for estate management and its
relative convenience to the workers. The great convenience of task-work to Jamaican farm-workers lies in the .
freedom which it gives them to distribute their labour-time
in wage-work or own-account occupations, especially on
their own farms, but also at home. The ability of ownaccount farmers to accept wage-work is limited, as has
already been observed; and is mainly effective in short-
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term employment on the one hand, or in the flexible timedisposals of the task system on the other.
Initially the task system involved scales standardized for
each estate separately, but nowadays, it involves scales
standardized for estates which are graded and grouped
under union-management bargaining of an annual character. Variations in payment rates between estates of different grades and types are for this reason far less impressive than are differences associated with different task descriptions, both off and on estates. For example,
comparisons of particular task-rates listed in the summary
schedules of various sugar-cane estates reveal a difference
which can only be explained in terms of the content of the
task. Similarly in St. James, digging yam hills by piece work
averages 25/- a hundred; in some other areas the rate
is as little as 8/-; but the depth of the hill and the type
of the soil are important in this context. A similar sort of
thing applies to output and wage-rates for work under
varying conditions. In Upper Clarendon there are some
places planted with yam in which a strong man is not
expected to dig more than 6 to 8 hills a day, while in other
parts moderate work outputs run at about 30 hills per day,
the hills in both soils being of the same depth. A further
variation is introduced on small holdings according to the
quality of work expected from different people; thus the
same task will be given to one man for 10/- and to another
for £, I, the work of the latter being regarded as twice
that of the former in quality and value. These points are
worth bearing in mind throughout the following discussion.
It is commonly stated by small farmers that they pay
task-rates equivalent to or higher than those of the estates
closest to them; but there is all the difference in the world
between weeding one patch of banana-walk which receives 6 or 8 weedings per year and a patch of equal
size last cut 8 months ago. There is also a great deal of
difference in the amount of available work which estates
and small holders offer to the labour that they recruit.
Thus in St. Thomas some properties were paying 2/3 a
hundred to pick and husk coconuts while adjoining small
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settlers were paying 2/6 to 3/-; but in fact a man could
make as much as or more per day's work on the property
at this task than on any of the small-settlers' holdings. The
same point applies to cane-cutting rates by weight. There is
great difference between cutting canes which yield 25 to
40 tons and other fields yielding 14 tons per acre or thereabouts. Even so, in some districts studied, cane-cutting is
carried out by free local labour and so constitutes no problem, the workers rewarding themselves by taking trash as
stock feed.
TASK-STANDARDS. Another important difference between
use of task-work by estates and small-settlers, lies in the
standardization of the task. Task-work properly connotes
work measured in certain stahdard units, as for instance
the weeding, forking or reforking of one square chain
or more. It also involves an agreed and accepted standard
of performance between the parties, based on ultimate
comparisons of an individual worker's effort with that of
his COlleagues. If a man's work is poor in quality, improvements have to be made in order to warrant pay. This system is used by Government on Parochial and Public Works
road maintenance as well as on estates, the headmen,
whether of road or property, being responsible for the
quality of the work and/or its measurement under the overseer's or foreman'S direction. Now if harvesting is excluded,
the task worker on any small-holding generally finds himself to be the only person engaged in that particular
type of job, apart from his employer, unless the worker
himself brings his partners to assist him. Consequently the
only direct comparison possible is between the employer's
performance and the worker's. Indirect comparisons of
present work with performances by other men in the same
task or spot at past times are sometimes made by the employers vocally, and may understandably lead to friction.
Thus there is little chance of developing or improving
standards of task-performance on the plots of individual
small holders. What does happen is that the farmer who
finds that work of a particular type done by a certain man
suits him, tries to maintain contact with that worker and
to recruit him whenever that particular type of task be-
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comes available again. This in tum leads to a certain
amount of recruitment difficulty and fosters occupational
immobility. Farm-labour is a highly diversified affair indeed, and a forkman may well be able to make twice as
much per day's work at his specialty as he can at any
other farm task, as for instance trench-cutting or bananaspraying, weeding or the like. The net result is that the
forkman tends to stick to forking work and to be called
on principally for this, at one time finding that many farmers want his services simultaneously, at another that he
is unemployed.
SUPERVISION. All employers were asked about their
modes of supervising workers. Those men who used daywork normally worked alongside of their hired help in the
field, and in some areas day-tasks were allocated. Those
who used task-work were sometimes present in the field
with their worker, either by accident, or when they suspected that malpractices were likely to develop. The general idea is that the task-worker functions on his own;
having taken up the task he is free to attend to it or to
draw off from it as he pleases, without constant supervision by the employer. This is its great attraction for workers with other commitments. When the employer finds that
a task is unsatisfactorily performed there is not a great deal
that he can do, other than direct withholding of payment,
if such has not already been made, until the work has
come up to the expected quality. This type of thing once
done normally breaks up casual worker-employer relationships. The worker won't return, the employer won't
want him back. Other employers will make the payment
without protest, or after discovering that mild protests are
ineffectiVe, partly in order to maintain a liberal reputation;
but they also take care thereafter to look for other workers when next they need them. This in tum may lead an
employer to depend increasingly on casual recruitment.
Still other employers cultivate regular associations with
workers whose output and quality please them and in this
way seek to avoid the problems of unsatisfactory standards
as well as unstable labour supply, today's work being
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judged in such cases against the last performance of the
same worker.
MEASUREMENT. Measurement itself raises another series
of problems. On the whole small farmers do not normally
measure work given out, but they still rate their tasks in
terms of square chains, acres and the like, or in hundreds
of yam hills, potato hills and so forth. Where the workunit is constant, problems of measurement hardly arise, as
in the matter of digging yam hills, picking coconuts, harvesting pimento, coffee and so forth. Consequently, employers find the recruitment to these types of tasks relatively easy. But when the task forms an area of work, and
measurement is imprecise, delayed or otherwise unsatisfactory, disputes frequently develop, and labour may withdraw.
On one occasion a farmer pointed out a common on
which the grass had been cut at a rate working out at about
3/4 a square, taking his estimate of five acres to be correct. The rate on a nearby government farm for cutting
grass of the same height and type was then 7/6 per
square, so that the complaint of high wage rates rang
hollow; but, in point of fact, the common shown to me
could not have been less than seven acres in extent. When
I mentioned this, the farmer's mother and family observed
that they had said the same thing several times themselves.
In other words, underpayment sometimes obtains by allocating tasks of a greater extent than that for which agreement is made.
A worker may be told that when last this field was measured it was so many squares in extent and that it has not
grown since. In point of fact it may never have been measured or may have been measured inaccurately, or the
true measurement may have been reduced or forgotten.
On one property run by an overseer and regular staff, a
worker contested in my presence the area for which payment was proposed as being less than the whole extent.
Measurement proved him to be correct; but often it seems
that workers cannot easily secure such measurement
promptly; the chain is missing, and the rope, commonly
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suspected by workers to be more than one chain's length
is substituted.
'
Co~sequently, measurement of certain tasks, especially
weeding and general CUltivation, provides a great many
grounds of possible friction which do not arise in systems
of day-labour. Workers who feel dissatisfied with the employer's assessment of the work done tend to withdraw
and go elsewhere. Property owners who leave measurement purely to headmen, or who refuse to satisfy their
workers for one reason or another when the latter demand
measurement of their completed tasks, invite the withdrawal of labour. Insufficiently supervised headmen may
be expected to remunerate themselves by understating to
~e worker the amount of work done and by keeping what
differences they can. The worker not directly protected by
a union is hardly in a position to carry his protest beyond
strong language and withdrawal. I was present at a discussion in which a small farmer asked a friend to check
his calculation of an area, work on which had been completed by the task system in less than the expected time.
No complaints were made about the ·quality of the completed work, but when his friend's calculation agreed with
his and my own, this employer took the line that the rate
of performance had been so rapid that it was advisable
to understate the area involved. Presumably this was intended to keep the rate of payment at something like the
current day-rates for moderate outputs. Thus, even when
measurement does proceed by chain, the calculation may
not be by rule.
PAYMENT. Payment for task-work is also a problem. In
this respect some employers may suffer as much as workers, sometimes more so. The normal technique when a
young man wants to leave a district seems to be as follows:
he approaches somebody for a task, does a half day's work,
asks for a sizeable advance, and disappears overnight But
other workers who remain in the district may also take
advances, and then hold up the work. Female employers
suffer more from this sort of treatment than men. Moreover, workers sometimes take so much of the complete
payment in the form of advance that it is impossible for
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the employer to withhold a great deal to ensure an adequate standard of work.
On the other hand the worker may frequently fail to
collect a payment due to him for the task which he has
completed. An employer may nevertheless explain that he
is a man of the greatest integrity and always pays
promptly. In one case, which was being checked on by
daily interviews for a week, a worker sought on three occasions to collect a payment of a few shillings due to him
from an employer who, when interviewed, stated blandly
that he had never owed a worker any payment in his life,
but always paid promptly.
The problem of payment is sometimes complicated by
the dependence of farmers on their women folk, wives or
other, for the marketing of goods on Saturdays. The farm
women take these goods and produce to market and return with the proceeds. The farmer often has to ask his
workers to wait until the wife comes back from the market
when he will have the money to pay them. But the woman
often has other ideas about the outlay of this money and
traditionally understates her market returns. This is simply
a form of female self-protection. However, even when
quite untrue, a small farmer may declare that his wife
has had a "bad market", and on this ground ask his creditors to wait until next week. This waiting may go on for
two or three months.
Some property headmen abuse their position in a comparable fashion. When I asked One unoccupied young man
to accompany me in a car to the overseer of a partiCUlar
property, he said he was sorry he could not go there, but
was willing to go anywhere else. A local of some importance pressed him on this point, and it turned out that
the worker had been so violently irritated with the headman of that property for withholding payments due to him
that he dared not trust himself on the place again. This
type of thing does not affect the two people concerned
only, but spreads by talk throughout the area, and can
lead to a general disinclination of workers to accept employment from particular people.
Similarly, workers with a reputation for holding up jobs
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or for seeking advances and the like beyond what is regarded as the norm will find employers unwilling to accept
their services. Again, when a man has been found committing praedial larceny, he normally has to leave the area
of his discovery for a long period if he depends on employment, as none will normally risk employing him.
When an employer delays payment or leaves a taskworker dissatisfied with the payment, he frequently finds
a quite specific form of praedial larceny developing on his
remoter holdings. This consists of the cutting of yams from
the hills and covering up with the mould. The vines are
broken but are not pulled away, and for some days the
farmer visiting the holding may think that his yams are
still in the ground. Normally the yam-heads are left in
the ground in this style of thieving. Small settlers are
quite clear that this type of yam removal is either done
by their family, the women whose children they do not
support by cash, or by people familiar with their fields
and habits, and who thus can go about this leisurely form
of thieving. The "real" thief, they say, has little time in
which to cover his tracks, and always empties the yamhills he visits. It appears that the form of thieving just
described may be simply a self-help by disappointed taskworkers. If so, it may be compared with the larceny of
low-grade bananas on banana properties, which operates
to subsidise the prevailing wage-rates. Thus praedial larceny is itself to some extent bound up with the task system
of labour relations. As such praedial larceny is notably
more common in areas depending on task work than in
those areas which recruit farm-labour for day work.
Another payment problem which faces the people in
some areas is due to the low circulation of money. As
one man stated, "you can always get people here to work
for you whenever you want them. The problem is money.
After two or three days at job-work a man has to call for
an advance, if you can't give it to him he has to go elsewhere to find it. This is because he has to feed his family.
This is called the 'custom'." This custom can lead to inordinate delays in the completion of tasks on particular holdings. It is simply a product of low levels of cash circulation.
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Men who do task work for small-settlers most commonly are single and under 30 years of age. When a man
has a woman living with him and has to feed a family,
he has to get pay on Fridays to cover the weekend expenses of marketing and shop-goods. Because of the uncertainties about payment on small farrns for task work,
such men prefer to work for their neighbours by day-rates;
but since they are sure of bringing home money as needed
from task work on estates, they will take task work on any
such unit which has a regular pay-day, simply for the
regularity with which they will be paid. On these large
units the man gets pay on Friday for the task as far as it
has been completed at the time of measurement.
Small holders may say and with reason that their workers will receive no further advance until the tasks have
been finished; but in such a case the worker may have
little option but to look elsewhere for the ready money
that his home needs.
JOB-WORK. An attempt to get around some of the problems presented by measurement and the like is made in job
or piece work. Here employer and worker clearly understand that the arrangement is a bargain. No measurement
will be attempted or enters into the issue. The two men
look at an area of work to be done and each side states a
price he considers especially profitable to himself. The job
is given out as a bargain and advances may very well be
refused until it is completed. This type of arrangement
invites the dissatisfaction of both parties by the invidious
comparisons which it stimulates. Thus a job-worker who
has realised 8/- or 9/- per day for A will not take up a
job offered by B after an initial experience that returns
from B's work are lower than he had elsewhere obtained.
Likewise an employer whose job was performed by one
worker for a certain amount is unlikely to offer the next
man more, even if wages have risen generally.
In day-work areas especially, many small farmers eschew this system of job-work completely. The worker who
has to feed himself until the task or job is finished needs
money with which to buy his provisions, unless he is permitted to take root-crops and the like from the field where
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he works. If he is not so permitted and receives insufficient
advance, then he is completely unable to invite his partners
to assist him in this work, and may find himself quite unable to complete the task at a profitable rate.

CASUAL AND REGULAR RECRUITMENT

Both day and task patterns lend themselves to the employment of labour on a casual or recurrent basis. But
the day-work system seems more in accord with use of
regular workers in that it fits more closely with the reciprocity norms of partnership and the communal standards
of rural society. This particularly develops over the issue
of "treatment". Good treatment consists in food, company
on the job, equable and pleasant social relationships.
These social relations precede and continue beyond the
specific task-situation, and can hardly be created within it
immediately or alone.
As mentioned above, task-work is traditionally unsupervised and does not entitle the worker to any food, cooked
or otherwise at the employer's expense. Hence good treatment is not normally possible within the strict task system,
though there are scores of employers who modify the task
relation in one way or another to "facilitate" their workers, and give them "privileges" to help themselves from
the non-commercial crops at hand. Such farmers may be
able to keep task-workers attached to them over a period
of months or years.
The issues of measurement, quality of work, payment,
cash advance, debts, use of food, provision of tools, all
loom as sources of friction to greater extent when casual
labour is recruited than in regular or recurrent relationships. Clearly, two men, previously ignorant of one another except possibly by hearsay, are liable to be a great
deal more suspicious in their dealings with one another,
than are a couple already familiar with each other's habits
and standards. For this reason an employer will normally
make more liberal advances of cash to his regular taskworkers than to his casual recruits. Problems of measure-
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ment are also much less important when dealing with regular workers than with casual recruits.
Frequently, such is the low level of cash availability in
some areas that young men who deal regularly with a
small farmer as their employer, will ask him to credit
clothes from a shop on their behalf against work not
even contemplated at the moment. In this way they are
able to clothe themselves and make the relatively larger
outlays needed at holiday seasons. Sometimes too, an employer is asked by his regular team to withhold their pay
until it becomes sufficient for some specific purpose, such
as the purchase of a pig. When regularly employed by a
particular farmer, men frequently turn up, point out that
certain jobs had better be done soon, and undertake to
clear. them off. When they expect payment and the small
farmer is unable to meet this expectation, the regular team
do not desert him, but seek temporary advances from
others.
Thus the entire nature of employer-employee relations
in casual and regular associations are different. For this
reason too, recruitment problems which face an employer
who relies predominantly on casual labour do not obtain
for his peer who uses a regular work team, so long as
this regular team is sufficient for his needs. As pointed
out above, this regular work team itself quite often develops
on or around a basis of partnership.
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Sugar reigned in the British West Indies for more than two
centuries, with overwhelming economic and social consequences. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, its dominance declined with rising production costs and increasing
competition from the much larger enterprises of Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic and from
the European sugar beet. Commonwealth Caribbean sugar
remains marginally profitable only because of the United
Kingdom's preferential prices. Even so, sugar is still the
mainstay of many Caribbean economies; most West Indians
are affected by fluctuations in sugar price, and many depend
directly on the industry for a livelihood. The following article describes working arrangements on small estates in
Barbados. Tasks of estate employees and earning and employment profiles constitute a labor system wholly unlike
that of the West Indian small farmer.
JEROME HANDLER received his doctorate in anthropology
from Brandeis University. He is presently Associate Professor of Anthropology at Southern Illinois University.

Some Aspects of Work Organization
on Sugar Plantations in Barbadosl
Jerome Handler
Although sugar plantations have been the concern of a
number of students of Caribbean societies,2 there still appears to be a relative dearth of descriptive materials which
deal with· the kinds of tasks plantation laborers perform
and the ways in which laborers are organized in the performance of these tasks. When such discussions have
taken place they have usually centered upon large "fieldand-factory combines"s which grow cane on relatively
flat lands and whose physical size and facilities, corporate
and sometimes absentee ownership, etc., involve large-scale
organization and role complexes. In addition, these descriptions have usually been embedded within, and often
incidental to, a larger discussion of such topics as cultural
change or the historical development of specific plantation
types, the plantation as a social system or as an "economic institution,". the culture of communities formed by
plantation workers or aspects of the culture of such communities. 1I From studies such as these it is apparent that
From Ethnology, Vol. 4, No.1, pp. 16-38. Reprinted with
permission of Ethnology, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, and the author.
I I would like to thank Lambros Comitas and Charles Lange
for their assistance in preparing various drafts of this paper.
2 Vera Rubin, ed., Plantation Systems of the New World
(Washington, D.C.: Pan American Union, 1959).
8 J. H. Steward, "Perspectives on Plantations," in Rubin,
op. cit., p. 10.

• I. Greaves, "Plantations in World Economy," in Rubin,
op. cit., p. 14.
II C. Jayawardena, Conflict and Solidarity in a Guianese
Plantation (Monographs on Social Anthropology, No. 25, Lon-
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there are sufficient differences in production techniques
and work organization between various plantation areas
to warrant presentation of data along these lines.
This paper is specifically concerned with the more salient features of work organization on several small-scale
sugar plantations in the Scotland or highland district of
Barbados. Emphasis is less upon the plantation as a productive enterprise or social system than upon the organization of work activities and the statuses which workers fill as they perform these activities. It is the workers, the
kinds of jobs they perform, and the organization involved
in the performance of these jobs which form the subject
matter of this presentation.
The southern Caribbean island of Barbados lies about
100 miles east of the arc of volcanic islands which constitute the Lesser Antilles. Its 166 square miles include
several physical regions. One of these is the Scotland District-the sole highland area in Barbados-which is separated from other regions of the island by a semicircular
limestone escarpment fourteen or fifteen miles long. In
contrast to the rest of the island, which consists of a series
of gently undulating plateaus of varying elevations, the
landscape of the Scotland District is fairly rugged and is
free of the limestone cap which covers the other sixsevenths of Barbados' surface. According to Buie: 6
The topography is generally steep . . . slopes of 75 per
cent or more are not uncommon. . . . The area is characterized by deeply dissected, narrow Valleys.
don School of Economics, 1963), pp. 1-159; S. Mintz,
"Cafiamelar: The Subculture of a Rural Sugar Plantation Proletariat," in J. H. Steward, ed., The People of Puerto Rico
(Urbana, Ill., 1956), pp. 314-17; E. Padilla, "Nocara: The
Subculture of Workers on a Government owned Sugar Plantation," in Steward, People of Puerto Rico, pp. 265-313;
G. E. Cumper, "A Modern Jamaican Sugar Estate," Social and
Economic Studies, Vol. 3 (1954), pp. 119-60; G. Lasserre,
"Une Plantation de Canne aux Antilles: La Sucrerie Beauport,"
Cahiers d'Outre-Mer, Vol. 5 (1952), pp. 297-329.
6 T. S. Buie, "Report of a Study of the Scotland District,
Barbados, B.W.!. with Recommendations for a Soil Conservation Program," Barbados OfJicial Gazette, Supplement (Jan. 31,
1955), p. 1.
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Since the middle of the seventeenth century Barbados
has been a sugar island. Sugar continues to dominate its
economy, and various agreements with the British Government, especially since the Second World War, have
minimized the vicissitudes of marketing which plagued
the industry for many years. As in former times, sugar today is largely a plantation crop. Of the island's total cane
production in 1961 and 1962, for instance, plantations
accounted for 84.2 and 84.8 per cent, respectively, the
remainder being grown by small farmers on parcels of
about an acre.
The materials for this paper are drawn from the plantations for which the villagers of Chalky Mount work. 7 Their
village is a small one, located in the heart of the Scotland
District. Although it is not entirely an agrarian community, much of the villagers' cash income is derived from
pursuits associated with one form or another of land use.
Chalky Mount has an adult population of about 215 persons. Some 70 to 75 of these, including persons of both
sexes representing 63 of the village's 117 households, are
regular plantation workers. However, more individuals
and households become involved in plantation wage labor during the cane reaping season when regular laborer
contingents are augmented as work demands increase.
Close to 70 per cent of the laborers are also actively engaged in small-scale cane farming, 63 per cent of them
renting their "working lands" from the plantations for
which they work. It is not unusual to find a worker growing cane on his own small freehold land parcel as well.
Virtually all of the workers are members of households
which own their own houses, although about half of the
households to which they belong rent their house sites from
plantations.
Aside from small-scale cane farming, many people are
likewise engaged in other cash-producing activities, in7 Field work was carried out in Chalky Mount and its environs during the summer of 1960 and from August, 1961, to
July, 1962. Financial support from Brandeis University and a
grant-in-aid from the Research Institute for the Study of Man
made my stay in Barbados possible.
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cluding the raising of income-producing livestock such as
cows, sheep, and goats, the cultivation of minor cash crops,
wage labor on the lands of other small farmers, and even
occasional employment in the village's small pottery industry.s People also follow a number of other occupational
pursuits, some of which are not directly associated with
land use. Not only are a variety of income-producing activities characteristic of the village's economy, but adults
normally combine several such activities throughout the
year. Approximately 80 per cent of the plantation working
males, for instance, and 35 per cent of the households with
regular plantation workers combine at least three incomeproducing activities such as those mentioned above. A
number of households have four major sources of income,
and a handful regularly combine five income-producing
activities.
Chalky Mount is a community consisting neither of a
landless rural proletariat nor of a peasantry. In general,
its inhabitants, including those who are not regularly engaged in plantation work, seem to exemplify what Comitas 9 has called occupational multiplicity-"a situation
wherein the modal adult is systematically engaged in a number of gainful activities which form for him an integrated
economic complex." In terms of the villagers' extreme dependency upon cash (virtually all of the goods and services they regard as essential can be acquired only with
cash) occupational multiplicity has distinctive adaptive advantages in the social and economic environments of Barbados. This paper, as suggested above, is concerned with
only one aspect of Chalky Mount's occupational multiplicity, that of plantation wage-labor.
Since this presentation is focused upon the plantations
for which Chalky Mount villagers work, the sample is a
small one; it is composed of four plantations, though better
than 90 per cent of the village's regular laborers work for
sl. Handler, "Pottery Making in Rural Barbados," Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, Vol. 19 (1963), pp. 314-34.
9

L. Comitas, "Occupational Multiplicity in Rural lamaica,"

Proceedings of the American Ethnological Society, 1963
(Seattle, 1964), pp. 41-56.
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but two of these. All plantation fields are within relatively
short walking distances from the workers' homes. None of
the sample plantations has its own factory (each contracts
with one or more of the island's factories for the seiling
of its cane); many of their fields are located on hiIlsides,
some of which are quite steep; the plantations are totally
dependent upon rainfall for their water supply; there is a
moderate amount of mechanization (primarily in certain
phases of cultivation and the hauling of cane to factories);
and the average land unit upon which sugar cane is grown
is about 154 acres. Furthermore, the owners and managers
of these plantations are all Barbadians, and, in general, the
plantations' organization and role complexes are relatively
simple. In many of these characteristics the plantations for
which most Chalky Mount people work contrast rather
sharply with the "field-and-factory combines" which have
been described, for example, for British Guiana,10 Puerto
Rico,ll Jamaica,12 and Guadeloupe.ls

PLANTATION STAPF AND THE WORKERS

Although owners are the ultimate sources of authority,
the person who is largely responsible for the day-to-day operation of the plantation, and consequently the one with
whom the workers have the greatest contact, is the manager. The dual role of owner-manager is not uncommon in
Barbados, but no owner in the sample also functioned as a
manager. The manager's role demands that he makes virtually all operational decisions on production activities in
addition to functioning as director of field activities, bookkeeper, and paymaster.
The manager is often assisted by a "superintendent" (or
foreman) in the supervision of certain kinds of field labor.
Overseers or submanagers immediately subordinate to the
managers, though present in the hierarchies of larger planI01ayawardena, op. cit.
11 Mintz, op. cit.
12 Cumper, op. cit.
18 Lasserre, op. cit.
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or grooms, and the watchman. Persons who perform these
roles, though considered "staff members," do not, of necessity, enjoy any higher status or prerogatives than many of
the field laborers or truck and tractor drivers.
The field laboring segment of the plantation's labor force
-its largest contingent-can be classified into five categories
on the basis of age, sex, and task performance: Class A
males, Class A females, Class B males, Class B females,
and Class C, composed of children of both sexes under
eighteen years of age. These categories are recognized in
discussions between the Barbados Workers' Union and the
Sugar Producers' Association when, for example, wage
rates are negotiated. Class A males are defined as those who
perform at least two of the following jobs: cutting cane,
digging cane holes, and digging drainage ditches in the
fields. Class B males consist of those who do not meet these
criteria. Class A females are defined as those who, during
"crop," i.e., the harvest, carry and/or load cane and during
hard times carry baskets of dung. Class B females perform
other tasks. Class C includes boys and girls under eighteen
years of age and, according to the law, not less than twelve.
Each class receives a corresponding wage for day labor,
ranging from Class A males at the top, through Class B
males, Class A females, and Class B females in order, to
Class C members at the bottom.
Class A males are among the younger men, averaging
about 40 years of age. They work primarily as cane cutters
and truck-crew members during the crop season and as
cane-hole diggers during the out-of-crop season, and they
average the highest earnings among the field groups. Since
most of the jobs they perform are paid for on a task basis,
differences in work output are largely reflected in earnings,
even though mechanized equipment used in cultivation has
made their services unnecessary for extended periods during the out-of-crop season (see below).
One Class A man is known as the "first row man."
Though not a staff member, he assumes this status as a
management appointee and is usually considered a faster
and more responsible worker. The first row man can be
viewed as a subforeman. He works with the groups of Class
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A males who perform such task-paid jobs as digging cane
holes, doing the same kind of work and being paid at the
same rates, but he is responsible for noting the amount of
work each man does and reporting this to the manager at
the end of the day. His privileges are limited, though he
does receive some extra money for his duties, and his authority is indeterminate and poorly defined, so that conflicts
are more likely to arise between him and other laborers
than between the latter and the superintendent. If the
superintendent cannot' work, the first row man usually
substitutes for him. Superintendents have usually been first
row men themselves, and the position can be viewed as an
apprenticeship to the job of superintendent.
Class B men are the older men, their average age being
61, and they are largely employed in the clearing and weeding of drainage ditches and other assorted and minor jobs.
They are employed in smaller numbers and receive proportionately less work than any other adult labor class. Much
of the work they could do, e.g., weeding fields and cutting
potato slips, is more commonly performed by Class A
women, who receive less daily pay and who can perform
these tasks just as effectively and probably faster.
Females find, on the average, more employment during
the year than either of the male groups (see Tables 1 and
2). Mechanized equipment has diminished the need for
male labor during the out-of-crop season, whereas the kinds
of jobs that females perform, such as weeding and distributing fertilizer, are in fairly continuous demand. Moreover.
the plantations of the Scotland District normally employ
two female "headers" -people who collect and tie the cut
cane and carry it on their heads to a road-per cutter during
the crop season, and most out-of-crop chores can be effectively performed by females who receive less pay on a daily
basis.
In terms of actual plantation operations, the foregoing
classification of workers requires some qualification in the
case of Class B females. As defined above, these include
women who do not "head" during the crop nor carry dung
baskets during "hard times." Yet there is one group of female workers, known as "farmers," who, though techni-
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cally Class B workers, are nevertheless paid at Class A female rates. The system of "farming," i.e., the practice of
jobbing out fields to be weeded by particular individuals.
dates back to the early 18408.14 The "farmers" are actually
specialized weeders who are kept occupied, regardless of
the season, weeding fields of newly planted cane with hoes.
They are paid on a task basis by the fields they hoe, which
are assigned to them as individuals. Hence their work, contrary to most other major plantation labor, is not performed
in the context of a group environment. As compared with
workers of other classes, "farmers" find relatively full employment throughout the year. Like other Class B women,
who are engaged more sporadically in such chores as picking cattle fodder and carrying drinking water to field laborers, "farmers" are older women. While the average age of
Class A women is 37, that of Class B women is about 61Whereas membership in the A and B classes is determined by sex and task as well as by age, membership in
Class C is determined primarily by age. Class C laborersthe "third gang"lll or simply the "children"-are used only
14 o. P. Starkey, The Economic Geography of Barbados
(New York, 1939), p. 120.
15 One often hears the three major field groups referred to
as the first, second, and third gangs-terms which survive from
the days of slavery when field slaves were thus divided, each
gang having a complex of task responsibilities in many respects
comparable to the tasks performed by the several classes of today (cf. F. Pitman, "Slavery on the British West India PJan..
tations," Journal of Negro History, n (1926), pp. 599-602).
The discussion of an eighteenth-century Barbados plantation by
J. H. Bennett, Jr., Bondsmen and Bishops: Slavery and Apprenticeship on the Codrington Plantation of Barbados, 17151838 (University of California Publications in History, Vol.
62, 1958), pp. 11, 15, is relevant here: Of the 276 Negroes
at Codrington in February, 1781, some 162 were organized
into three field gangs. Drummer and Johnny Sharry, the black
drivers, led the first or great gang of 35 men and 49 women in
their tasks of holing the ground for canes, planting, and cutting,
and carrying the canes to the mills. Quawcoe Adjoe, a boy, and
two women, Sue and Sarah Bob, directed ten boys and thirteen
girls in the lighter duties of the second gang, such as planting
corn, carrying dry trash to the boiling house for fuel, turning
manure, and weeding the fields. Old Dinah drove the little
"meat pickers"-23 boys and 26 girls-of the third ••• gang
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occasionally on some plantations; during 1961-62 only one
of the Chalky Mount plantations employed child labor regularly, and even this group of about ten children did not
find employment throughout the year.
Children work as a group, usually in hand weeding and
the distribution of fertilizers. Each child is paid on a daily
wage basis, at a rate considerably lower than that of any
adult class. When working, the children's group is supervised by a Class A woman. She is, for the time being, a
quasi-superintendent, although there is no special term to
designate her status. At other times she is engaged in the
usual Class A female work of the particular season, under
the direction of the superintendent, but when the children
are working she is assigned to supervise their labor, being
paid her normal Class A daily wage.
Plantations usually have a regular labor contingent which
they augment during the reaping season. There is no largescale migration of workers from other parts of the island;
most of the added laboring force comes from the village
or other adjacent villages. Although some laborers work for
one plantation during "hard times" and for another during
"crop," or for one plantation one year and a different one
the next year, the majority of the regular employees, barring
severe altercations with managers, continue with one plantation and are not inclined to change. In fact, since wage
rates are similar throughout the area, the choice of the employer is generally based upon the proximity of the plantation's fields to the worker's residence. This is a matter of
convenience for the worker not only in reaching his job
but commonly also in visiting the small "farmer" fields
when plantation work ceases for the day.
Although most major plantation jobs except "farming"
are performed by groups, tasks are for the most part assigned to individuals (with important exceptions occurring
during "crop," to be noted below). In general, although
a worker may be part of a labor group engaged in the per-
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to their work of shovelling manure into cane holes before the
cane was planted, helping to weed young canes, and gathering
fodder, called hogsmeat, for the livestock. . . . A few declining
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formance of one job, he is paid not on the basis of the
group's performance but of his own, regardless of whether
payment is on a day or task basis.
The majority of jobs most fundamental to a plantation's
productive activities are today performed on a task basis.
Laborers overwhelmingly prefer this manner of payment,
for they can often make as much or more money by "breakfast time" (early afternoon) doing task work as they could
make during the entire day working at day rates. It is also
both usually admitted and clearly observable that performance is slower in day work and not necessarily better. In
fact, the speed and earnestness with which task work is performed differs in an often remarkable way from the performance observed on day-work jobs. The contrast is even
more dramatic when one has an opportunity to observe the
same individuals working under the different systems, especially if the day work is not under managerial supervision. Managers, well aware of this, make every effort to
subject day-work crews, regardless of the job they are performing, to as much supervision as possible. Task work is
supervised to a considerably lesser extent, and primarily to
insure that the work is conducted according to the manager's standards.
There are other general differences, regardless of the particular job involved, between task and day work. Day workers take off an hour for lunch around noon, while task
workers normally quit for the day in the early afternoon
and then go home for their midday meal. In some cases,
task workers can work longer hours if they so desire-provided there is still work to be done on the assigned job and
the manager does not limit the amount of work that may
be done in a day. Usually, however, task workers prefer
to quit after they have done what they consider a "fair day's
work," i.e., have made a satisfactory wage for the day. They
like to quit early not only because of the rapid pace of the
work and the concomitant fatigue-a reason managers
sometimes give-but also because they are then free to work
for the remainder of the day on their own parcels of land
or at other unpaid or cash-producing chores. During "hard
times," consequently, it is not unusual to see male workers
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returning home from the fields about 1 :30 P.M. and soon
after taking their hoes and forks to their own land parcels
to "work on de ground" for the remainder of the afternoon.

TASKS AND THE AORICUL TURAL CYCLB

This section will outline the major tasks performed by
the several work classes and will attempt to correlate them
and the organization involved in their performance with the
two major phases in the agricultural year. The same individuals usually perform a number of different tasks at different periods of the agricultural year. Aside from the customary assignment of tasks along sexual lines, few workers
are considered so specialized that they cannot perform a
variety of jobs. There are, to be sure, individual differences
in abilities, and managers attempt to allocate the more specialized jobs in terms of these differences.
During the months from February to May, when the
cane is reaped, the majority of the laborers are occupied
with cutting and heading the cane and transporting it to
factories. We tum first, then, to the cutters, headers, and
truck workers and to the particular characteristics of their
roles within the plantation environment.
The procedure involved in cutting cane is relatively simple. Wielding their "bills,"18 the cutters move through a
field, each one taking two or three rows, while the headers
move behind them tying the cane stalks into bundles and
18 The cane "bill" is a short, wide, cast-steel knife about ten
inches long and seven inches wide. The blade tapers from its
widest point at the top to its base, where it is forged into the
handle. The latter is about an inch in diameter and six inches
long. The "bill" has two cutting edges. One edge is fairly
straight and is used in the actual severing of the cane stalk
from its base. The other edge has a more convex blade with
~ .tw~inch sharpened hook projecting from it at the top. By
m)ecting the hook between the cane trash and stalk and slicing
downwards the trash can be quickly stripped from the stalk.
Cane "knives" or cutlasses, which resemble machetes, are not
employed in cutting cane but are used by truck crews to chop
the bindings from the cane bundles and to trim the stalks ejecting from the truck's sides.
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then heading these to the nearest road, whence they are
loaded onto trucks and transported to the factories to be
sold. Ideally, cutters can cut as much cane as they wish,
and all are paid task rates, but limits are set to the amount
of cane a plantation will cut during the day by the daily
quotas that factories assign to the plantations which have
agreed to send them their cane. These quotas are established
in order to insure the operation of the factories at maximum
efficiency. If a plantation's daily quota has been met the
cutters must cease their activities for the remainder of the
working day. Cutting activities can also come to a stop during the day, especially during the initial phases of the crop
season, as a result of mechanical failures at the factories.
The latter commonly accept no more cane when they have
accumulated what they consider a sufficient amount for immediate grinding, and the plantations must then perforce
stop cutting to avoid loss through drying at the roadsides
or in the fields. Cutters are then freed, as they are at the
end of the week, to work their own cane fields or on the
holdings of other small farmers.
Most Chalky Mount workers who cut plantation cane
during 1961 and 1962 worked alone and not as members
of cutting "gangs." Though cutters usually work in groups,
"gang" refers specifically to a formally organized group
whose members pool their labor resources in a co-operative
elIort and divide equally each week the total amount received for their collective tonnage. Only one-fourth of the
Chalky Mount males who cut plantation cane for most or
all of the 1962 crop, for instance, did so as gang members.
The rest, for the most part, worked alone. It is noteworthy,
however, that about 63 per cent of them started out as gang
members at the beginning of the crop season, most of them
discontinuing their membership after a week or so. In fact,
only three or four gangs in the plantation sample persisted
throughout the season. Whatever their duration, gangs
rarely include more than three men, and most are formed
by only a pair of cutters.
A cutting gang is a voluntary association; membership
is left to the choice of the cutters, and a manager seldom
interferes with its composition. Laborers who wish to form
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a gang have two primary considerations: equal work capacity and personal compatibility. The former is a necessary precondition to association, the latter a necessary condition for the group's survival. Regardless of personal
compatibility, fast cutters refuse to work with slow cutters.
Although slow cutters may be willing to join a gang, they
may not be able to find anyone willing to accept them. Some
workers insist upon cutting alone. In general, there seems
to be no correlation between a man's cutting ability and
his proclivity to work in a gang. Among the faster cutters
observed, some work singly and others as gang members.
Because gangs are voluntarily formed, they can easily be
dissolved. Their fragility is attested by the impermanence
of most of those which started the 1962 crop season. Here
the issue of personal compatibility is essential. Fundamental to the gang's output is not only the speed at which its
members cut cane but also the necessity that all put in an
equal amount of work. If one member rests too often, quits
early, or does not keep pace with the others, the effectiveness of the group is lessened and antagonism among its
members can easily erupt. Personal compatibility and previous strong friendship among the members minimize instances of this kind, but gangs formed solely on the basis
of equal work capacity, unleavened by concessions to
friendship, readily dissolve under undue stress. Because
gang members are capable of fairly equal performance, it
is unlikely that a man who rests too often, for instance,
will be able to catch up and cut as much cane as his peers,
yet he shares equally in the proceeds with those who have
worked harder. It is not a question of the other members
resting to let the recalcitrant one catch up and produce an
equal share; since it is task work, all try to work at top
speed to cut as much cane as possible. Gang members usually start work at the same time, take time off for lunch
together, stop for cigarette breaks together, and so on. Unless they are extremely good friends it is unusual for one
person to continue cutting cane while the others ar~ resting, and quite often the gang will not work at all If, for
some reason, one of its members is not present for the day.
Men who fonn • ....
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their feeling that they can cut more cane as members of
a group than they could as individuals. This is presumably
the reason why so many individuals start a crop season as
gang members. Although some of the fastest cutters observed worked in gangs and felt that this increased their
output, I have no evidence that their work output would
have been significantly less had they cut as individuals nor
that gang membership, in and of itself, results in greater
cutting speeds.
On Scotland District plantations a pair of headers normally works behind each cutter. This pattern reflects the
topography of the area, which frequently prevents trucks
from entering the fields to be loaded, as occurs in the more
level parts of the island. Since there is no mechanization
of loading, the cane must usually be carried from the fields
to the closest accessible road, and it is the headers who perform this important activity.
The alignment of headers with cutters is effected by the
workers themselves. The faster cutters and headers consequently make an effort to associate with one another. Managers sometimes influence the composition of a cutting unit,
especially when cutters and headers are added to the labor
force during the course of the crop season, but even then
the choice of association is commonly left to the workers
themselves. Because the selection of a work group is voluntary, headers can change their membership-provided: of
course, that work is available with another group. SlDce
headers work as a co-operative unit, and payment is determined by their combined tonnage, it is essential that both
members contribute an equal amount of work. If one
header does less work than the other, for whatever reason,
she nevertheless receives the same payment. Arguments
can arise as a result, especially with headers who do not
form part of the normal working contingent of the plantation. Regular plantation workers commonly base their association on friendship whereas others, who join later,
have less chance to do so and may have to accept
any opening offered. Headers and cutters together form an
integrated working unit whose earning capacity is depend-
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the speed with which the headers can move his cane out
of the field to a road.
Transporting the cane to a factory is the third major 'task
performed during the crop season. Since all transportation
is by trucks, their drivers and crews have major roles to
play in the production cycle. Truck drivers occupy one of
the most prestigeful positions in the plantation's labor force.
They are absolved from agricultural labor, they enjoy relative freedom from constant supervision, and their earnings
exceed those of most other workers.
During the crop season the plantations, especially the
larger ones, augment their truck contingent by pressing
more trucks into service along with additional laborers to
man them. Most members of truck crews are male workers in their twenties and early thirties, many of whom do
not normally work on the plantation during the out-of-crop
season. A truck crew is usually composed of five men plus
the driver, who is the formal leader. He is responsible for
the operation of the truck and is held accountable by the
manager if anything goes wrong. Although he does not have
the power to hire and fire the members of his crew, he exerts a great deal of influence in choosing them, and under
normal circumstances the manager does not interfere with
his choice.
Because of the nature of the work it is important that
the truck crew operate as a well co-ordinated unit, and
physical qualifications and personal compatibility are again
relevant here. Since all trucking personnel, drivers included,
are paid according to the tonnage delivered at the factory
it is of utmost importance to carry as much tonnage (within
the five-ton maximum prescribed by law) as possible in
each load and to transport it quickly so as to be able to
maximize the number of daily round trips. Hence, when
a truck returns from a factory, it is immediately reloaded
for a return trip. The men work rapidly and strenuously
in lifting the cane bundles from the road into the truck.
Unless each member of the crew performs his share of the
physical labor, arguments can arise and the rate of work
may be slowed. For this reason drivers are concerned to
have men who are not only physically qualified but also
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relatively compatible. Trouble can easily develop among
crew members who are chosen at random when a new truck
is quickly pressed into service, and younger men are often
reluctant to work with older men who they feel cannot meet
the physical demands of the task.
While the work required of a crew member is physically
demanding, it is confined to relatively short spurts-the 30
minutes or so at a time needed fully to load a truck. Other
things being equal, e.g., the cutters are working and cane
is waiting to be shipped, the payment received by the driver
and crew is contingent upon their functioning harmoniously
and at maximum speed. Although crew memberships shift
throughout the reaping season, it is interesting to note that
those crews and drivers which remained together for the
entire duration of the 1962 crop were precisely those whose
circumstances permitted the greatest latitude in the exercise
of free choice in association.
Since truck crews and drivers are paid by the cane tonnage they haul, it is generally to their advantage to haul
this cane to the nearest factory to which the plantation's
cane has been committed. Furthermore, since truck drivers
strive to make as many round trips per day as possible,
they tend, if left alone, to exceed the plantation's quotas
to particular factories while short hauling to others. Hence,
as cutting proceeds during the day, the manager is forced
to increase his supervision of truck movements. The only
regular altercations witnessed between truck drivers and
managers revolved around this issue. If, as sometimes happens, all of a plantation's cane is committed to one factory,
this problem naturally does not arise.
Some other jobs are performed during the crop season;
for example, women farm fields, older men clear drainage
ditches, and children pick cane trash for animal fodder.
Nevertheless, most of the plantation's labor force is focused
upon the performance of the three basic tasks of cutting,
heading, and transporting the cane. Each cane-cutting
group of cutter and headers and associated trucking group
of driver and crew are economically dependent upon one
another though socially autonomous. Within each group,
however, the interdependency of the members is so great
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that the group is likely to be extremely fragile unless its
members have similar work capacity and are personally
compatible.
After the last canes have been cut, plantation work all
but ceases for the following two weeks except for minor
jobs like cleaning the roads of trash. This is the beginning
of "hard times," which today spans the period from June
to January. Not only is there proportionately less work on
the plantations, but weekly earnings are also commensurately less. The work demands plaeed upon the labor force
are different in kind, the labor foree loses part of its augmented contingent, and activities relate to the demands of
cane growing and preparations for the next crop season.
After reaping, the fields are mulched by crews of women,
who spread trash around the cane holes. As the rains commenee, fertilizer is spread on the fields, and bulldozers or
tractors begin plowing the fields that are to be planted to
new cane and those which are to remain fallow during the
coming year. Throughout June and July crews are kept
fairly busy planting food crops, such as yams, sweet potatoes, and com, which are grown in alternate rows between
the c~e holes in some fields. Although some of the steeper
fields are still cultivated by hand, most plantation land is
cultivated today by mechanized equipment, mainly bulldozers.
Soon after the preparation of the non-ratoon fields by
this equipment the cane holes are dug by hand. The practice
of planting cane in holes dates· from the earliest days of
the Barbadian sugar industry, and cane-hole digging is today the chief task performed by Class A male workers during the out-of-crop season. Before the holes are dug, the
field is laid out in grids five feet square by a man who is
considered a specialist in "lining." Cane-trash markers are
set up at the comers of every square to serve as reference
points.
The field is now ready for the hole diggers. Each man,
working with a pitchfork, takes a different row in the field
and, follOwing the markers, digs the holes in two-foot
squares, leaving three feet of "bank" between each one.
Cane-hole digging is task work. Each worker is paid solely
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on the basis of the number of holes dug, and each man
works at his own pace. A fast and experienced worker can
dig as many as four or five hundred holes per day, although
informants estimated the normal rate at around 250. Daily
work output is recorded by the first row man, who transmits
this information to the manager. Cane-hole diggers normally start work at about eight o'clock in the morning and
work steadily until one or two o'clock in the afternoon,
when they quit for the day even though the field may not
be completed, for they consider they have done a "fair day's
work."
By late summer or early autumn all fields to be planted
in cane and/or food crops have been "holed." During November and December the new "plant canes" -those to be
reaped the year after next-are set out by Class A men who
are especially proficient at this task. The ''plant canes" are
cut from the fields planted the year before. Plant cutting
is done during a very limited period in the fall and involves,
at best, not more than two or three men per plantation.
Other men then plant the cane, placing two stumps in each
hole, and later replace those which have not taken root.
Though Class A men also work on trucks, dig drainage
ditches, etc., their major job during the out-of-crop season
is digging cane holes. When this is completed, there is little
other work for most of them.
Not more than a handful of Class B males find relatively
continuous employment, mainly in weeding gutters in the
ratoon fields and planting food crops. A few younger men,
paid at B rates, are kept busy spraying weeds growing along
the roadsides and on other assorted jobs.
Weeding is a primary female task which continues
throughout the agricultural year. During the crop season
"farmers" weed the fields of "plant cane," and after the
crop, with other Class A women, they clear trash from the
newly cut fields, piling it around the holes while weeding.
''Weeding and clearing" are usually paid for at task rates,
and it is during this process that the fields are mulched.
Later, as the cane grows and other demands (see below)
have been met, female crews return to the fields of growing
cane, and the "farmers" revert to weeding the new "plant
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cane." Weeding of the fields to be reaped continues through
December or until the growing cane has so congested the
fields that they can no longer be conveniently worked upon.
Hoe weeding is primarily a female job, although labor
crews of children are sometimes engaged in the removal
of weeds that are most effectively pulled by hand.
The distribution of fertilizer is another primary responsibility of Class A females. Both animal and chemical fertilizers are used, although plantations rely less upon pen
manure or dung than they did in former times, and some
plantations do not use it at all. The plantations that use pen
manure normally distribute it on the new "plant canes"
from about November to January. Although this task is normally performed by Class A women, the children's group
can be involved as well. Since the organizational procedure
in the distribution of animal and chemical fertilizers is essentially the same, both will be discussed together.
Regardless of the kind of fertilizer used, it is conveyed
to the fields in trucks. In the case of dung, the load is
dumped at the side of a road, and two men with pitchforks
load basketfuls which are "headed" out to the fields, where
each cane hole receives one basketful. In the case of chemical fertilizer, members of the truck crews slit the bags and
fill the pails which certain laborers carry. These are
"headed" into the fields, and from them are filled the
smaller containers carried by other women. These women
then proceed down the rows scooping out handfuls of fertilizer for each cane hole. Meanwhile, the pail carriers return to the truck for another load and should be back in
the fields when the distributors have emptied their containers.
Fertilization of the fields is best accomplished by relatively large groups and is paid for at day rates. Because
of the size of the groups and the need for rapid and effective distribution, the workers are kept under constant surveillance and receive active verbal direction from the manager, superintendent, and, if the children's labor crew is
working as well, their female superintendent. The degree
of direction, e.g., by verbal prodding to carry heavier loads,
varies with the personality of the manager and the time Iim-
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its set for the completion of the task. Although the distribution of fertilizer is always done in large groups, the people
work as individuals. If there is slacking, the pressure to proceed at a more rapid pace comes not from within the group,
as in the cane-cutting and trucking units, but from the
superintendent or, more usually, the manager himself.
Women also engage in other work during the out-of..crop
season, e.g., cutting grass for animal fodder and planting
food crops, but their two major tasks are weeding and fertilizing.
By December little work remains to be done. The cane
to be reaped in February is high, and it is difficult for females to move through the fields weeding them. Class A
men, unless odd jobs are found for them, are generally unemployed. Most fertilizing has already been completed, and
in the last two weeks of December work all but ceases (see
below). There may be a spurt in work demands during the
first weeks of January, mainly to complete the fertilization
of the fields, but by the end of that month the plantation
is ready, and the laborers are eagerly looking forward to
the new crop season.

EARNINGS AND EMPLOYMENT

Prior to World War II, before the days of effective collective bargaining and the growth of the Barbados Workers'
Union, wage scales were more arbitrary than they are now.
Wages were much lower, and they varied from plantation
to plaJJ.tation. Today this situation has been considerably
altered as the negotiating power of the Barbados Workers'
Union has increased, and wages on both task and day jobs,
though subject to periodic renegotiation, are more or less
standardized. Plantation workers have received steady wage
incrt?)1ses over the past decade, and various other benefits
have helped considerably in augmenting their annual
earnings.
One of these innovations, the Holiday with Pay, provides
for a two-week paid vacation for plantation workers. The
amount of money received is roughly 4 per cent of the eam-
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ings for the previous year (exclusive of the production
bonus). The Holiday with Pay was enacted as a national
law in 1951 and is but one manifestation of the relatively
liberal social legislation passed over the years as popularly
supported political parties have increased their control in
the island's legislative assembly.
The sugar production bonus-often caIled by the laborers
"back pay"-is subject to periodic renegotiation between
the Barbados Workers' Union and the Sugar Producers'
Association, neither of which is a governmental agency.
Unlike the Holiday with Pay, the production bonus is not
written into law, but it is nevertheless normally paid to all
plantation workers who have worked during the crop season. It is based upon the amount of money earned during
the season in relation to the island's total sugar production. The production bonus agreement, first negotiated in
1951, provides that each worker receive a bonus of 2.5
per cent of his earnings whenever island production
reaches 131,906 tons of sugar. For each 5,000 tons in excess of this amount an additional 1.5 per cent is added.
Both the production bonus and the Holiday with Pay are
important factors in a worker's total earnings. They are,
however, based upon the individual worker's capacity to
earn money during the year, and this is contingent not only
upon the number of days when employment is available
but also upon the physical ability of the worker, the season
of the year, the type of work done, and the work class to
which the worker belongs. These differences in earning capacities make it difficult to discuss wages meaningfuIly in
blanket terms. It can be misleading, if not in many cases
positively erroneous, to discuss the earnings and employment of plantation laborers as a single generalized occupational category. This will become clear from an examination of Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 presents data on the earnings received and days
worked during 1961 by laborers of the four adult classes
who were employed during both the crop and out-of-crop
seasons and worked for 120 days or more. Superintendents,
other staff personnel, and truck and tractor drivers, as well
as children under eighteen, are excluded. Monetary figures
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are given in British West Indian dollars ($1.00 B. W. I. =
$0.58 U. S.). The production bonus amounted to 10 per
cent of the wages received during the crop season, except
for Class B males. The Holiday with Pay earnings
amounted to approximately 4 per cent of the total wages
exclusive of the production bonus.
Table 2 presents similar, though not strictly comparable, data on laborers who worked fewer than 120 days
during 1961. Two Class A males, three Class B males,
and nine Class A females worked during both seasons;
four Class A males and three Class A females worked
only during the crop season; three Class A males, one
Class B male, and one Class A female worked only during the out-of-crop season; no Class B females worked
fewer than 120 days. Table 2 largely comprises such people as women in the later stages of pregnancy, males going to the United States on contract farm-labor programs,
and males who supplemented the regular plantation contingents during the crop season only. The total number of
days these persons worked and their total earnings are
thus not properly comparable with the similar data in
Table 1.
Reference to Tables 1 and 2 reveals that the majority
of Chalky Mount's plantation workers (50 out of 71)
were employed for at least 120 days during the year, that
females outnumbered males among both the regularly and
irregularly employed, and that females were employed on
the average more days during the year. That Class A
males found slightly more employment during the crop
season reflects the inclusion of truck-crew members, who
normally work a longer week than do either headers or
cutters. Mechanization has affected male more than female employment. It has reduced the number of males
employed on a major out-of-crop task, and the surplus
has not been absorbed in such jobs as weeding and
fertilizing because these can be performed just as adequately by females and at less cost to the plantations.
Despite the fact that males worked fewer days over the
year, both their average wage and total earnings were
substantially higher than for females, the contrast being
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most striking during the crop season. For regularly employed workers of Class A, for example, males averaged
$241 more than females in total earnings, although they
worked on the average thirteen fewer days during the
year.
In his comprehensive survey of the sugar industry of
Barbados, McKenzie 17 states that "field workers earn
th~ major ~art of their yearly earnings out of crop and
this proportion does not carry the increase due from the
production bonus." Our Chalky Mount data, though admittedly based on a limited sample, suggest a trend toward
greater dependency upon crop earnings. Table 1 reveals
that regular workers of all classes earned about 50 per
cent of their total wages during the crop season and this
despite the fact that Class B workers of both se~es are in
considerably less demand during this season. Although the
crop season covers only about 30 per cent of the working
weeks of the year, Class A male workers earned approximately 60 per cent of their total wages during this period.
That a worker can earn proportionately more during the
crop season on a daily or even weekly basis is, of course
not new information. It is of interest to note however'
that, with the changing demands for labor CI~ A mal~
in particular are coming to depend incre~ingly on their
crop earnings. ShOUld automatic loaders be introduced
this could drastically affect the already precarious earn~
ing potential, not only of Class A male truck crews but of
Class A female headers as well.
The earning ~apacity of a worker also depends, of
course, on the kind of work he does. Table 3 shows the
average weekly wages (exclusive of the production bonus)
for the four major roles during the crop seasons of 1961
and 1962, which lasted fifteen and fourteen weeks respectively. Truck drivers, who were omitted in Tables 1
and 2, are included here for purposes of comparison. In
level of earnings the roles range from truck drivers at the
top, through cane cutters and truck crew members, to
headers, some of Whom are males. The three lower posi17 A. F. McKenzie, Report of an Inquiry into the Sugar
Industry of Barbados (Barbados, 1958), p. 27.
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TABLE 3

Average Weekly Earnings During Crop Season
of Plantation Workers Who Worked Ten Weeks or More
in 1961 and 1962

Average Weekly Wage
Roles

1961

1962

Truck driver
Cane cutter
Truck crew
Header

$34.65
26.47
21.69
18.74

$39.57
26.91
22.57
20.00

tions may overlap. Some of the slower cutters average
about the same as some truck crew members. The faster
cutters average more than the highest paid truck crew
members and for this reason often prefer to cut cane.
Headers, too, can average more than truck crew members, especially those who work behind the faster cutters.

THE UNION AND LABOR SHORTAGES

The Barbados Workers' Union, the primary bargaining
agent for the island's workers, has played an active role
in bringing about the wage increases and improved working conditions which have characterized the sugar industry
of Barbados over the past ten or fifteen years. Yet the
Union has no members among Chalky Mount's regular
plantation laborers nor among the laborers from other
villages who work for the same plantations being considered in this paper. The collective bargaining power of
the Union nevertheless extends even to those who are not
its members. The workers of Chalky Mount, for example, profit by its agreements with the Sugar Producers'
Association, and this seems to be one of the key factors
in the difficulties the Union has experienced in organizing
the workers of the area. So long as the workers derive
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benefits from wage increases and improvements in working conditions, they are not motivated to join the Union,
even though they are well aware of its role in securing
these benefits for them. It is important to note also that
the local plantation owners do not belong to the Sugar
Producers' Association, yet for the most part they comply
voluntarily with whatever settlements it reaches with the
Union. It is suggested that this compliance reflects their
need to maintain a consistent and reliable labor supply.
There seems to be a growing recognition that labor
shortages, particularly of cutters during the crop season,
are growing more imminent as the years go by. The older
managers and officials of the Sugar Producers' Association
confess that recently it has become increasingly difficult
to be assured of having enough cane cutters to reap the
crop effectively. Among the more common alleged reasons
for this are the recent large-scale emigration to England,
which has drained some areas of Barbados of many
younger people, and the increased availability of government jobs for unskilled workers. There is also It, decreasing
willingness to engage in certain kinds of plantation work
-to "work with the hoe," as one manager put it-on the
part of younger people, including even those without a
secondary school education. That this situation has existed
for several decades is attested by the observations of
Starkey; 18

rely upon labor contingents from other plantations during
the closing days of the crop in order to finish reaping their
fields before the factories close for the season. It would
merit further investigation to ascertain whether the pessimistic attitude of managers reflects a genuine scarcity of
labor at certain times or simply an occasional difficulty in
acquiring labor which is exaggerated by assumptions traditional to plantation operations, e.g., that labor should be
"plentiful and cheap."IB

DISCUSSION

The plantations for which most Chalky Mount laborers
work are small in terms of their cultivated acreages, labor
forces, and lack of factories. Mechanization is limited to
certain aspects of field cultivation and to the transportation of cane. Moreover, the hierarchical organization and
major role complexes are relatively simple.
The major work classes were created in the days of
slavery and have persisted through time with some alterations in the recent past as a result of the influence of modern labor unions. The fact that work groups are often referred to as "gangs" further suggests the continuity with
the past in formal plantation organization. Females continue to play a vital role in plantation operations, which is
sustained by the customary sexual division of labor in field
jobs, a double standard in wage rates, and ecological conditions which favor the use of females as headers. The
plantations are not owned by large foreign corporations
but by Barbadians operating in simple partnerships or as
individual proprietors.
Although there are pronounced status differences between owners and managers on the one hand and laborers
on the other, they reveal numerous cultural similarities,
and both operate in terms of many shared values and an
awareness of reciprocal expectations. Proximity of living

The availability of education has been both an advantage and a disadvantage to the island's economic system
• . • many of the laboring classes have become dissatisfied with field labor and, at times, there has been a
shortage of field laborers and a considerable surplus of
clerks and artisans.
Although no plantation manager in the Chalky Mount
area complained of any acute labor shortage, they all admitted that they could have used more cutters, and in
some cases headers and truck crews as well. It is not uncommon for planters in certain locales to be forced to
18 Starkey,

op. cit.,

p. 197.
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19 E. Wolf and S. Mintz, "Haciendas and Plantations in Middle America and the Antilles," Social and Economic Studiu,
Vol. 6 (1957), p. 400.
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and common life experiences affect the working of the
plantations in a number of ways. Although the plantations are fundamentally profit-seeking enterprises geared
to the production of a monocrop for a large-scale external
market, a personal quality nonetheless enters into their
everyday operations and creates an atmosphere different
from that of the large field-and-factory combines described
elsewhere in the Caribbean. In a number of respects, then,
the plantations for which most Chalky Mount laborers
work have some of the characteristics of the "old style
plantation" of WoIf2o or even of the hacienda. 21
The Chalky Mount area does not present a situation
wherein there is a great deal of competition for a few jobs.
Its plantations do not operate with an oversupply of labor.
Their laboring contingents are composed of persons who
come from the immediately surrounding communities, and
one does not find the labor migrations and extended absences from natal villages that are recorded for such
larger sugar-producing areas as Jamaica22 and British
Guiana. 23 Labor-especially male labor on the more skilled
field jobs-is not as expendable as might be expected in
so densely populated an island. 24
Conflict is infrequent, and workers are rarely fired. Two
cases of firings were reported during 1961 and 1962, and
in both instances they resulted from altercations between
workers, and the managers thought it best to remove the
''trouble makers," who found no difficulty in acquiring jobs
on other plantations. The loss of job need not pose a
"serious problem of biological survival."25 Not only is
20 E. Wolf, "Specific Aspects of Plantation Systems in the
New World: Community Sub-cultures and Social Class" in
Rubin, op. cit., pp. 136-46.
'
21 Wolf and Mintz, op. cit.
22 Comitas, op. cit.
23 R. T. Smith, The Negro Family in British Guiana (London, 1956).
24 In 1960, Barbados had a population density of close to
1,400 persons per square mile. The two parishes of St. Andrew
and S1. Joseph, which comprise most of the land area of the
Scotla~d District, had 570 and 913 persons per square mile,
respectIvely.
25 Wolf and Mintz, op. cit., p. 400.
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work usually available on other plantations, but workers
often fall back on other sources of income. It is not intended to underestimate the limited alternatives available to
workers, but nonetheless there are alternatives. During the
crop season no one need be without work. In "hard times,"
though cash resources are limited, the presence of other
opportunities to earn money, albeit limited in number, still
make it inappropriate to view the problem in terms of
biological survival. In fact, plantation managers, rather
than paring their labor crews to a minimal core of workers
during the latter phases of "hard times," generally try to
provide two or three days of work per week for all or most
of their regular workers. The sugar production bonus is
paid during the early fall, and the Holiday with Pay also
injects modest sums of cash into households during the
latter phases of the out-of-crop season. During this time,
too, sugar factories are making terminal payments to s~aII
cane farmers on the cane received during the prevIous
crop, and this adds cash to the village'S households an~
provides money for small farmers to hire workers on their
small holdings.
Regular plantation workers have some notion of their
occupational unity and commonality of interest, but this
does not promote unique bonds of solidarity among them
within the village. 26 In Chalky Mount plantation workers
do not form a distinctive subcultural unit, nor do they feel
that their problems, economic or otherwise, are unique to
themselves as plantation workers. Their consciousness of
kind is that of "poor people," and as such they align themselves with most other villagers regardless of occupational
pursuits. This sentiment is further promoted by the frequent overlapping of the cash-oriented activities of individuals and the multiple economic activities or sources of
income of most households. Only 54 per cent of Chalky
Mount's households include regular plantation workers,
and few of these households are totally dependent upon
the plantations for their income. Most households have
other means of support as well, and some are highly de26 Mintz, op. cit.; Jayawardena, op. cit.
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pendent upon remittances from abroad. Plantation wage
labor, then, is only one means by which the people of
Chalky Mount adapt to their social and physical environments. It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider
other means of support such as small-scale cane farming,
livestock raising, pottery-making, cultivation of minor cash
and subsistence crops, or the various other wage-labor and
income-producing activities, and the ways in which these
are integrated in the total economic life of the community.27
27 J. Handler, Land Exploitative Activities and Economic
Patterns in a Barbados Village (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Brandeis University, 1964).
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In 1965 the Sugar Manufacturers Association of Jamaica
commissioned a study of the sugar-industry labor force
Three sections h~ve been extracted from the ensuing report:
Th~ first categorIZeS workers and their responsibilities, desCrIbes the general pattern of cane reaping on large estates
and details one company's attempts to mechanize and mod~
ernize production. The second section considers recruitment
patt~rns ~d the seeming paradox of labor shortages "side
by SIde WIth people clamouring for work." The final passage
f?,:uses on social factors affecting labor supply and productivIty, .such as commissary and housing facilities, the use
?f gan)a, gambling and drinking, and, above all, the growmg reluctance of young Jamaicans to take what is considered socially degrading work in the cane fields.
R. B. DAVISON has a doctorate in economics from the
University of London. He is presently Senior Lecturer in
the Department of EconOmics, University of the West Indies, Jamaica.

The Labour Force in the Jamaican
Sugar Industry*
R. B. Davison
LABOUR ORGANISATION ON A SUGAR ESTATE
Work on a sugar estate follows a marked seasonal pattern. The crop year begins about Christmas time, in Janu.
ary or possibly February and continues until June or July.
As the canes are cut and removed for grinding to the
central factory, next year's crop is planted either by
"ratooning" (cultivating new shoots growing from the old
stools) or by a complete replanting of the field. The crop
year lasts approximately 20 weeks and throughout the year
the normal agricultural operations-weeding, ditching,
irrigating, fertilising, etc. continue. The managerial organisation of the estate tends to follow this functional pattern,
although each estate differs from the other in the precise
allocation of duties and the terminology used to describe
the different managers. At lonswood, for example, there
are three assistant field managers, one in charge of land
preparation (planting, weeding), another responsible for
irrigation, drainage, fertiliser and roads whilst the third is
in control of the reaping operations, compound maintenance and dealing with cane farmers. The field staff are
usually demarcated from the factory engineers, office accountants or chemists, all being responsible to the general

* [Editors' title]
From Labour Shortage and Productivity in the lamaican
Sugar Industry, Institute of Social and Economic Research,
1966, pp. 1-10; 22-31. Reprinted courtesy of the Institute of
Social and Economic Research, University of the West Indies,
Jamaica.
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manager.. In the boom years following the Cuban crisis
!he JamaIcan sugar industry has expanded greatly. This
IS a fact of considerable significance and higbly relevant
to the pre~ent labour situation-these boom years are already passmg and the workers in the industry, or at least
the more th?ughtful leaders amongst them, are well aware
of the transIent nature of the present prosperity and high
demand for labour.
Associated with every estate there is a galaxy of cane
farmers, large and small, many of whom rent the land
~om the estates and are quite large operators in their Own
nght. The! supply canes to the factory on a pre-allocated
quota bas1&. Each estate varies in the number of cane
farmers attached to it-Gray's Inn has about 450, Trelawny
has. 2,000 (50% of their cane comes from farmers).
Uruted Estates rely on farmers for 60% of their cane and
the produce of their own fields is, as they put it a "buffer
s!,>c~". This is another factor of great significan'ce in conSlde~g the supply and productivity of labour on the estate I.tself. The estates are not entirely free agents in the
questIon of cane farmers--Government regulations control the proportion of cane cultivation to be allocated to
Cane farmers-but that aspect of the industry is outside the
scope of this enquiry, which is exclusively concentrated
on the reaping operations of the estates themselves, specifically t~e performance of the cutting and loading gangs.
The extstence of the cane farmers was simply taken as an
uncontrolled variable in the system, as was the technical
production process in the factory and the cultivation labour force. The cultivation workers, although usually paid
by task, resemble the factory labour force in that their
numbers are ~ually fairly stable throughout the year.
The lluctu~tion in the labour force, which is marked
seasonally, anses mainly from variations in the number of
c~tters and loaders employed for the crop time. DiscusSIon of cutters and loaders must be kept sharply distinct.
Cutte~s are usually higbly individualistic and will rarely
cut WIth more than one partner,l because a serious prob-

~ The Monymusk system differs so fundamentally that it reqUIres separate treatment.
h
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lem would arise at the end of the day in determining the
individual output with larger numbers. Sometimes a cutting team will be a family affair in which case there may
be more than two in the team. In this case by mutual
agreement they may carry an absentee or allow say, the
father to have his full share of the pay although he cuts
less than the rest. Groups2 of four were found on one
estate but this was unusual. The estate is expected to carry
on its payroll the names of all workers engaged in a particular operation. There are several reasons for this, including coverage under the Workmen's Compensation
Law, the calculation of bonuses, grants of sick and vacation leave etc. Loaders, on the other hand, work in groups
of four to six: no problem of allocation arises here for the
internal discipline of the group ensures that each man carries his fair share of the work. Typically, an operative
group consists of a headman, who usually picks his own
assistants, one man on the truck itself stacking and two or
three men throwing up the cane in bundles from the
ground on to the truck. Variations in the type of loading
group vary to some extent according to the method used
for conveying the cane from the field to the weighing scale.
On the different estates the author saw moveable narrow
gauge railways, fixed railways, road vehicles of different
kinds such as horse drawn drays, tractors with trailers,
lorries which go into the cut cane field and are there
loaded. On one estate, Appleton, where the soil is.a heavy
clay and the rainfall averages 70 inches per year, a lot of
drainage is necessary. The field drains make tractor haulage difficult and here the cutters are required to head load
the cut canes to the interval (roadway) where they dump
them on the ground. Loaders then pick them up from
there. The cutters are paid extra for this work and were
the nearest example to a combined cutting/loading opera2 The word "group" is used here in preference to the word
"gang" which appears to carry some ambiguity in current usal!lO
in the industry. In some cases a "cutting gang" is regarded as
a large unit of workers under some supervisor. A large estate
may thus have, say, 3 cutting "gangs" to harvest the entire
crop, with no standardised name for the smaller operative unit
within the gang.
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tion observed in this enquiry. Even so, the loads are deposited on the ground-the cutters will not dump them in
trucks which would presumably be just as easy for them
once the load has been lifted from the ground. The work of
the cutter varies according to the distance he has to throw
the cane. On one estate where a moveable railway is used,
the cutters have to throw the cane up to 50 feet-with a
mechanical loader the maximum distance would be 17
feet. Such differences in techniques clearly affect the nature of the job and the output per man that can be expected.
On all the estates except Monymusk, the organisation of
the work is broadly similar. The headman is told the
amoun.t of cane to be cut for the day by the appropriate
supel'VlSOr who makes his decision on the basis of the
cane stock at the factory and the anticipated delivery of
farmers' canes. The headman then allocates, say, 5 or 6
rows of cane to a cutting gang. The men may, or may
not, cut the cane that day-a usual procedure is for them
to mark it (and no-one else will then touch it) and go
home. Next morning-perhaps at 4.30 a.m.. in the cool of
the morning the men will start work and cut until their
task is completed. The cane is left in a heap on the ground
and tagged. The headman always seems to know who cut
which pile, although it was not possible to investigate What
sort of disputes, if any, this procedure leads to in the field
itself. Usually the work of one cutting gang is loaded on
to one trailer, lorry, dray or waggon and then taken to the
~ale to be weighed. The scales are automatic in the majorIty of cases-the gross weight of vehicle and load is printed
on to a document known as a "waybill" issued by the headman in the field. The scale clerk knows the unladen weight
of each vehicle (the tare weight) and then calculates manually the net weight of each load, recording this figure on
the waybill. Several points of relevance to the present enquiry arise here. In the first place it became clear on every
estate that it is virtually impossible, given the present organisation of the industry, to keep any kind of accurate
check on the number of hours spent by a cutter in the
field. The work may be half finished by the time the over-
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seer arrives, a system of time clocks would be quite ~
practical and serve no useful purpose anyway. The fact 18
that hours are not homogeneous-the amount that a man
can cut between 4.30 and 6.00 a.m. is quite different from
his potentiality between 11.00 a.m. and 12.00 noon when
the sun is blazing into the cane field. A measure of hours
spent without reference to the period of the day woul.d be
of little use, even if the information could be obtamed,
which it cannot at present. At an early stage, therefore,
all effort to find the number of hours worked was abandoned. A sample survey could be organised which wo~d
yield approximate information but it would be expensIve
and unreliable. It would be possible to arrive at a better
estimate of the hours worked by the loading teams by recording the hours their vehicles are in the fields. But ere
is no close connection between hours spent by a vehicle
in the field and hours spent loading cane into the vehicle.
Even for loaders, therefore, this part of the enquiry was
dropped at a very early stage.
Of even greater significance, perhaps, is the fact that the
task is set by the management, not usually chosen by the
worker. The cane harvesting is not directly machine paced
but it is so indirectly. being related to the factories' capacity to grind, the supply of farmers' cane and the. tluctuations in the cane stock. This is important for any study of
productivity in the industry-we may be able to discover
the actual output per man-day but we must not assume
that variations in that output from estate to estate or from
time to time are necessarily the sole responsibility. of the
individual worker. There is clearly an upper limit somewhere to the amount of cane a man can cut in a day,
although the figure varies enormously accor~g to ~ir
cumstances. The proportion he actually cuts, m relation
to what he could cut also varies enormously partly from
his own volition and partly in accordance with restraints
imposed upon him by the management. The output of the
loading gangs also varies considerably-they clearly can
load only what has been cut and ideally then should ~
move it as quickly as possible to the factory, but practice
varies considerably between the estates in handling this part
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of the process. Many estates do not engage the loaders on
their payroll at all, but subcontract the job out to a truck
driver who hires his own loading gang. At United Estates,
for instance, 25% of the cane is loaded by subcontractors.
The difficulty of servicing mechanical transport, and its
unreliability, is one of the problems of estate management.
Under no circumstances will cutters load cane or vice
versa. In some countries, for example Australia, cutting
and loading may be performed by the same group of people. Not so in Jamaica, for here cutters will leave the cane
to rot on the ground (and thereby lose their hard earned
cash) rather than load it into carts. This phenomenon
which seems to be yet another manifestation of the workspreading philosophy so deeply ingrained in this industry,
not without cause, would be worth examining more carefully. One wondered how long it would be before a combine harvester made its appearance in the Jamaican cane
fields, mechanically cutting and loading the cane. It appears
that the technical difficulties of such an innovation are considerable: no doubt the sociological difficulties are no less
formidable.
The moment cane is cut it begins to depreciate. A series
of trials conducted in 1963 by the Sugar Research Department on the Monymusk estate showed the following results:Sugar Weight of Burnt and Unburnt Cane Relative
to Fresh Cane

Unburnt
Burnt

Relative result after:

Fresh
Cane

1 day

2 days

4 days

8 days

100
100

99.1
97.5

95.9
94.1

85.0
89.5

69.4
66.8

These figures (if they may be taken as typical) indicate
the degree of deterioration in the cane, measured by the
end product of sugar weight, and bring out the fact that
there is no very great difference between burnt and un-
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burnt cane. Indeed, after 4 days, burnt cane appears to
produce better results than unburnt, according to this
analysis. There is no doubt that the main object of estate
management is to get the cane to the factory as soon as
possible after it is cut in the field. At Monymusk ~very
effort is made to get the cane from field to factory m 48
hours, using radio instructions to regulate and synchronise
the cutting/loading operations to reduce estate cane stock
at the factory to a minimum. A stockpile must still be retained of farmers' canes. On other estates the performance
tends to be less efficient than this-men may cut for three
days and only deliver on one. A tagged bundle may be on
the ground for four days. It appears that this is a field for
an Operations Research study team to enquire into the
methods of cutting, loading and grinding, relating size of
stockpile, variation in cutting requirements and. capital
stock tied up in road vehicles one to .the other. An mcrease
in radio equipment and a rationalisation of farmers' delivery may well reduce costs considerably, both the costs
involved in the queues of waiting loaded carts at the factory scales and the costs of inefficient labour in the cutting
operation. There is a choice to be made here. At the moment the choices are made by managements on every estate by rule of thumb and traditional practices-it may well
be that great cost reductions could be achieved if this subject were to be given a closer scrutiny. Apart from the
capital costs involved this relationship between factory performance, cane stockpile and farmers' delivery is germane
to the labour performance of the reaping gangs. If the
stockpile is large, or the factory breaks down, the word
will spread quickly through the "grapevine" and affect the
willingness of workers to report for work. s Their regulars According to the S.M.A. understanding of the position, insofar as daily paid workers are concerned, if they are not advised in advance of the Estate's inability to employ them on a
particular day and they report for work they must ~ paid. at
least for half a day. If they have worked the mornmg penod
and cannot be employed during the afternoon because .of factory
breakdown or similar causes, they must then be paid for the
full day It is also stated that in recent years, during crop, cane
cutters, 'loaders, and other workers engaged in reaping opera-
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ity is a function, in part, of their expectation of regular
employment. Furthermore their output is affected by the
same factors-a large stockpile on Thursday may mean a
sm:"Ier task on Sunday, a day paid at premium rates. It is
logIcal, therefore, to reduce attendance and output on
Thur~day to ~aximise employer demands for labour on
premIUm days. Estates have various expectations as to
tt
the performance they expect from an individual
Mo
k· h .
cu er.
nymus ,WIt Its particular system, requires a minimum of 5 tons per cutter per day and discharges a cutter
who consistently fails to measure up to this standard. Most
estates take what they can get and on different estates 3
~:s, 1 ~ tons and 2 tons are expected norms of output. As
as IS known-W.I.S.Co. excepted-only one estate, Barnett, has ~ade a systematic analysis of its records to try
to determme the output and attendance of cutters. The
aut~or can~ot vouch for the figures as he had no hand in
therr collation but they are interesting enough for comment. It appears that Barnett took the records for the 1963
crop .and ~ounted the output per cutter according to the
waybills WIth the following result:

R. B. Davison
This table suggests that it is physically possible to cut up
to 19 tons of fresh cane a week-and certainly in excess of
10 tons. Yet most cutters produced between 8-10 tons.
These figures are puzzling in many ways and really raise
more questions than they answer-nevertheless they are interesting. On the same estate the number of weeks actually
worked per cutter were counted and the following table
produced.
N umber of Weeks Worked per Cutter
Barnett Estate, 1963 Crop
Number 0/ weeks
on payroll

1- 5
6 - 10
11 - 15
16 - 20
21 or 22
(full crop)

Number 0/
cutters

%

50
42
48
85

18
15
17
30

57

20

282

100

Output per Cutter-Barnett Estate, 1963 Crop
Number 0/
cutters
2 5 -

4
7

8 - 10
11 - 13

14 - 16
17 - 19

28
87
103
49
12

%

10
31
37
17

3

4
1

282

100

!ions ~e i~variablY !n .short. supply. Provided they are willing
o ~or , t erefore, It IS beheved they can almost always get
emf;yment for 7 days a week for the duration of the crop
n so~e estates the amount a worker is permitted to cut
on SUsdanday IS rela!ed to the amount actualIy cut on the previous
Thur y (or Fnday).

This table does not show a regular pattern, rising to a peak
and falling away. It is at least bi-modal in statistical terms
which suggests that the population is not homogeneous.
Closer examination would probably reveal that the numbers working 1-5 weeks were a different group from those
working 16 weeks or more. But one can only speculate
what the differences are. The Barnett figures cannot help
us with an explanation.
Mention has been made of the fact that on one estate,
Monymusk, owned by The West Indies Sugar Company,
there has been a complete break with tradition in the organisation of the reaping operation, and also in the system
of record keeping. It is claimed that the system of harvesting adopted on this estate has enabled the operation to be
rationalised, whilst the introduction of a data processing
system using an electronic digital computer (the first to be
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used commerciall . th .
tionised not only ~hlD e Island of Jamaica) has revoluthe way to an inte r~ accounta?cy procedures, but opened
tem which is oJ m~agenal con~ol of the entire sysanalysed
. kl
Y possIble when IDformation can be
qUIC Y and fed b k
th
sion maki
.
ac to e management decing centre lD usable form U d
vesting system which'
. n er the new harment decides the amo:a~ lDtroduced in 1961, the managef
cane field is burnt Then fOn c~e to be cut and then the
.
0 OWIDg day th
.
to
to cut, workin
er.o chaIDs which he is expected
whole and ass:a:::g a: ~ti~ted yield for the field as a
man per day No effort~m~m of five tons of cane per
cane cut per 'man in the IS ma e t.O re~rd the amount of
week on the distan
field-he IS paId at the end of the
suiting f
c~ . actually cut at a rate per chain rerom a prOVISIonal e ti te f
from the whole field
.
s ma 0 the cane collected
of the field' 1m ,adJusted later when the actual yield
IS
Own. AIl cutters are
.d
. pat at the same
average rate per chain Th I d'
mechanical loaders. A ~YPic~ I~a dI~g IS then h~ndled by
a 109 gang conSISts of:
(a) Loader operator.
(b) In-field haulage operator
(c) Six "scrappers" (Gleane;s)
(d) One wheeled tractor from field to f t
(e) Tw 'd
ac ory.
o SI emen for wheeled tractor
(f) One sideman for in-field trac tor. .
(g) Loadin g supervisor.

~:':~~:!~~t al~~~ttersf goe~ th~ ;el~e;::;~e ~:t

In the factory the cane is processed through
.
y
clanOadeed(mechanican loaded can: : a = :
as a good deal of earth •
Iected by the grabber) but th
.
IS colto the f t
d
'
ere IS much less trash carried
ac ory ue to the prelimina b .
of this system is that both cuttin ry urD1?8' The effect
expect relatively high earnin
g ~nd 10adlDg gangs can
employment. On the other ha~d ~~Ier work and regular
erate under a much tighter supe " y athre ex.pected to op• gut
rvISIOn an IS normal d
trre ar attendance results in dismissal-th
. I
an
surplus of cutte
d
ere IS a ways a
rs an loaders seeking employment at

:~~~e~ ~::h~:d
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Monymusk. Consequently a more highly developed personnel selection procedure can be used than on other estates. The fact that the payroll is produced on an electronic
computer means that detailed reports on each worker can
be produced quickly. Operating on the principle of management by exception, each quarter the computer produces
a list of workers who have failed to put in a required
minimum of attendances and they are investigated by the
management. From the estate vehicles the cane is loaded
directly into the mill, thus minimising the costly handling
of large piles of cut canes. The cane usually arrives at the
factory on the average about 48 hours after being cut in
the field, with consequential improvements in the sugar
yield. There is no problem of absenteeism or output restriction on this estate. A man can cut twice as much burnt
cane as green cane and there is no incentive to limit production.
It is interesting to ask why this Monymusk system is not
generally adopted throughout all the other estates. A number of arguments are used, all of which seem, in face of
the actual performance at Monymusk, singularly unconvincing. It is claimed that burning cane increases cost of
weed control, that insect pests (particularly the cane fly
and the borer) increase, that burning cane is impractical
unless it is allied to mechanical loading. It is stated that
mechanically loaded burnt cane gives more trouble in the
factory than unburnt cane and that burnt cane is always
more trouble in the factory than unburnt cane. Opinions
differ as to whether the loss of humus arising from the
burning of the cane is a serious factor. Humus has a
mulching effect on the soil and its importance depends
upon whether the estate needs to be irrigated or drained.
On the other hand cane trash is a problem, particularly on
irrigated estates, where drains and canals are more expensive to maintain, inter-row cultivation is hindered and
a lot of trash tends to delay the effect of fertilisers.· If one
takes as an example a field yielding 60 tons of cane per
acre one would expect to get about 10 tons of trash, which
would yield a maximum humus of about 10 hundredweights. This is not much in two million pounds of soil.
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try has officially requested the use of mechanical cane
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The author cannot make any final judgement on the relative merits and demerits of these arguments from the point
of view of agricultural practice, entomology and soil science, but the weight of the argument seems to be strongly
on the side of the Monymusk system so far as labour organisation and productivity is concerned-provided it is allied to mechanical loading, suitable modifications to the
factory and radical changes in personnel procedure.
The estates might well face a problem in the transitional
stage if workers refused to cut cane once it had been burnt
in order to extract a higher price for their labour, in the
knowledge that burnt cane deteriorates quickly if not removed to the factory within two or three days.
The question of the type, degree and implications of
mechanisation is vital. The factory is, of course, already
almost completely mechanised and slowly machines are
appearing in the offices. There are still donkey drays to be
seen conveying cane to the factory but these are rapidly
disappearing before the tractor and the lorry. The weeding, drain digging and cane planting process is already
fairly well mechanised at least on some estates. On one estate the author was told that 80 per cent of these processes
are now handled by machines; no workers had been dismissed, employment was given to any able-bodied person
who applied (and was willing to cut or load cane) and the
estate is still short of workers. Mechanical loaders, introduced only a year or two ago are also spreading-cane
farmers are increasingly using them and as we have seen
the Monymusk system depends on them. In the attitude of
workers to the mechanical loaders there appears to be a
strange ambivalence. On one estate the author was told
of cutters in the field who would tell the headman to "get
the grabber", but if the machine appeared in the field great
resentment was shown. In another case a farm had no
loading gang, and a group of cutters wanted their cane
lifted. The estate offered. to bring a mechanical loader but
the cutters objected. They were then told to provide their
own loaders and the estate would employ them. They
failed and finally asked for the machine. Apparently on at
least one estate one of the unions operating in the indus-
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and loaders than are strictly required because of the likely
wastage over the crop period. Ii A 100 men will be started,
30 just stop work or do not turn up at all leaving 70 to do
the work that 60 could do comfortably. In consequence the
work must be spread out at the start of the crop and
productivity and earnings are low. Today, on most estates
the cutters select the days they will work and they do so
on a perfectly rational basis which happens to exasperate
.the management Everywhere the author heard the words
"labour shortage" and at the same time was constantly told
that there were 10 men wanting every factory job. It may
be said that a labour shortage exists when management
does not have enough men to do the jobs that are required
to be done when they need to be done. Accepting that
definition, there is clear evidence of labour shortage in the
sugar industry, side by side with people clamouring for
work.
There are a number of factors which influence the supply of labour at a particular estate. The geographical loca·
tion of the estate is important The Caymanas Estate lies
almost in the suburbs of Kingston and engages a lot of
transit labour particularly from the St. Thomas district. The
men are attracted by the bright city lights, the prospect of
change and activity. Men drift to Kingston hoping to find
industrial work and when they fail to do so they gravitate
out to Caymanas which is then used as a springboard from
which to leap into the first urban job that materialises. The
Barnett Estate is almost part of Montego Bay, the town
has grown up to the factory and will probably shortly en·
gulf it. Ten years ago there was no labour shortage at
Barnett but in the last decade the tourist boom has hit
Montego Bay, new hotels and industries have appeared
and a swamp reclamation scheme has pulled away most
of the ambitious local workers. To complicate matters, a
banana loading wharf nearby has the effect of reducing
the estate's cutting group by 30 to 40 workers whenever a
banana boat has to be loaded. The reaction of this estate
has been to build new barracks or dormitories for the use
of migrant workers some 200 of whom in the present crop
r; Monymusk was the exception to the rule •
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came from outside the immediate vicinity. At the other end
of the island the Jamaica Sugar Estates faces no particular
problem of alternative employment, the banana and coconut industries at present pay less than sugar, with the result that the estate cannot get its coconuts picked; the crop
has been a dead loss. In the centre of the island the Serge
Island factory is the only manufacturing business in the
whole area, there are a number of towns and villages
nearby which supply all the labour required. Workers
leave this area to go to work at Caymanas or Bernard
Lodge and the estate sometimes runs into difficulties if its
own crop commences late. Gray's Inn on the north-east
coast lies in a banana district centred on Port Antonio,
here there is a decided oscillation of labour from bananas
to sugar and back again. Each estate is different and has
its peculiarities, thus generalisation is difficult, but the case
studies are interesting.
The experience of the estates varies from year to year.
At the Jamaica Sugar Estates, for instance, the pattern for
the 1965 crop has been quite different from, say, three
years ago. Then there was no problem of getting cutters.
This year the estate had to begin with only 75 per cent of
its labour requirement. For the first time in 35 years they
were short of labour. The shortage was felt primarily
amongst the cutters. As cutters on this estate aspire to be
loaders there is continual "poaching" of labour by the
loading groups at the expense of the cutters. At the Gray's
Inn estate the experience has been quite different. The labour supply alternates between plenty and shortage. In the
1965 crop the labour supply has been adequate for the estate lands (as distinct from the cane farmers), but in 1963
the estate experienced a very bad year. They were chronically short of labour at the start of the crop. The position
eased as the crop progressed, although continuous difficulties were experienced in trying to get jobs done by hand
cultivation. The estate advertised in the press and appealed
to the Ministry of Labour. Two groups of workers were
sent down by the Ministry, but the majority never started
to work at all and the rest departed very quickly. In 1964
the position had completely changed, and the labour supply
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ing his visits and seems to suggest that a closer liaison between the public and private sectors on both national and
local level might be of mutual advantage. Neither the government nor the sugar industry can benefit from uncoordinated action which simply disrupts production when synchronised planning would enable a more even flow of work
to be provided. Admittedly it is easier to state the problem
than to find a practical solution to it, although a mutual
recognition that a problem exists and at least informal discussions to seek a solution would be a useful start towards
finding a satisfactory rational solution. Finally the author
had expected to find that migration to the U.K. and to the
U.S.A., particularly under the Farm Labour Scheme,
would be mentioned as the cause of labour shortages. Far
from it. If these migratory movements do have any effect
On the labour supply position, the estate managements seem
to be virtually unconscious of it. This may be because the
casual worker on a sugar estate found it difficult to raise
the passage money to the U.K. In any event the possibility
of migrating to the U.K. is now so restricted, that the question is of academic interest only.

SOCIAL

FACTORS

AFFECTING

SUPPLY

OF

LABOUR

AND

PRODUCTMTY

There has been a noticeable change in the cane fields
over the last twenty years. Even 15 years ago, children
would come barefooted with their parents to the cane fields
to help with "the task." Today, those children are going
in shoes and socks to school where they quickly learn to
believe the lesson taught at home that they want nothing to
do with agricultural work. On being chided for the educational backwardness of his rural school the school teacher
replied "You should be grateful for that. If we educate
them they will not cut cane." He spoke the plain truth-but
he should have added "with present methods." The educational advance in the schools is an essential prerequisite
to the rapid mechanisation of the cane fields upon which
the future of this industry may well depend, and the edu-
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Managers were also generally agreed that the older men
were more steady and reliable workers than the younger
generation. Perhaps this is universally true and not just a
feature of Jamaican labour.
The social differences between cutting and loading are
very real but not easy to define. On the Trelawny estate
the transient workers are only cutters-they have no prospect of getting a job in a loading group, and on the Hampden estate it seems that cutters are always trying to become
loaders. On the Sevens estate the author was told that loading is harder than cutting and the young men do the
cutting; on the Hampden estate he was told that cutting
is more difficult than loading. Twenty years ago much of
the loading was done by women and boys; these days are
over but in some areas at least loading is still regarded by
the men as essentially women's and boys' work. Habit and
tradition play a great part in the way jobs are done. On
the Hampden estate men insist on putting canes together
in large bundles before they heave the loads into the vehicle.
When outsiders come in they show the local people how
to load cane just as quickly but with much less effort by
handling smaller bundles. But the old method still persists.
It should need no lengthy argument to establish the proposition that one of the factors affecting labour productivity
is the quantity and quality of the food supply. On one estate
the author was told categorically that the amount of cane
cut and loaded is affected by the availability of the food
vendors in the fields. If, for any reason, they do not appear,
the overseer will go and find them. One of the reasons delaying an immediate start of full scale operations after a
strike is that the food selling women are reluctant to come
out. They refuse to give credit beyond the end of the week
and as, after a strike, the first pay day is a fortnight away
the men are often left to go the whole day without food
or sustenance with consequential lowering of production.
On some estates the women will not bring food out on Friover, whilst 13% were under 25. In the case of loaders 4.5%
were over 50 and 23% were under 25. These figures tend to
support the general view that on the whole there are more
loaders than cutters, proportionately. in the younger age groups.
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tering, but are beginning to realise that the provision of
good food at reasonable prices may payoff in the way of
higher output, even if the service has to be subsidised. So
far, however, these ideas have not been translated into practice. One estate is investigating the possibility of using mobile field kitchens, giving some private individual the right
to operate a concession under supervision. Another idea is
that the estate should institute a system of food tokens and
issue them daily to be exchanged for food provided by registered food vendors. The estate would deduct the value of
the food token from earnings, possibly allowing for a subsidy on each token and thus gain some control over the
prices and quality of food supplied by the registered caterers. This is a subject which would merit more investigation.
Clearly an industrial canteen would be inappropriate for
field workers, but it would probably be to the advantage
of each estate to establish a properly run industrial canteen in association with the factory and office with a mobile
meal service out to the fields. Already drinking water is systematically supplied by most if not all the estates by means
of tanks and drums. On at least one estate permission has
been given for a vendor of soft drinks to open his business.
Whilst few people would disagree with the basic principle that adequate feeding arrangements shOUld be available for workers-whether provided by the estate or by private enterprise, or whether subsidised or not are separate
questions-it cannot be emphasised too strongly that before
positive action is taken detailed consideration of the local
situation should first be made, preferably in close contact
with the trade unions, supervisors and other interested
parties on each individual estate.
On the whole the estates have set their faces against providing housing for workers. Some of them must provide
dormitories (or "barracks" as they are still called) for
transient and migratory workers. On the Trelawny estate
dormitories with beds and mattresses are provided for about
180 migrant workers. At Barnett they have six "barracks,"
four for temporary cane cutters and two for permanent residents. They also have about 30 "welfare cottages" of two
rooms built with the aid of funds provided by the Sugar
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lying to the east of Kingston reported little or no ganja
smoking, whereas estates to the north and west reported
considerably more. One estate manager gave it as his opinion that 75 per cent of the labour force on that estate smoke
ganja regularly with noticeable effect on the performance
of workers in such occupations as tractor driving. On another estate the manager explained that he would never discuss a grievance on a Friday or Saturday (pay day and
ganja day) because only under the influence of "the weed"
was a man likely to become violent. Few managers appeared to be unduly worried by ganja smoking. Indeed
some of them pointed out that workers claim that it increases their productivity. On premium pay days, on some
estates the author was told that the workers are "steeped
in ganja" to increase their output. Whether or not this is
a problem for the estates, it is clearly a social problem.
The social pattern of the Friday night spree is universally
accepted. Rum flows freely, the week's work is done, it is
market day tomorrow and extra premium time on Sunday.
As a result of Friday night, when a significant proportion
of the labour force may be drinking heavily, the turnout
of labour on Saturday is usually very meagre. On the other
hand it seems that there are few cases of drunkenness
brought to the courts. Whether this proves more sobriety
than might be expected or is an indication of police discretion on Friday night, the author does not know.
As with ganja, so with gambling, the incidence varies
from estate to estate. One case was quoted of a man who
collected £ 14 as his week's earnings. He began to gamble
with 4 other men and came away penniless to return to
his wife and four children at home. But the general impression the author gained was that gambling of the traditional
kind (dice, crown and anchor, cards, dominoes) amongst
the workers themselves was no more than a diversion and
no real social problem. It has little or no effect on productivity. Yet there are traces of a new development,the advent
of professional gamblers (sometimes accompanied by
"strange ladies" who arrive in busloads to ply a different
trade on Friday evening) and betting shops in the towns.
These are still not used too much by the field workers but
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they are there, and growing in number. Gambling accompanies the drinking and general festivity of Friday night
and is perhaps no more than a release of tension, a momentary hope of finding a quick way out of the cane field.
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Occupational Multiplicity in Rural
Jamaica
Lambros Comitas
Although it has not been completely neglected, an entire
socio-economic stratum of rural Jamaican society is not
easily accounted for in any of the taxonomic formulations presently available for the Caribbean area. Characteristic of this populatien segment is occupational multiplicity or plurality, wherein the modal adult is systematically
engaged in a number of gainful activities, which for him
form an integrated economic complex.. This occupational
multiplicity is the nexus of a socio-economic type significantly different from that of either the peasant, farmer, or
plantation types in the West Indies.
Anthropology in the Caribbean during the past three
decades has developed with at least five major concerns:
a) ethnohistory and Afro-American studies, b) culture
and personality, c) social anthropology, d) cultural ecology, and e) the community study. These have not been
mutually exclusive categories, but they do delineate the
principal theoretical and methodological orientations.
However, for the description of the non-localized socioeconomic type which follows, only the research of the
cultural ecological school is generally applicable and comparable.
The work of this school is represented by Julian Steward
and his associates, in an analysis of contemporary Puerto
Adapted from a paper given at the 1963 Annual Spring Meeting of the American Ethnological Society and printed in the
Proceedings of the meeting, Symposium on Community Studies
in Anthropology, Edited by Viola E. Garfield and Ernestine
Friedl, 1964, pp. 41-50. Copyright © 1973 by Lambros
Comitas.
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Rico l which concentrated on several of the main variants
of the island's culture.
• . . Each rural region has a distinctive environment
and therefo~e particular crop potentials. In each region
the. pr~ductive arrangement-the kind of crop, mechanizatl?n .m field production or in processing, land tenure,
cap1talization and credit, and the nature of labor and of
owner-worker relations-has created distinctive subcultures among the people involved. 2
Initial field research in Puerto Rico yielded descriptions and
analyses; later study, by several in the group, led to broader
statements which were based more on structural arrangements than on cultural content and which were not limited
to a particular island. For the Caribbean as a whole Padilla isolated three such contemporary social-rural t~s:
. . . In tenns of a typology of rural subcultures the
most ~portant gr?UPS .in the Caribbean today, fr~m a
numencal and soc1010gIcai point of view, are peasants,
farmers, and plantation workers involved within the
corporate system.S
Wolf has written extensively on the peasant and Mintz has
contributed to our knowledge of both plantation and peasant organizations. Each of these types can be defined as
follows: the term plantation worker is applied to a landless wage employee who is attached to a large-scale agricultural organization geared to the production and marketing of an export crop for profit;4 that of fanner is applied
to an agricultural entrepreneur who owns land, hires wage
labor or depends on sharecroppers or tenants for the cull Julian. H. ~teward, .et al., The People of Puerto Rico (Urbana: UruvefSlty of Ilhnois Press 1956).
2.Juli~ H. Steward, Theory df Culture Change (Urbana:
Uruvemty of Illinois Press, 1955), p. 212.
8 Elena Padilla, "Contemporary Social-Rural Types in the
Caribbean .Region," in Vera Rubin, ed., Caribbean Studies:
A Symposium (2nd ed.; Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1960), p. 28.
4 Ibid., pp. 23-24.
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tivation of commercial crops;!I a peasant is designated ~s
an agricultural producer, distinct from fishermen, s~p
miners, rubber gatherers and livestock keepers, ~ho retains
effective control of land and who aims at subs~tence n~t
at reinvestment. 6 Each of these three econoffilC types 1S7
accompanied by different social structural arrangements.
The issue raised here is-to what extent do these types
cover the socio-economic realities of rural Jamaica?
Approximately a quarter of the island's population of
about 1,600,000 live in the rapidly growing urban ~eas
such as Kingston and Montego Bay; another quarter either
reside in the sugar belt parishes of Westmoreland, Clarendon or St. Catherine or depend economically on th~se
areas. and almost all of the remaining half eke out an eXlstence
the mountainous interior or in circumscribed pockets of land along the coastlines. All are significantly diff~r
ent ecological areas. 8 It is not very difficult to perce1ve
structural homologies between plantation workers and systems in rural Jamaica and those in Puerto Rico, and in
other parts of the West Indies. The 25 per ce?t of the
Jamaican population which lives in areas domma~d. by
plantations exhibits social characteristics markedly similar
to those found among parallel groups throughout the C~
ribbean region. Moreover, the historical and. synchr~OlC
influence of the plantation on the total Jamaican soc1ety
is of major significance, as it is in much of the general
area. Difficulties arise, however, when the concepts .of
nze
farmer and peasant, as defined are used to catego

in

!lIbid., pp. 25-26.
.
A
6 Eric R. Wolf, "Types of Latin Amencan. Peasantry:
Preliminary Discussion," American Anthropologist, Vol. 57, No.
3 Part 1 (June 1955), pp. 453-54.
, 7 Padilla (OP: cit., p. 25), specifying the three type~, puts
it this way: "Thus, with particular reference to the Canbbean,
the following types of local subcultures can be formulated at
this moment. These types represent structuraJ. arr.angeme!1ts,
not cultural content-they are likely to be modifi~ ~ the hght
of further conceptual refinements and more emptncal knowledge."
.
. ty"
8 M. G. Smith, "The Plural Framework of Jamaican Socle ,
British Journal of Sociology, Vol. 12, No.3 (1961), p. 249.
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that half of the Jamaican population which is rural, but
not directly involved in a plantation economy. Most members of this rural population segment fit into neither the
farmer nor the peasant category.
To begin with, they do not own or control sufficient land
to earn a living solely through agriculture. For example,
21.5 per cent of all farms in Jamaica are less than one acre;
48.2 per cent are between 1 and 5 acres; 17.5 per cent are
5 to 10 acres in size; and 9.3 per cent are between 10 and
25 acres. Only 3.5 per cent are over 25 acres, and these
few farms and estates control 60.7 per cent of all productive acreage. 9 We can conservatively estimate that over half
the farms in Jamaica average less than three acres, are composed of several fragmented pieces of marginal land,lo
and comprise somewhat less than one-tenth of the total
available acreage. Often, the various fragments of a farm
are held under different forms of land tenure thus complicating both the legal position and the efficient utilization
of land. 11
It is the rare landholder, therefore, who can depend only
on cultivation, either for subsistence or for profit, without
exerting additional economic effort in other directions. In
an extensive survey of labor supply in the country districts
of the island, M. O. Smith had this to say:
9 David Edwards, An Economic Study of Small Farming in
lamaica (Kingston, Jamaica: University College of the West

Indies, 1961), p. 30.
10 Jamaican small farms are very often composed of more
than one land fragment: ". . . only one third of the small
farms each consist of one piece of land, just over one third
consist of two pieces and the remainder consist of more than
two pieces" (D. Edwards, op. cit., pp. 29-30). As for the quality
of land utilized by small farmers: "Typically, the large farm
is situated on fairly fiat naturally fertile land which is little
eroded; but most of the small farms are to be found on hillside
land where the soils of moderate natural fertility have been
badly eroded" (ibid., p. 27).
11 For a discussion of land tenure and land use, see Edith
Clarke, "Land Tenure and the Family in Four Communities
in Jamaica," Social and Economic Studies, Vol. I, No.4 (August, 1953); My Mother Who Fathered Me (London: George
Allen and Unwin, 1957).
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the occupational classifications of the population ~
fu~ .various districts studied over the past 1~ mon!
show quite clearly that except amo~g ehi~hm,!r
• . .
.'
occupation w c IS
male age groupS, farmmg 18 an
. Pur
rarely carried out independently of other p~wts.
e
wage work is also relatively rare. !he. typIcalJ em~:.;
ment status and occupational combmation or r~·
small-farming populations involve own-account armmg
and ad hoc wage work.. 12
An agricultural economist, in an inte~sive study of
ei hty-seven farms in eight areas of J amalca., .~akes the
fotowing observations about the non-farm activities of the
individuals in his sample:

Work outside the farm was responsible f~~ dep~~
: . •the farm of labour by the older as we as e
mg
adults living in the household. In some few
~~:g~~e farmers' wives engaged in off-farm employt
that the income earned would encourage the
ra~~e: to retain them, or if they were ejected they
would be able to live without support for at leas~ a s~ort
time. But much of the work off the farms by d e W1;~~
b
and all such work by the farmers was ~or:P:'. Iarms
ferent motives. The farm people worke 0 the etrworked
to supplement their farm incomes; usually
Y
b t
to meet their day to day living and farm expens~~ e~
occasionally the income was reserve~ fo~tl~':; Some
penditures such as buying a bed or akPle:e lack Periods
of the off-farm work was underta en 1D s
and so did not compete with farm w~rk, but :-~~~ ~=~:
exceptional instances when the pre.ss~g nee at critical
forced the people to neglect their. arms
done
times Under those circumstances outslde work was al
beca~se the people 'can't do better.' There were
situations intermediate between ~ose ~~e~~o:~ where
work was required on the home arm
that
the need for immediate cash income w~ s~fr:~one.
the tasks on the home farms had to e
k
These were situations where, although the~e was wor d
to be done at home, the outside work (which appeare

far:

12 M. G. Smith, A Report on Labour ~upply in Rural/amaica (Kingston, JanIaica: Government Pnnter, 1956), p. .
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Ed.wards, op. .cit., p. 75.
Enc
R. Wolf6om:uni
"S cific Aspects of Plantation Systems in
~e New World:
m Plantation Systems of th ty;ub-cultures and Social Classes"
Science MOnOgrap:s
W(;ldsh
,
American
p. 143.
a mgton, D.C.: 1959)
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'
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While Wolf conceptualizes these individuals as peasants
who do plantation work in order to broaden their economic
base, padilla includes in her taxonomy of social-rural types
in the Caribbean a variant form of peasantry which depends on cash and wage employment and not necessarily
within a plantation context. Pushing any standard definition of peasant to the extreme she characterizes this variety
as,
• . landholders who cultivate special food crops for
local markets or plantations, who depend on cash to
supplement their own food and other needs, and who
also may sell their labour. . . . They are likely to migrate for casual employment, or they mllY be tenants
or sharecroppers. Examples can be found in St. Vincent,
16
Jamaica, Puerto RicO.
Mintz, specifying Jamaica among other cases. comes
closest to reaching beyond the confines of the peasantplantation worker-farmer triad by speculating that
• . . the plantation worker who is also a peasant appears
to be straddling two kinds of socio-cultural adaptations
and may represent a cultural type which is not necessarily transitional but in a kind of fiux equilibrium. IT

All three writers utilize the peasant and plantation constructs as the taxonomic point of departure for defining
rural social types in the Caribbean. In categorizing Jamaica, their undue emphasis on the peasant concept, based
perhaps on insufficient data, appears to be misleading and
possibly counterproductive for research. As already indicated, a functioning peasantry, in any rigorous sense of the
term, does not exist in contemporary J lUDaica and perhaps
never existed in the past. Over the years, following Emancipation, large numbers of poor, rural JlUDaicans found it
necessary to combine several economic activities in order
to subsist. Affected by the insecurities of own-account cul16 Padilla,
17 Sidney

op. cit., p. 25.

W. Mintz, "The Plantation as a Socio-cultural
Type," in Plantation Systems of the New World, p. 43.
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tion as fishermen; nor, in spite of the fact that they cultivated some land, could these rural Jamaicans be classified
as peasants, farmers, or plantation workers.
Detailed occupational statistics collected indicate that, except for one specialized settlement,21 from 63 to 79 per
cent of all males gainfully occupied are engaged in more
than one economic activity. For the most part, these individuals do not specialize in fishing but combine it with
own-account work such as cultivation, or various forms
of wage employment, or some combination of the three.
Concentration on fishing varies primarily with the availability of land and sea resources, the possibilities for wage
employment, the regional demand for skills, and such factors as age and familial responsibilities. AVbough each
settlement exists within its own rnicro-ecological niche, the
three settlements to be discussed share in common economic possibilities or alternatives which are extremely
limited. In most cases, no one alternative is sufficiently
lucrative for individual full-time specialization, and therefore occupational multiplicity can become a necessity.
Because the available alternatives in each area are not
the same, a somewhat distinctive modal form of vocational
combination exists at each settlement. For example, in Long
Hill the typical pattern is mixed cash and subsistence agriculture, night fishing, and occasional wage employment. In
Whitehouse, the emphasis is on intensive day fishing, subsistence agriculture, and occasional wage employmenL In
Duncans, wage-employment, the primary economic activity,
is interlocked with a partiCUlar form of early hour fishing
and with little dependence on agriculture. For all three settlements, despite the dominance of one alternative, it is
the obtained occupational balance which maximizes the
possibility of individual and household security and from
21 Only one settlement in the study had a male population
most of whom practiced only a single occupation. Special conditions account for this situation: contiguity to large markets
related to one of the most extensive sugar areas of the island
together with excellent fishing resources attract large numbers
of migrants who come to fish. Since there is no available agricultural land they are limited to this pursuit, even if their financial situation should improve.

---.
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which significant structural relationships develop. Unlike
the variations of "peasantry" in Jamaica, suggested by
Wolf and Padilla, agriculture in this vocational complex
need not be the principal element.
Long HilI is a small open country district on the southwestern coast of the island. The entire surrounding region
is a zone of low labor demand. Large agricultural properties in the vicinity are committed to cattle rearing or to
the cultivation of pimento, neither of which requires a
large, steady labor force. Other lands nearby, in particular,
one property of over 2000 acres, are not put to any economic Use by their absentee landlords. Frome and similar
great COrporate sugar estates which require large labor
forces during crop time are over 20 miles away and therefore of limited availability to the people of Long Hill.
This low level of labor demand is offset in part by the
relatively large size of the average "fishing" household
farm, which is three and a half acres, the highest figure
for all settlements included in the study.22 Legal land
tenure forms predominate here so that each household
OWns its house and house plot, each keeps a quantity of
livestock, cultiVates subsistence crops such as cassava,
yams, and com and produces cash crops of bananas, limes,
pimento and coconuts. The economic advantage of such
agricultural diversification is substantial. 23 Nevertheless,
two-thirds of all males gainfully occupied are engaged in
more than one occupation. Modally, the Long Hill landowner combines cultivation with a particular form of night
fishing24 which requires little capital investment and a
22 Since the study was concerned with fishing cOoperatives,
all househOlds included in the five settlement samples and censuses contained at least one male or female member who either
practiced fishing of some sort or was a fish vendor. Consequently, the study dealt only with a segment of any given locality. The size of this segment varied with the extent and
number of alternative economic activities.
23 Sidney W. Mintz, "The Role of the Middleman in the
Internal Distribution System of a Caribbean Peasant Economy,"
Human Organization, Vol. 15, No.2 (Summer, 1956), pp. 1819.
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minimal consumption of valuable daylight time ne~ary
for agricultural and wagework pursuits. Furthermo~e, smce
only two men are required for this. type. of fishing, the
demands of an established crew relationship are not confining. Though night fishing might be secon~ary at Long
Hill it provides protein for the household's dlet and a cash
profit when a part of the catCh. i~ .sold.
.
.
Agricultural and fishing activltles are combmed .W1~
other part-time wage work such as carpentry, ~caslon.
wage labor on adjoining properties and shopkeepmg. This
mixed vocational pattern is clearly accepted by the local
folk. An individual must "look lines all about," as one
Long Hill male put it to mean t~a~ a person cannot depend
on one occupation to make a livmg.
/ .
Occupational multiplicity and age have a hlgh correlation for all three settlements. The older th~ male, the
greater the probability that he will have multlple occupations. In Long Hill, for example, only 33 per cent of men
between the ages of 15 and 24 have more than one .occu:
Pation· for those between 25 and 39 the percentage lS 78,
, those over 40, it is 88 per cent. Th'is progresslon
while for
is even more pronounced for the other two settlements.
Some knowledge of Jamaican culture hel~s to u.nde~tand
these statistics. Young men in rural J am81ca ordmar~y do
not maintain separate households. Consequently, thelr responsibilities are few and their financial require~~nts low.
These factors-combined with generally unrealistic. v~a
tional aspirations,26 inspired by the mass commumcation
media, the schools and even the parents-keep the young
in hope of high paying and prestigious wage emplo~ent.
Compounding the situation are ambivalent-to-negatIve attitudes towards the land itself and towards manual labor,
both heritages from slavery.
tracted by use of a strong light thrown by ~ la~t~rn . .:etuf!!
to the beach is usually by dawn. On moonht mg ts ere ~
no fishing at all: .Conse~u~ntly, only about half the month IS
utilized for mantime actiVity.
. , .
25 M G Smith "Education and Occupational ChOice m
Rural jam~ica," S'ocial and Economic Studies, Vol. 9, No.3
(September, 1960).
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Young adults, then, often find themselves unemployed or
underemployed. When they are employed, it is in a single
occupation, and in these three settlements, that occupation
is most likely to be fishing. Given the low technological
level of fishing in Jamaica, this pursuit calls for little formal
commitment or capital investment on the part of the casual
practitioner. However, when the young adult begins gradually to perceive the socio-economic realities around him.
and he begins to assume the responsibility for supporting
a new household, he finds he must tum to cultivation
on his own, rented or "family" land. 26 If he has no access
to land. he must seek additional wage labor in order to
meet the new demal!ds upon him. As his years, responsibilities and commitments increase, his involvement in and
dependence on multiple activities become complete.
Contiguous to Long Hill is the small market town of
Whitehouse. Its physical environment is almost identical
with that of Long Hill, its sea resources are the same, social interaction between the two settlements is extensive.
and the cultural inventories of both are quite similar. Land
holdings, however, are severely limited for the majority of
Whitehouse residents. Most of these people can only rent
or squat on half-acre parcels of government land of marginal quality; the relatively more affiuent may rent an additional quarter or half-acre plot for subsistence cultivation
at some distance from Whitehouse.
With the agricultural sector of the local economy thus
restricted, Whitehouse males have developed fishing patterns of intensity and specialiZation in marked contrast to
those of their neighbors at Long Hill. Long established,
three- and four-man crews operate large, well constructed
cottonwood dugout canoes and employ a variety of gear
and techniques. More significantly, their fishing schedule
is radically different from that of Long Hill. Fishing is
pursued from the early morning hours until the afternoon.
Allocation of daylight hours to agricultural pursuits is
much less necessary here than it is a mere two miles away.
However, Whitehouse men also combine fishing with
other activities wherever possible. Almost all are involved.
26 Clarke, My Mother Who Fathered Me, pp. 33-72.
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unmet, there is a wider range of possibilities for the
average workman than at any of the other settlements
studied.
Over a third of the heads of "fishing" households in
Duncans come from different parts of Jamaica. This is
indirectly reflected in the fact that over half of these households rent both their houses and their house plots. Consequently, this migrant group does almost no agriculture.
Some agriculture is carried on by the non-migrant group,
usually among older men who are more likely to control
~all portions of land. Fishing at Duncans, usually of a
~e~ cas? ~d subsistence variety, is conducted in a highly
mdlv~duallStiC manner, with almost no development of partnerships or crews. Fishermen utilize small, crude canoes
and rudimentary gear, depending almost entirely on their
own efforts. The schedule of fishing is significantly similar
for all these men. Most put out along the coast just before
daybreak and return by early morning in time to fulfill
their other obligations. Several fishermen are employed
by the island or parochial governments as Public Works
~rsonnel-one ro~ headman must keep his fishing activities secre.t f~om his superiors. Some combine fishing with
such seDll-skilled work as shoe-repairing, masonry and carpentry, while others are employed as estate laborers or
se~ice station attendants. Several men combine fishing
With two specific wage activities, such as tinsmithing and
m~nry. While fishing and cultivation are necessary purswts, they must be practiced so as to cause the least interference with wage employment.
~e .~al organizational implications of occupational
~ultlpliclty have intrinsic significance. Complexity of indiV1du~ ec?nomic activity leads to complexity of ordered
relationships. A worker in one of these settlements
theoretically, can be involved in as many as six differen;
~onomic. statuses: subsistence cultivator, commercial agnculturalist, wage laborer, own-account artisan or tradesman, subsistence fisherman and commercial fisherman. In
each status, he is interlocked with a distinct set of individuals who perform requisite roles in production, distribu-
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tion and consumption. If, for example, a man is .occupied
with mixed farming and mixed fishing, he may well be
structurally linked with neighbors for the exchange of free
labor in the fields 28 and with a finite number of "higglers"29 who distribute any surplus subsistence crops
within the Jamaican market; and he will most likely be
organizationally tied to the local branches of the all-island
crop association which markets his cash produce. For his
fishing operation, he requires a clearly defined relationship
with one or more members of a fishing crew, as well as
with one or more fish vendors who, in tum, will be linked
to a complex market system. In many cases, more than one
role is performed by a single individual. This requires decisions as to work priorities and work schedules and ties
individuals to a convoluted set of social obligations. Such
structural links or patterned relationships, established for
economic gain. are essentially lateral ones connecting
members of the same stratum into horizontal socioeconomic segments. Partially for this reason, interaction
between these segments and the superordinate strata of
the total Jamaican society tends to remain minimal and
fragmentary. This contrasts with Wolfs description of the
"open" peasant community in other parts of the world in
which peasants maintain vertical ties or "informal alliances" with urban elements. so
The internal rationality of such a confined system is selfevident to its participants. A socio-economic balance is
achieved which offers maximum security with minimum
risk, . in a basically limited environment. As the advantages are clear, so are the disadvantages: competition for
scarce strategic resources within a finite area engenders
tension and an emotionally disruptive atmosphere; social
mobility is structurally hindered; capital accumulation is
difficult; technological levels tend to remain rudimentary

I
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28 In "A Report on Labour Supply in Rural Jamaica," M. G.
Smith describes a variety of Jamaican exchange labor patterns
and their functional interconnections.
29 A Jamaican expression for itinerant food vendors, generally women.
so Wolf, "Types of Latin American Peasantry," p. 465.
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and communication with other segments in the society is
incomplete and imprecise.
Certainly, from the perspective of the total society, such
a vocationally heterogeneous and inwardly turned population segment creates problems in administration and development. Action programs, aimed at the socio-economic
amelioration of such people but based on uni-occupational
models developed in modern Western countries. start with
limited chances for success. Occupational pluralists in Jamaica will not reject the material aid that often accompanies such schemes but they do reject, as evidenced by
their behavior, the objectives and the intent of these programs. By their own logic, they find it impractical to develop fully one aspect of their economic life to the detriment of the others. The results of the action program,
designed to improve the Jamaican fishing industry through
technological and organizational assistance, are significant.
In settlements such as Duncans, where fishing is balanced
with or subordinated to other pursuits, newly introduced
fishermen's cooperatives-one element in the development
program-failed to provide economic cohesion and stimulus and, therefore, died stillborn. In settlements such as
Whitehouse, where fishing is more important because of
land scarcity, new cooperatives when adapted to local conditions proved more viable and performed relatively substantial services for its membership. The error made by
the central authorities was that they introduced one cooperative model designed for full-time fishermen in other
parts of the world to all varieties of Jamaican "fishermen."
Agricultural development programs on a national scale
sometimes suffer similar results for a very similar reasonan incorrect assessment of the pertinent conditions of rural
life.
To sum up, taxonomic classifications of socio-economic
types in the Caribbean region are not completely adequate
for Jamaica. Stressing ecological and economic factors,
the writer has attempted to delineate and define an additional type indicating particularly its multi-occupational
basis and several of the structural ramifications that ensue.
Clearly much more work and analysis is needed before a
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reasonable level of comprehension is reached. For purposes of social scientific research in the Caribbean, however, the identification and understanding of such population segments in an area noted for a lack of extensive
kin networks and relatively weak community organization
is especially pertinent and should prove of heuristic value.

..
8.
The drift from countryside to city is a fact of life in the
West Indies, as in other parts of the world, but its effects
have ooly begun to be systematically explored. This selection focuses on aspects of life among the poor--especially
migrant newcomers-in Kingston, capital of Jamaica and
reservoir of a quarter of that nation's two million population. These excerpts from Social Structure and Social
Change in Kingston, lamaica depict the city's high unemployment rates, overcrowded housing, swollen slums, and
shanty towns-the most notorious of which have been bulldozed by the Jamaican government. The poorest Kingston
residents adapt by "cotching" and "squatting" for a place
to sleep and by "scuffling" or scraping for a living through
handicrafts, pimping and prostitution, begging, stealing, and
selling the scraps gleaned from garbage dumps.
COLIN O. CLARKE, an English geographer who received
his doctorate at Oxford University, has done field research
in Jamaica, Trinidad, and Anguilla. He is currently Lecturer in the Department of Geography and the Centre
for Latin American Studies, University of Liverpool.

The Slums of Kingston*
Colin G. Clarke
UNEMPLOYMENT

• . . The problem of economic development in Kingston
was compounded by the rapid growth of population; as
a result of natural increase and in-migration the annual
increment to the labour force approached 10,000 persons. The task of finding additional employment on this
scale was made almost impossible by the large numbers
in Kingston who were already out of work. According to
material published by the 1960 census, 18.4 per cent of
the city's potential labour force of 179,000 was either voluntarily or involuntarily unemployed. 1 Part-time employment, also, was widespread in Kingston, and 30 per cent
of the classified labour force of 169,000 received employment for less than five days during the week preceding
the census. Over ten thousand people in Kingston were
looking for their first job, and they accounted for almost
one-third of the total number of unemployed. 2 Approximately 70 per cent of this group was under 21 years of
age,8 and unemployment was chronic among schoolleavers. These conditions were primarily the result of
secular and not seasonal, frictional, technological or
• [Editors' title]
From A Social and Geographical Study of Kingston, Berkeley
and Los Angeles, University of California Press, in press. Copyright © 1973, Colin G. Clarke.
1 The statistics relating to unemployment have been taken
from the Report of the 1960 Census of Jamaica, Vol. 1, 1964.
2 O. C. Francis, The People of Modern Jamaica (Kingston,
Jamaica: 1963), 8.2-8.3.
s Ibid., 8.S.
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cyclical unemployment; they had existed in Kingston for
almost thirty years, and were associated with 'an economy
in equilibrium so that there is always a reservoir of involuntarily unemployed.'4 Unemployment which had
been originally cyclical, or associated with trade cycles,
had been transformed during the 1940s and 1950s into a
permanent feature of the socio-economic structure of the
city.
Unemployment in Kingston increased from 15.5 per
cent of the potential labour force in 1946, to 18.4 per cent
in 1960. In the latter year the figure for the island as a
whole was 12.6 per cent. The population of Jamaica was
slowly concentrating in the capital, and so was unemployment. By 1960, more than half the unemployed Jamaicans
were residing in the corporate area. 5 Opportunities for
work in Kingston failed completely to meet the expectations of rural migrants, and it is significant that 36 per cent
of the males and 51 per cent of the females who were
looking for their first job in 1960 had been born in the
rural parishes of the island. Manufacturing industry could
not absorb the rapid growth of the population, and no
system of social security existed to cushion the effects of
unemployment. In these circumstances the personal service industry was important as an employer of domestic
servants, gardeners, yard-boys and odd-job men, but at
wages which barely exceeded subsistence rates.
Using full-time unemployment as the first criterion, it
can be seen that conditions of population pressure had
persisted in Kingston throughout the period 1944 to 1960;
at the latter date 33,000 members of the potential labour
force were affected. Since the potential labour force comprised almost 50 per cent of the population of the city, the
total number of workers and dependants who were directly affected by unemployment may be estimated as at
least 60,000.

•

•

•

•

W. F. Maunder, Employment in an Underdeveloped Area,
A Sample Survey of Kingston, Jamaica (New Haven: Yale
4

University Press, 1960), p. 8.
1i0. C. Francis, op. cit., 7.11.
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OVERCROWDING

The overcrowding of dwellings in Kingston was one of
the clearest indices of the persistence and growth of population pressure. Following standard procedure, the Town
Planning Department defined as overcrowded dwellings
in which there were more than two persons per habitable
room or more than eight people to each hygienic water
closet. Applying these criteria to data supplied by the 1960
sanitary survey and the 1960 census, areas were demarcated in which overcrowding existed. The sections
which were badly affected were confined to the singlestorey tenements and yards of West Kingston, and, in
lesser degree, to those of Central and East Kingston. In
contrast, the northern suburbs enjoyed better conditions,
the notable exceptions being the pockets of dense population on the banks of the storm-water gulleys. Although
overcrowding was widely associated with poor housing,
especially in West Kingston, its incidence was more logically explained by the distribution and density of population. Some overcrowding was experienced wherever
densities exceeded ten persons per acre, and severe overcrowding occurred wherever densities surpassed 100 persons per acre. However, while there was a cartographic
relationship between high densities of population and overcrowding, some areas which recorded low densities of
population also suffered from this condition. This blanket
effect occurred because most areas in West Kingston lay
beyond the zone served by the public sewage system. The
absence or inadequacy of facilities, such as cess pits, in
certain of the sparsely populated parts was simultaneously
a product and an index of population pressure.
A further contributor to the problem of overcrowding
must be taken into account; namely, house tenure. By
far the greater proportion of housing was rented in the
form of tenements, rooms, and fiats, and in the yard
districts of West Kingston shacks had been constructed on
rented lots. Throughout those sections of the city which

~'. '
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had been built prior to 1920, less than one-third of the
dwellings were owned by their occupiers, and only in the
central and northern suburbs did the percentage exceed
50. As at previous periods, there was a marked tendency
for overcrowding to be associated with letting, and for the
availability of rented accommodation to encourage overcrowding. Furthermore, suburbs in which rented accommodation was· relatively scarce tended to record low
densities of population; and where less than half the households were living in rented dwellings, overcrowding was
slight or nonexistent.
While overcrowding was associated with various types
of unemployment and with tenancy, much of the rented
accommodation in West Kingston and inner East Kingston
was dilapidated, and some of it lacking in sewage facilities. Conditions in these areas were exacerbated by the
inadequate water supply. Throughout the greater part of
the city, including the tenements, over 75 per cent of the
households received public supplies of water which were
piped into their dwellings. However, the proportion
dropped to below 25 per cent in some of the densely
populated sections of West Kingston and the overcrowded
'pockets' of population in St. Andrew. Yards were served
by public supplies of water on a communal basis; in many
instances groups of yards shared a stand-pipe. The availability of water for irrigating the lawns and gardens of
the northern suburbs emphasized the deprivation of some
of the overcrowded sections of the city.
In 1960 the Central Planning Unit of the government
of Jamaica estimated that 80,000 people were living in
overcrowded accommodation in Kingston. Most were living in West Kingston or inner East Kingston, and many
were confined to areas which suffered from unemployment. According to the census half the household heads
who were lOOking for work were tenement dwellers. The
number of persons directly affected by both unemployment and overcrowding was remarkably similar and suggests that these phenomena were closely connected. Overcrowding, in a socio-economic sense, affected between
l
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one-fifth and one-sixth of the inhabitants of Kingston in
1960.
Conditions in the overcrowded districts are summarised
in the following short description of a tenement in Jones
Town. Comprising nine rooms which accommodated 41
people in 1961, this tenement possessed only 4 water
closets, all of which were defective, four shower baths and
two kitchen sinks. Two outdoor stand-pipes provided the
sole supply of water. The monthly rent for each room was
£4. 10.0., a high sum when compared with the low wages
of the inhabitants and their susceptibility to part-time unemployment. Pressure on the amenities was very great,
but the high rent encouraged sharing of accommodation
and thus increased the overcrowding. One room in this
tenement housed eight people, while the remainder were
occupied by three or four. In view of the revenue from
this overcrowded accommodation, it is hardly surprising
that many of the tenements on the periphery of the commercial area recorded high unimproved land values. Although values dwindled along the Spanish Town Road,
the slums, contrary to popular opinion, generated a considerable income for their owners, most of whom resided
in the better residential areas.
Between 1943 and 1960 the percentage of households
in the corporate area relying upon pit latrines had decreased from 54 to 39, while the proportion inhabiting
dwellings constructed of concrete had increased from 13
to 53 per cent. 6 Nevertheless, the general improvement
in housing revealed by these figures was more than off-set
by the rapid growth of the population. By 1960 more than
half the households in the capital still occupied no more
than one room and approximately one-third of the inhabitants were living in substandard accommodation.
The combination of poor housing and overcrowding
created slums in West Kingston and part of inner East
Kingston which were virtually coterminous with the
derelict areas recognized in 1935. Although some rehousing had been effected in these areas, in general they were
characterised by population increase and social stagna6Ibid., 6.17.
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tion; the high rates of secular unemployment exemplify
this condition. By 1960, therefore, the distinction between
the slums and the better areas was as marked as, if not
more marked than, it had been in 1943; gross population
densities at the two dates certainly support this contention.

ADAPTATIONS TO POVERTY AND OVERCROWDING

In West Kingston population pressure affected even the
most elementary human requirements, outstanding among
which were housing, work and food. The solution to these
basic needs was found within the context of a sub-culture
which had been developed for decades among persons
living at the level of subsistence. This sub-culture is suitably described by the Jamaican terms 'cotching' and
'scuffling. '
Between 1946 and 1959 only 40,000 people were housed
in government schemes in the whole of Jamaica. Private,
speculative building for rental at low rates was
virtually non-existent in Kingston, and high rents were
charged even for overcrowded accommodation. Permanently unemployed persons who were unable to obtain
subsidised, government housing had either to 'cotch' (to
put up for the night as best they could), or to adapt to
conditions of enduring poverty by becoming squatters. In
1961 the police estimated the squatters at 20,000, a figure
far in excess of that recorded in the previous year by the
census.1 Located in two main zones, on the fringe of the
tenement area in West Kingston and on the outskirts of
the built-up area of the city, these camps were usually
located on land owned by the government or its agencies.
The camps on the outskirts of the city had developed
during the period of rapid population growth which took
place after 1953. Moonlight City on the foreshore in West
Kingston, for example, was set up during 1959, its adult
population doubling from 54 to 106 between July 1960
1 The figure of 20,000 squatters is probably closer to the
truth. It is known that the Ras Tafari brethren, most of whom
were squatters, were under-enumerated in the census.
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and July 1961. The oldest squatter settlements were
located at Trench Town and Back O'Wall on the fringe
of the tenements; with interruptions, squatters had been
living in the latter area since the 1930s. In both areas
squatting had rapidly regenerated after the 1951 hurricane, and in Trench Town squatters had quickly captured
government-owned land which had been cleared and prepared for rehousing. Population densities were much
higher in the older than in the newer camps. Furthermore,
large, almost impregnable, stockades had been raised
around each parcel of captured land in Trench Town,
whereas low fences sufficed as property boundaries in
Moonlight City. The stockades in Trench Town were a
reflection of competition for land which, in tum, was
affected by the density of the popUlation.
It was doubtful in Jamaican law whether the property
at Back O'Wall belonged to its original owner. Private
owners forfeited their land to squatters after six years of
continuous residence, provided the land was fenced; otherwise the period was twelve years. Crown land, however,
was relinquished only after 60 years of squatting, and this
probably explains the greater tolerance shown by government Disputes over privately-owned land were by no
means rare. One of the best-known squatter camps in
Trench Town was situated on land belonging to Boy's
Town. The squatters claimed that the land was theirs, and
most household heads were recorded in the census as
owners.
Even in the older camps population densities rarely exceeded 150 persons per acre; these were lower than the
figures recorded in the adjacent areas. However, the concentration of population within the squatter camps was
out of all proportion to the facilities which were available.
Dwellings consisted of one-room huts constructed from
packing cases and fish barrels, cardboard and polythene.
In an attempt to deter squatters the government had· refused to supply public amenities, and pit latrines-though
illegal-had to be dug and water collected from standpipes or stolen from fire hydrants. Although these conditions were later remedied, approximately 1,000 people

1
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shared one stand-pipe in the Boy's Town squatter camp
at the beginning of 1961. In certain respects, however,
the squatters enjoyed better conditions than the inhabitants of the tenements; they rarely slept more than three
people to a room and paid no rent for their accommodation. But tenancy was by no means absent from some of
these camps, for once squatters had captured a piece of
land and built a high stockade around it, they frequently
charged a ground rent to anyone who wanted to build on
their land.
Squatting, together with secular unemployment, could
be traced back to the 1930s. Furthermore, it created physical and social conditions reminiscent of those associated
with the Negro huts which had s\lITounded Kingston during slavery. The runaway slaves who had inhabited them
had been social outcasts; so, too, were the squatters. Both
groups tended to occupy peripheral locations, and both
lived outside the law. Squatting was illegal, and so were
many of the activities of the squatters-their coal market
at Three Miles, their pit latrines, and their source of water
supply. This pattern of illegality was largely enforced by
;society.
1
Squatting was a way of life as well as an expression of
extreme overcrowding. The social stigma attached to the
/ __ inhabitants of the squatter camps and poorer tenements
and yards made it extremely difficult for people from these
areas to find employment; less than ten per cent of the
factory workers on the Industrial Estate in West Kingston
lived in that part of the city. Many squatters were lapsed
literates or illiterate, malnourished and lacking in personal
discipline; and most were regarded by businessmen as unemployable. The problem was compounded by the tendency of many people to describe themselves as skilled
workers when they were semi-skilled or unskilled. Furthermore, some refused employment which, they felt, undervalued their ability. However, while the existence of fulltime unemployment tended to encourage squatting,
squatting gave rise to a form of unemployment which was
not strictly speaking unemployment at all. The adult
population of the squatter camps abandoned the search
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for paid employment, at least temporarily,S and relied
upon 'scuffling,' or scraping a living from petty manufacturing, pimping and prostitution, begging, stealing, and
selling scrap salvaged from the corporation dump or
'dungle' on the foreshore in West Kingston. People
involved in these activities were, technically speaking, selfemployed, but most regarded themselves as unemployed,
and so did society at large. It is highly probable, therefore,
that most who 'scuffied' for a living were classed by the
census as unemployed. 'Scuffiing' provided an important
alternative to paid employment, especially in the areas in
which the incidence of full-time or secular unemployment
was high. The availability of this alternative, and partly
illegal, system prevented wages from being depressed so
that conditions of full and socially acceptable employment
could develop. However, while the incidence of unemployment did not necessarily imply idleness, the very existence
of 'scuffling' provided a socio-econornic index of extreme
population pressure and overcrowding.
The essence of this sub-culture of 'cotching' and 'scuffling' was summarised by the phrase 'living on the dungle.'
During the 1930s people had literally done so: Even in
1960 one major squatter camp was situated on the seaward edge of the dump in West Kingston, while some of
the poorest inhabitants 'cotched' in the wrecked car bodies
which littered its surface. Furthermore, as most of the
squatter settlements lay within easy reach of the dungle, it
continued to act as a major source of saleable goods and
building materials and of food discarded by groceries,
supermarkets, restaurants and private households. Droves
of squatters awaited the arrival of the garbage carts, and,
as they disgorged their contents, competed for them with
the John Crows. In this way the participants of the subculture maintained a parasitic relationship with the more
prosperous inhabitants of the city. This relationship, however, was indirect, whereas that between domestic servants
8 E. E. Hoyt, "Voluntary Unemployment and Unemployability in Jamaica," British lournal of Sociology. Vol. 11 (1961),
pp. 129-36.
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and their employers represented a more direct form of
dependency.
The adaptations involving 'living on the dungle' were
achieved at a level so low that it automatically involved
the problem of disease. However, in one form or another
social diseases affected most of the overcrowded sections
of the city, and the squatter camps suffered no more conspicuously in this respect than the tenements and yards.
As a result of improvements in public health since the
19308, the major social diseases were confined to tuberculosis of the respiratory system, and typhoid, the former
being associated with the overcrowding of rooms, and the
latter with inadequate sewage disposal and the contamination of food and drinking water.' The distribution of
notified cases of tuberculosis occurring between 1 December 1959 and 30 November 1960, and of notified
cases of typhoid recorded between 1950 and 1960 were
both closely associated with the overcrowded s~tions
of Kingston, and their incidence was particularly hlgh in
the west of the city. Moreover, there was a tendency for
tuberculosis to be associated with the yards and tenements
and for typhoid to be linked to the squatter settlements.
The distribution of disease was an expression of the incidence of population pressure in Kingston, and an indication of the failure of individuals and the community alike
to solve the city's fundamental and long-term socioeconomic problems.

•

•

•

•

Overcrowding was an integral part of the syndrome of
poverty which circumscribed the lives of most persons of
low socio-economic status, and especially those living in
West Kingston. Within the working class population an
important distinction existed between the unionized elite,
and the unemployed and under-employed who were excluded from their ranks. The gap between the two widened
considerably between 1940 and 1960, several informants
attributed their difficulty in finding jobs to the restricting
influence of the unions. A large body of unemployed
persons certainly suffered from any rise in the cost of liv-
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ing. This led to an actual decrease in levels of living in
West Kingston, at least relative to the other parts of the
city, and undoubtedly encouraged squatting and the development of scuffiing. By 1960 the high densities of
population were an indication of desperate poverty as
distinct from socio-economic efficiency.
The ecology of Kingston in 1960 remained basically
similar to that of 1943. At both dates the tenements, parts
of Bast Kingston, and almost all West Kingston were low
ranking, while areas of higher status were located to the
north and east, especially around Half Way Tree. This
patterning of social statuses could be traced back to the
18708, when King's House was established in St. Andrew,
or, further, to the late eighteenth century, when city
merchants began to purchase residential property on the
Liguanea Plain. Furthermore, on the microscale, the incidence of overcrowding and disease in West Kingston
were reminiscent of conditions in the same parts of the
city in 1850, while the squatter camps resembled the
Negro huts of the period of slavery. Despite the high
degree of continuity in the spatial arrangement of social
statuses since slavery, certain recent changes were noteworthy. Parts of Central anc Bast Kingston declined in
status between 1943 and 1960 as their inhabitants moved
out to the suburbs. Population growth was heavily concentrated in West Kingston, but the high status areas in
central and northern St. Andrew underwent considerable
expansion. As a consequence, social polarisation was even
more marked in 1960 than it had been in 1943. A major
contributor to increasing polarisation in the city was the
growth of the population and its concentration in West
Kingston.

•

•

•

•

It is possible to distinguish between several patterns of

mobility in Kingston. Movement to the two largest m,iddleincome housing schemes, and to most of the other new
suburbs, too, was restricted to persons inhabiting at least
median ranking areas. Many servants also penetrated
these suburbs, but their status was essentially a dependent

,il
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one. Mobility was highest in the tenements, but most of
this was directed to similar areas and few of the inhabitants moved away to the suburbs. In 1961, for example, it
was discovered that 43 per cent of the households in one
tenement area in West Kingston bad changed their address during the previous year without leaving the
neigbbourhood.8 Finally, the squatter camps acted as
the settling basins for the most impoverished element in
the population, and together with the worst housing
schemes, as at Majesty Pen, formed 'slums of despair'
rather than 'slums of hope' from which new migrants
might have ascended the social scale. These patterns indicate the rigid nature of the social stratification and its
faithful reflection in spatial terms.
It is also possible to make a tentative distinction between
cityward migration, internal migration within Kingston,
and emigration, both with regard to the groups and areas
which were involved. The migration of landless country
people from the rural areas was directed to the tenements
and yards of West Kingston which were characterised by
high rates of residential mobility. Few migrants penetrated
the source areas for the new housing schemes, and few
settled immediately in the squatter camps. It is clear that
the government's policy of not supplying basic amenities
in the squatter settlements, thereby inducing population
pressure, provided no deterrent to migrants. The slum
dwellers were scarcely more able to afford to emigrate
to Britain than to enter the suburbs. Emigration involved
artisans, sugar-factory workers, tractor drivers, members
of the land-owning peasantry and their dependants; many
of the migrants from Kingston were drawn from the ranks
of privileged, unionized labour and from some of the
relatively higher ranking, low status areas. Emigration,
like the move to the suburbs, involved the more prosperous inhabitants who had greater ability, if less necessity,
to move. These migratory systems helped to expand and
intensify the massive slums in the capital. The disillusion8 H. Gordon, "Preliminary Report of a Socio-Economic Survey of Parts of West Kingston" (unpublished typescript; Kingston: Jamaica Social Welfare Commission, 1961).
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ment and frustration experienced by young migrants who
failed to find employment in Kingston constituted a major
social problem; many lived under even worse conditions
than those they bad experienced in the rural areas.

l
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West Indians of all classes and levels of attainment have
long been accustomed to emigrate in search of better opportunities than they can find at home. In earlier years they
prospected for gold, helped dig the Panama Canal, taught
school, worked on the railroads, and functioned as rulers
or rebels in colonial Africa. Hundreds of thousands of West
Indians are scattered throughout the Caribbean littoral and
in various North American cities. More recently, large
numbers of West Indians have emigrated to the United
Kingdom, France, and other metropolitan centers. Some
analysts, noting the loss of the skilled and better-educated
part of the West Indian community, see this exodus as a
detriment to local development. Others argue that emigration is a safety valve for overpopulation and aids rather
than hinders economic growth. This selection, which assesses the local impact of heavy emigration from Jamaica
to the United Kingdom during the 1950s, takes the latter
position. The alleviation of population pressure and unemployment, the magnitude of remittances, and the rise of
the Gross Domestic Product are pointed to as evidence of
the positive effects of emigration.
an American trained in economics at Harvard University, is presently teaching at Williams College.
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Some Aspects of Jamaican Emigration
to the United Kingdom 1953-1962
Gene Tidrick l
Economists are generally agreed that the international
movement of capital is a Good Thing. No such consensus
exists concerning the desirability of the international flow
of labour.
Some economists feel that factor flows of any kind may
be treated with the same analytical tools. Hence, the movement of labour from an area where its marginal productivity is low to an area where it is high will increase the level
of economic activity throughout the world, just as would
a similar movement of capital. Dissenting voices take exception to this rosy view. The most pessimistic of these
argue that migration from an area of low to higher
marginal productivity of labour in the modem world
means, in effect, migration from over-populated, less developed regions to more developed areas. In this view,
migration merely postpones the day when birth rates must
fall; unchecked migration would thus eventually drag the
standard of living in the developed area down to the less
developed level. A second group of dissenters take as
their point of departure the viewpoint of the countries of
emigration. Migration is seen to drain off the most enterFrom Social and Economic Studies, Vol. 15, No.1, March
1966, pp. 22-39. Reprinted with permission of the author and
the Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of
the West Indies.
.
1 I am indebted to Dr. B. I. Cohen and Mr. C. K. Harley,
both of Harvard University, for suggestions on how to approach
this analysis, and to Professor E. S. Mason of Harvard and
Dr. G. E. Cumper of the University of the West Indies for
helpful comments on an earlier draft of the paper.
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prising members of the population, thereby prolonging the
stagnation of the less developed economy.
The massive migration of Jamaicans to the United
Kingdom, which began on a large scale in 1953 and was
sharply curtailed in 1962 with the passage of the British
Commonwealth Immigration Act, provides one of the few
examples in recent history of an economically motivated
population movement of significant size. The debate attending this movement has been inconclusive, not unlike
the theoretical debate outlined above. The most serious
misgiving on the part of academic observers has been
that emigration would so deplete the skilled labour force
that economic development would be impeded. The following statement, written in 1957, is typical:
Thus against the picture of emigration as an agent for
the reduction of population pressure, particularly as it

tends to reduce the numbers in the ranks of those of
working age, must be placed the picture of emigration
as a source of depletion of the most valuable sections
of the labour force. This seriously impinges on the prospects of economic and industrial development of the
country.2
This paper will attempt to do two things: 1) to sharpen
the focus of discussion concerning the effects of emigration upon Jamaican economic development by actually
making some quantitative estimates of those effects, and
2) to assess the validity of the hypothesis that emigration
seriously impinged upon "the prospects of economic and
industrial development of the country." In some cases our
quantitative estimates will only set minimum and maximum bounds upon the possible effects, but it is hoped that
this will give us a basis for realistically assessing the impact
of emigration. In all cases the costs and benefits of emigration will be analyzed from the Jamaican point of view.
Part I of this paper will review the salient features of
2 G. W. Roberts and D. O. Mills, Study of External Migration AOecting lamaica: 1953-1955 (Mona, Jamaica: Institute of Social and Economic Research, University College of
the West Indies, 1958), p. 124.
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Jamaican economic and demographic development during the decade under review. Part II contains the main
body of our analysis and Part III will summarize the most
significant conclusions.
I. JAMAICAN ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC
DEVELOPMENT

1953-62

In the early 50's Jamaica provided a classic example
of a surplus-labour economy. It was, in fact, specifically
cited as such by Professor Lewis in his path-breaking 1954
article. 8 Approximately half the labour force was engaged in agriculture with perhaps an additional 10 per
cent employed as domestic servants. 4 Unemployment probably stood at about 15 per cent of the labour force and
real per capita product had only recovered to its pre-war
level in 1950.11
During the years following 1950, and especially during
the early part of the period under consideration in this
study, the Jamaican economy grew at a phenomenal rate.
Table 1 details the growth of gross domestic product. From
the beginning of 1953 until the end of 1961 real per capita
GDP grew at an average annual rate of 6.8 per cent. (In
1965 a revised series of National Income and Product estimates for 1959-62 was published together with estimates
for 1963. The constant value estimates, 1960 based, cover
the period 1959-63 only and do not include the years
1953-56 which are the most important for this study.)
One development dominated this expansion-the exploi3 W. Arthur Lewis, "Economic Development with Unlimited
Supplies of Labour," The Manchester School (May, 1954),
reprinted in A. N. Agarwala and S. P. Singh, The Economics
of Underdevelopment (New York: Oxford University Press,
1958), p. 4Ol.

• Jamaica, Department of Statistics, Report on a Sample Survey of the Population of lamaica, October-November 1953
(Kingston: 1957), Table 33, p. 67. Hereafter cited as Sa11Jple
Survey 1953.
II A more detailed account of Jamaican development after
World War II is given in Gene Tidrick, "The International
Economics of Jamaican Growth," Three Dimension (Wmter,
1965), pp. 79-98.
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tation of bauxite beginning in 1952. Table 2 illustrates
the impact which the inception of mining operations has
had. In a decade the mining sector expanded from nil to
the direct generation of nearly 9 per cent of GDP. By the
late 50's Jamaica had become the world's leading producer
of bauxite.
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Other factors contributed to the prosperity of the pe_
riod, however. The number of tourists increased from
about 75,000 in 1950 to over 200,000 in 1962, thus making tourism the third largest "export" after bauxite and
sugar, the traditionally dominant crop of all West Indian
economies. Exports of sugar, too, expanded steadily and
production was given an extra fillip by the American ban
on Cuban sugar imports.
Manufacturing played a not inconsiderable role in Jamaican development As may be seen in Table 2, the absolute expansion of the manufacturing sector paralleled that
of the economy as a whole, its percentage share remaining roughly constant. Tax incentives and a major effort to
attract foreign investment have stimulated the growth of
the sector. In recent years, an increasing amount of industrial production has been geared to the export market
We shall have occasion to comment later on this significant
development.
Table 3 underlines the important structural changes occurring between 1953 and 1960. In this short period the
percentage of the population employed in agriculture deelined sharply While secondary sector employment expanded from 15.6 per cent to 22.9 per cent of the whole.
Precise figures for the mining sector are not aVailable for
the years indicated, but the direct employment provided
was negligible-of the order of 1 per cent of the total
labour force.
Rapid growth of GDP and significant structural shifts
tell only half the story of Jamaican development, however. By the end of 1962 the island had a population
density of 377 per square mile, higher than that of India.
More significantly, Jamaica has a density of 1050 persons
per square mile of agricultural land, and nearly twice that
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EMPLOYED

BY INDUSTRIAL GROUP.

1953 1957 1960
Agriculture
Manufacturing
Construction
Services

48.9
12.3
3.3

17.1

44.2· 37.8
12.8 14.7
8.2
5.9
18.8 14.5··

• includes mining, forestry, and fishing which is unlikely to
have exceeded 2 per cent of total employment.
•• personal services only
Sources:
1953-Jamaica, Sample Survey 1953, table 33, p. 67.
1957-G. E. Cumper, "Employment and Unemployment in the
West Indies," in G. E. Cumper (ed.), The Economy of
the West Indies, ISER-UCWI (Mona, Jamaica, 1960),
p. 169.
1960-Jamaica, Census of Jamaica 1960, table 8, p. 8·1866.
figure per square mile of agricultural land excluding permanent grassland. 6 Colin Clark, probably the most optimistic of those who have written on the economic implications of population, has asserted that, at Danish
productivity and consumption standards, a country is overpopulated when its density per square mile of cultivable
land exceeds 500. 7 Moreover, the crude birth rate of
Jamaica was more than 40 in 1962, and the rate of natural
increase exceeded 3 per cent. 8
6 Calculated from official population estimates, and from statistics of arable land area given in W. F. Maunder, Employment
in an Underdeveloped Area: A Sample of Kingston, Jamaica
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1960), p. 24.
7 Colin Clark, "Population Growth and Living Standards,"
International Labour Review (August, 1953), reprinted in
Agarwala and Singh, op. cit., pp. 40-41. It is not clear whether
Clark's "cultivable land" includes permanent grassland. He does
not consider India or China, among others usually so classified,
to be overpopulated.
8 Jamaica, Central Planning Unit, Economic Survey 1963
(Kingston, 1964).
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This undiminished population pressure helps explain
what must on the surface appear to be contradictory developments-the coincidence of a period of rapid economic
growth with massive emigration. A second factor accounting for this phenomenon is the nature of that economic
growth. The leading growth sector, the mining of bauxite,
did not provide direct employment opportunities at all
commensurate with its impact on income. Hence, 13 per
cent of the labour force was still unemployed in 1960.9
A detailed account of migration to the United Kingdom
is given in Table 4. 10 Net emigration to the U.K. during
the decade was 161,761, or 9.7 per cent of the population
remaining on the island at the end of 1962.
We shall not enter into questions of the effect of economic conditions upon emigration, i.e., the age-old debate
of whether the movement was a "push" or "puU" phenomenon. l l Rather, we shall be concerned with the reverse relationship: how did emigration affect economic
development? Did rapid economic growth occur in spite
of, or because of, emigration?
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Four "effects" of emigration, corresponding to those
socio-economic variables of perhaps greatest concern to
Jamaican policy-makers, have been isolated: the population, balance of payments, production, and employment
effects. The list could be extended, e.g., by isolating a
"savings effect," but these four should enable us to analyze
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ll. THE REPERCUSSIONS OF EMIGRATION

9 See, for source, the next section under the employment
effect.
10 During the period under consideration there was additional net migration to other countries of some 20,000-30,000.
We shall not be concerned with that flow in this analysis.
11 It is sufficient to note here that, 1) economic conditions
in Jamaica were far from ideal, 2) economic conditions in
Jamaica were, however, improving though this is less certain
in terms of employment opportunities, and 3) the rate of emigration tended to ftuctuate directly with British economic conditions, e.g., emigration slowed down during the 1958 recession.
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the impact of emigration on some key factors in economic
development.
The Population Effect

The absence of detailed statistics of the age structure and
fertility of the migrant population renders a truly precise
assessment of the impact of emigration upon population
impossible. Nevertheless, though the crudity of our estimates might cause demographers to cringe, they will be
sufficiently accurate to shed some light on economic problems.
It is presumed self-evident that a reduction in the rate
of population growth in Iamaica would, ceteris paribus,
favourably influence the growth of per capita income.
While some economists might maintain that population
growth is a stimulant to economic growth, surely none
would argue that a 3 per cent increase per annum would
have this effect in an already overpopulated country. It
is instructive, therefore, to obtain some idea of the effect
of emigration upon population growth. Net emigration to
the U.K. during the period 1953-62 amounted to roughly
35 per cent of the natural increase of population. Assuming a smoothed curve in which emigration offset accessions through births at a constant rate, this would have
had the effect of lowering population growth from a rate
of 3 per cent to a rate of 2 per cent per year. Again, assuming the rate of economic growth to be independent
of the rate of population growth, emigration would have
raised the rate of growth of per capita product by the 1
per cent which the population growth declined. 12
12 This follows from the equation: % growth of per capita
product % growth of total product - % growth of population
(r = g - p), which holds for small changes of the magnitude
discussed here. See, for an eX8D1ple of a similar exercise,
H. W. Singer, "The Mechanics of Economic Development,"
Indian Economic Review (August, 1952), reprinted in Agar·
wala and Singh, op. cit., p. 396. I am not suggesting that growth
of total product really is independent of the rate of population
growth, particularly where emigration is involved. These con·
siderations are taken up in discussion of the production effect.
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Emigration reduced total population by more than the
amount of net migration, of course. Most of the emigrants
were adults, and a high proportion of these appear to have
been in the ~ertile. age ranges. By use of a rough and ready
method, which Yields estimates comparable to those of
Roberts an~ Mills,lS it is estimated that 38,700 births were
lost to the Island through emigration. While this estimate
may ~e subject to an error of as much as 10,000 either
way, It does suggest that, had there been no net migration
to the U.K. during this period, total population would
have been approximately 200,000 greater at the end of
1962.
It is clear that emigration affects the age structure of
the population as well as total population. It should be
equ~lly clear that a reduction in the number of births
eqwvalent to net migration would have profoundly differe~t effects upon these two variables. The following exerCIse, the results of which are summarized in Table 5 itlustr~tes the point with reference to the actual situatio~ in
JamaIca.
Row 2 shows the structure of the population at the
end of 1960. This year was chosen, instead of 1962, be~use precise census data exist. "Productive population"
IS defined as the entire population between the ages of
15 and 60. This, rather than the actual labour force, is
~ed as a measure of productive population to avoid the
difficulties of dealing with unemployment, participation
rates, etc. "Non-productive population" is consequently
defined as the population less than 15 and greater than
60 years of age. We may reach an estimate of what would
have been ~e situation had no net emigration to the U.K.
occurred smce 1953 by using the previous estimate of
the number of births lost to the island. Combined with
known totals of the net migration of adults and children
(see Table 4), this figure yields the calculations of row 1
In the third case we have assumed that no net migratio~
occurred but that births dropped by an amount (104,000)
equal to the net migration which actually did occur 195360. The results are set out in row 3.
IS Roberts and Mills, op. cit., p. 63.
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TABLE 5. EFFEcr

OF EMIGRATION ON THE
STRUCTURE OF POPULATION 1960.

total
productive non-productive
population population
population
as % of total as % of total
1. "Stable" population:

no net migration to
U.K. 1953-60
1,750,000
2. Actual situation as
the result of net
migration to U.K.
1953-60

1,625,000

54%

46%

52%

48%

3. Hypothetical case
of a reduction in
the number of
births equal to net
migration to U.K.
1953-60
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population growth without affecting total output substantially, it raises per capita incomes; 2) it raises the potential
rate of saving by reducing public expenditure necessary to
maintain schools, etc., as well as by raising per capita
incomes; 3) by reducing the size of the youngest age
cohort it will, for a" given rate of fertility among women of
child-bearing age, reduce the rate of population growth
in the next generation more than would a migratory movement of a comparable size; and 4) it will reduce the number of workers entering the labour force in the next
generation, a benefit if a problem of long-term unemployment exists. It follows that the priole-perhaps the only
-economic advantage to Jamaica of emigration over an
equivalent reduction in the number of births is that the
former may alleviate an acute unemployment problem
now.

1,645,000

57.5%

42.5%

It has already been pointed out that the happy result
of emigration was to reduce total population by an amount
greater than the migration itself by lowering the crude
birth rate which would have obtained in its absence. 14
However, emigration also raised the proportion (though
not the absolute number) of "non-productive" population from 46 per cent to 48 per cent of the total. By
contrast, a reduction in the number of births would have
lowered the non-productive population both relatively and
absolutely.
A decrease in the ratio of non-productive to productive
population (resulting from a falling birth rate) has, in part,
the following beneficial effects: 1) by reducing the rate of
14 Many demographers might argue that the trouble with
migration is that it does affect fertility, i.e., provides an inducement for its maintenance at a high level. For simplicity, I have
assumed here that migration affects birth rates only in the
mechanical sense of transferring mothers from one country to
another. But I would argue that in the short run this is a valid
assumption.

Emigration is, then, a "second-best" means of attacking
the population problem. Some critics of emigration have
argued, on this basis, that migration was deu:unental to
the Jamaican interest and should have been discouraged.
It is true that the Jamaican Government has failed to come
to grips with the need to induce the populace to exercise
birth control, perhaps because a ready outlet for surplus
population provided a convenient excuse. f~r inacti~ But
it is certainly not true that such a preclpltous fall m the
birth rate as posited above was a feasible alternative to
emigration.l~ The only relevant comparison, in the .short
run-and massive emigration had only a short run-iS between the situation resulting from emigration and that
which would have developed without it. The immediate
population effect has been stated; t0ta! population ~as
reduced, but the ratio of non-productive to productive
population was increased. The economic implications of
this will be examined shortly. It remains to comment on
the long-run population effect.
Attempts to assess the long-run effect become hig~IY
speculative. We have already dismissed, rather summarily,
the naive view that emigration is a direct substitution for a
15 This could be argued either by historical analogy or in
terms of the mores of Jamaican society.
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declining birth rate-a mere prolongation of the day of
reckoning when birth rates must fall. A more sophisticated
school argues that emigration may militate against a longterm solution of the popUlation problem by a more devious
route. Population is believed to grow as a logistic function of economic conditions. As prosperity increases,
population growth begins to accelerate due to a falling
death date and a stable or even rising birth rate. But at a
certain threshold level of prosperity, the birth rate begins
to decline. Thus, insofar as emigration lowers prosperity,
the critical level or "prosperity threshold" may not be
reached, ergo the birth rate will not fall. 111
Per capita income did increase markedly during the decade of massive migration, though the possibility that it
might have increased even more otherwise will be examined. More to the point, it may be questioned if population is a function of the level of prosperity,17 Historically,
birth rates have declined only after a long period of modern economic growth. This suggests that birth rates are
functionally related to economic growth (and the associated urbanization, etc.) by the length of time the process
has been going on, as much as by the level of prosperity
achieved. Marked changes in attitudes are likely to occur
only between generations. If it is accepted that the vast
social changes necessary to induce birth rates to fall are a
function of time, then it is uncertain whether a decade of
emigration had any effect on the long-term birth rate. In
this case, it merely provided a breathing space of reduced
population pressure. But even if emigration did affect the
birth rate, its influence must be presumed so slight that it
was completely overwhelmed by the short-run population
effect.
W. F. Maunder, "The New Jamaican Emigration,"
Social and Economic Studies, Vol. 4, No.1 (March, 1955), pp.
58-59, who expresses fears in this vein.
17 The argument here is based upon lectures given by Professor Simon Kuznets, Harvard University.
III See
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The Balance of Payments Effect
For many less developed countries a shortage of foreign
exchange is one of the most serious bottlenecks impeding
economic growth. Jamaica, however, has been quite favourably placed in this respect. Largely due to exports of
bauxite, the income terms of trade (1954 = 100) expanded from 80.6 in 1953 to 152.1 in 196J.18 Tourism
and substantial foreign investment aided invisible items
and the capital account, respectively. But the direct impact of emigration upon the balance of payments has
been favourable as well. Moreover, foreign exchange benefits will continue to be derived in the future, for which
the general prospects are less bright due to a slowing down
in the rate of expansion of bauxite exports.
Calculation of the balance of payments effect is quite
straightforward. The major cost of foreign exchange involved is the cost of passage and the prime benefit the
remittances of emigrants.
In the first few years of the movement most migrants
travelled by sea, but by 1961 about 75 per cent journeyed
by air. 11l Fares apparently remained fairly constant from
1954 onwards at about £75 by sea and £85 by air.20
R. B. Davison lists £ 80 as an appropriate estimate of the
average cost of passage. 21 Roberts and Mills assume a
loss to the island of only £ 70 per emigrant because they
allow for the profits of local travel agents. 22 Since emigrants may have taken some savings with them (which
would have been changed into sterling and spent in Britain), we will assume the real loss of foreign exchange
to have been £ 80 per emigrant. One complication arises
18Jamaica, Trade Indices 1948-61.
1.1l Information supplied by the Department of Statistics, Jamaica.
~o See Maunder, "Jamaican Emigration," p. 55; Roberts and
Mills, op. cit., p. 125; and R. B. Davison "West Indian Migration to Britain 1955-61," Part IT, We;t Indian Economist
(September, 1961), pp. 13-14.
21 Davison, loco cit.
22 Roberts and Mills, op. cit., p. 125.
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due to the payment by relatives already in England of a
portion of some fares. In so far as such gifts or loans were
remitted to emigrants in Jamaica, it would be double counting not to include them as a cost to the island since they
would show up as a benefit through remittances. Since
the amount of fares paid in London, and thus never crossing the balance of payments, is not known,28 and since we
are particularly concerned not to understate the cost involved, it will be assumed that fares paid abroad represent
an opportunity cost to Jamaica in the sense that an amount
equal to the fare would have been remitted to the
Jamaican resident had he chosen not to emigrate. Thus,
complications notwithstanding, we assume a true loss of
£ 80 in foreign exchange for each emigrant. Multiplying
this by the total number of emigrants (not net migrants),
the total estimated foreign exchange cost of emigration was
£ 13,986,800 or about £ 14 million.
The amount of net remittances from the U.K. may be
ascertained from records of postal and money orders.
While this may understate the benefits thus derived, no
attempt will be made to estimate the amount of remittances from other sources, such as the direct mailing of
currency. The benefit has indeed been substantial. Remittances in 1962 totaled £6,264,OOO-an amount which
covered 42.5 per cent of the visible trade deficit. Total
net remittances from the U.K. 1953-62 were £28,566,000.
The estimated amount for 1954 was £550,000 and for
1953, £250,000. 24 For simplification we will assume that
all remittances in 1953 were from Jamaicans who had
emigrated prior to the period under consideration, but
that all remittances from 1954 onward were from those
emigrating during the period. Total remittances from emigrants between 1953 and 1962, then, are assumed to equal
total remittances 1954-62, or £29,116,000.
28 Maunder does say that 2S per cent of those travelling to
the U.K. by sea in his 1954 sample survey had their fares paid
in London ("Jamaican Emigration," p. 55).
24 Figures for 1955-62 from Jamaica, Economic Survey 1961
and Economic Survey 1963. Other estimates are from Economic Survey 1957.
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It. is necessary to estimate the present value of future
re~ll1ttances. from the cohort of emigrants 1953-62. To do
this, we will call the entire period 1953-62 the present
(year t), and assume that the flow of remittances after
1963 (remittances for that year = £5,798,000) will red~ce by .10 per cent per year until 1977, after which they
will CO~tinue in perpetuity at a constant rate. The present
value WIll be calculated at alternative rates of discount for
future earnings: 6% and 8%. Thus, in 1963 (year t + 1)
the present (1962) value of actual remittances at a 6% disco~t rate was £5,460,000. By 1977 (year t + 15)
renuttances are a~sumed to have reduced to £1,326,000
pe~ annum, at which rate they continue forever. The capitalized valu~ of. this flow is £ 22.1 million, the present
value of which IS £9.25 million (both at 6%). The res~ts are summarized in Table 6. The sums have been
disaggregated in case it is felt that a perpetual flow at the
197? level is an unrealistic assumption. The minimum net
foreign exchange gain (rate of discount = 8% remittances
stop completely in 1977) is £45,219,200. The maximum
net gain (rate of discount 6%, remittances flow in perpetuity) is £57,439,200.
One other less important repercussion of emigration
~pon ~e balan~ Of. payments is worthy of passing mention. Smce Jamaica ImPOrts certain basic items, e.g., codfish, a staple item in the Jamaican diet, it may be
presumed that emigration reduced import requirements.
Imports per capita of food, drink, and tobacco ranged
~rom £5.8 in 1954 to £10.9 in 1962.211 Arbitrarily assumm~ that each (net) emigrant reduced essential import req~rements by £ 6 per annum, the total amount of foreign exchange saved in this way was about £4 115 000
The amount is so negligible that no attempt has m:en ~a~
to calculate the present value of future savings. Domestic
de~and for exportables is slight so that we may neglect
this effect of emigration upon exports.
~n a~dition to .being slight, this consumption effect of
emigration upon ImPOrts and exports is only meaningful
211 Jam~ica, Dept. of Statistics, Annual Abstract of Statistics
- 1962 (Kingston, Jamaica).

